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ABSTRACT

This study explored the nature of the learning approaches used by a group of

tertiary students when learning from text and their associated written test

outcomes. Ninety second year university students were studied in two

separate situations and the findings from this study were used to predict the

learning behaviour of a sub-group of 23 in a third situation. The method

employed reflected a second order perspective, incorporating the Approaches

to Studying Inventory (Ramsden, 1983) and written retrospective reports on

learning behaviour.

The combination of the learner's motive, focus and the degree of strategy

elaboration emerged as the most effective means of describing students'

learning approaches. Six distinct learning approaches were identified by

considering each participant's reported learning behaviour in relation to

these dimensions. An analysis of reported learning approaches using this

classification scheme revealed considerable intra- and inter-situational

variability in learning approach. However, some forms of stability within

this variability were identified suggesting that a student's learning approach

can exhibit both variability and consistency.

Four distinctive learning outcomes were identified from the written test

responses. These differed in focus, level of elaboration, degree of integration,

extent of overview, evidence of rote learning and extent of personal

synthesis. When each students' test outcome was compared to their reported

learning approach to learning discrepancies were found which suggested that

approach was not the sole determinant of learning outcome.

When the data from the Approaches to Studying Inventory were compared

with that from the retrospective reports made by students no consistent

patterns emerged. This is consistent with the conclusion that learning

approach is an individual, context specific response which is not able to be

described using instruments which assume uniformity in approach.
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From the findings of this study a nascent theory of tertiary student learning

behaviour when learning from text and an 'effective learner' profile were

developed.
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Chapter One.

INTRODUCTION

The last fifteen years have witnessed the emergence of a new perspective in

the study of learning, characterized by the recognition of the value of

studying learning from the perspective of the learner. The development of

this second-order perspective (Marton, 1981) can be largely attributed to the

work of three groups of researchers working in Sweden, Britain and

Australia. While working from different theoretical perspectives the work of

these groups has provided research frameworks for describing the approaches

of students to their learning tasks that have generated more ecologically valid

explanations of the learning process than those that have emerged from

traditional psychology (Entwistle & Hounsell, 1979).

These frameworks represent a significant departure from the experimental

approach that has characterized traditional educational psychology research.

By drawing upon the students' experience of learning rather than the

researchers observation of this experience, the new methods operationalize

the assumption that learners are active agents in the learning process, able to

reflect upon and report their learning behaviour. Such an approach is

particularly suited to the study of adult learning because it validates the

learner's experience and provides a foundation for collaborative research.

Two broad research paradigms have emerged. Both have addressed the

nature of students' learning approaches but each is founded upon a different

assumption on how learning behaviour can be described. The first paradigm,

termed phenomenography, is grounded in the reality of the learner,

primarily using interviews to gather data on students' experience of learning.

In contrast the second paradigm is psychometric, depending upon

inventories for the description of learning.

The inventories that characterize the psychometric studies ask students to

report typical patterns in their learning behaviour by rating this behaviour



against the range of propositions stated in the inventory. In contrast the

phenomenographic studies focus upon specific learning situations. Learners

are asked to provide data of a contextually specific nature in their own words.

Chapter Two reviews the literature that has emerged since 1975 from both

psychometric and phenomenographic studies on learning approaches. This

review reveals that, although many studies have investigated learning

approach and various factors contributing to the nature of students' learning

approaches, few studies have explored the nature of these factors and their

impact on the learning approaches of individual students across several

learning situations. This study addresses this area, exploring the way in

which the learner's approach varies from one situation to another and

identifying those factors that are closely associated with the variation

detected.

The term 'learning approach' embraces both the motivational and strategic

elements of the learner's behaviour (Biggs, 1989). Traditionally these two

facets of learning have been addressed independently. However, recent

studies have suggested that an essential congruency exists between the nature

of a learner's motivation and the learning approaches employed which

supports the proposition that these aspects of learning can not be considered

in isolation from each other. (Biggs, 1978; O'Neil & Child, 1984).

"Students devise strategies to solve the problem their motives
have defined for them." (Biggs, 1989, p. 12).

Therefore to understand learning behaviour, consideration must be given to

both the context and content of learning so that motive can be considered in

relation to the strategic components of learning. For this reason the study of

learning behaviour undertaken for this thesis was not decontextualized. The

learning activities investigated were an integral part of the participants'

course work.
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The aim was to explore the level and nature of situational variability in

learning approaches and outcome exhibited by tertiary students and identify

the factors that contributed to this variability. To do this students' learning

approaches were studied in three different courses.

This study represents the first known study of tertiary students in New

Zealand which employs a second order research methodology to explore the

nature of learning approach across multiple learning situations. In so doing it

provides insights into the degree and nature of learning approach variability

exhibited by tertiary students and provides a basis upon which to consider the

most appropriate ways to promote learning efficacy.

In addition, by utilizing questionnaires rather than the time intensive,

indepth interviews which characterize the phenomenographic studies which

have inspired this study, the research design has implications for educators

wishing to effect their own 'in vivo' action research into student learning

within the confines of busy teaching schedules.

The insights and implications of this study are discussed more fully in

Chapter Five. This discussion forms the basis for the development of a

nascent theory of learning approach and an 'effective learner' profile.
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Chapter Two.

LITERATURE REVIEW.

Introduction

This chapter reviews the research on tertiary students' learning approaches

that has been documented since 1975. The studies reviewed are first discussed

in relation to the research methods used and then in terms of the insights

they provide on the manner in which tertiary students approach learning

tasks, the subsequent learning outcomes and the factors that appear to be

associated with the learning process.

Method.

Operational Definition.

Learning approach has been defined for the purposes of this review as the

combination of motive and strategy a learner applies to a learning task. This
,

conception of the term is consistent with the literature on tertiary learners'

study behaviour (Biggs 1979; Entwistle 1979; and Marton 1976a, 1976b; Van

Rossum & Schenk, 1984).

The Search.

Identification of relevant research for this review began with a preliminary

study of the papers presented at the Marysville Symposium on student

learning, held in Victoria, Australia in 1986. From the study of the research

and theoretical papers presented three search strategies were devised:

1. A Dialog search of the ERIC and PSYCINFO files was undertaken using

key words from the titles and abstracts of papers repeatedly cited by the

presenters at the symposium.

2. The research papers cited in a paper containing a reasonably

comprehensive research review that were available in New Zealand

were located.

3. The periodicals cited in the bibliographies of papers relating to learning

approaches were identified and volumes from January 1975 were

visually scanned for appropriate articles. These periodicals were:
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British Journal of Educational Psychology.

Higher Education.

Higher Education Research and Development.

Studies in Higher Education.

Vestes

Combinations of the descriptors 'learning', 'strategies', 'metacognition',

'deep' and 'surface' were used for both Dialog files. The most manageable

result was produced by the combination 'learning strategies and

metacognition and deep or surface'. This identified 9 references in ERIC but

failed to identify any references in PSYCINFO. All other combinations

produced unwieldy lists. Of the 9 items identified by the combination above

none were written by prominent researchers cited in the symposium papers

and as not one item was available locally this strategy was abandoned in

favour of a combination of the later two strategies.

Restrictions.

The following restrictions were placed upon the literature selected for this

review:

1. Research samples should be tertiary students.

2. Only research published from January 1975 would be considered.

3. The term 'learning approach' must be used in a manner consistent

with the operational definition stated above.

The first restriction reflects the reviewer's area of interest. The second was

chosen as a convenient cut-off date after an analysis of the bibliographies of

symposium papers. The third restriction was necessary to exclude the study

skills area which is not centrally related to the area of study but which has

generated an extensive body of literature.

Coding.

The following themes were used to provide the organisational framework

for the analysis of the research included in this review.
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Methodology

• Types of methodology

- phenomenographic

- psychometric

- combination of the above

• Type of learning task studied

- academic text

- other

• Relationship between variables (i.e.; internal!external)

• Theoretical framework

• Type of analysis employed

psychometric instrument

- factor analysis

- correlation

qualitative

Samples

• size «,> 100)

• Composition

- gender

-age

- academic year

- academic department

Findings of the studies

• nature of the approaches identified

- deep / surface

- meaning (internalising) / reproducing (utilising) /

achieving

• Nature of outcomes associated with particular learning approaches

- academic success

- complexity

• variables identified as influencing learning approach

- personological

- contextual
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Analysis of the Literature.

Methodologies Employed.

Research into the learning approaches of tertiary students falls neatly into

three methodological types: studies that utilize a highly qualitative approach

(Dahlgren, 1978; Dahlgren & Marton, 1978; Fransson, 1977; Laurillard, 1979;

Martin & Ramsden, 1986; Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Svensson 1977),

studies that are essentially psychometric (Biggs, 1978,1979; Biggs & Kirby, 1983;

Bowden et al, 1987; Clarke, 1986; Entwistle et al, 1979; Entwistle & Waterston,

1988; Meyer & Parsons, 1989; O'Neil & Child, 1984; Speth & Brown, 1988;

Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981; Thomas, 1987; Watkins, 1987; Watkins & Hattie,

1981) and those that employ elements of both approaches (Ramsden, 1979;

Van Rossum & Schenk, 1984).

The qualitative studies have been dominated by a group of researchers

working at Gothenburg University in Sweden while the work of researchers

at London and Lancaster Universities in the United Kingdom and Biggs in

Australia has been central to the psychometric tradition that has emerged.

Composite approaches have been a more recent de~elopment, occurring

largely as a response to researchers desire to rationalize the area of study and

seek a basis for practice.

Marton and his colleagues in Sweden have undertaken a range of studies

which explore university students' approaches to reading academic articles.

Their studies have involved retrospective student reports of their learning

approaches and the intuitive analysis of interview data. (Entwistle, 1981).

This approach represents a significant departure from the experimental,

correlational studies that are prevalent in educational psychology. Typically

the learners' statements about what they have learned from a passage of text

are recorded and coded according to emergent categories. Co-judging by

independent judges was frequently used to check coding reliability (E.g.,

Fransson, 1977; Van Rossum & Schenk, 1984).

In the early studies of the Gothenburg group the coded data on outcome was
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related back to the students' reported learning approaches which had been

independently coded. In this way, while data on both these aspects were

analysed within the context and content of the learning task, they were

considered independently (i.e., assumed to have an external relationship)

(Marton & Svensson, 1979). Regardless of methodological approach,

Svensson's (1977) study represented the first, and only attempt located by the

reviewer, to treat the relationship of process and outcome as interdependent

(i.e., internal). All other studies continued the tradition of treating the

relationship between process and outcome as external. Biggs (1979) for

example used the SOLO Taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1979) to categorize the

qualitative outcomes of learning before relating these to the subjects' study

processes as determined by a study processes inventory.

The rationales underpinning the qualitative methodologies reflect a

theoretical perspective that is a significant departure from the traditional

approach to the study of student learning which involves the testing of

hypotheses about learners' characteristics and behaviour, often in very highly

controlled, experimental conditions. In contrast, Marton and his colleagues'

preoccupation with the "here-and-now' and their contention that the content

and context of learning can not be divorced from the actual act of learning

(Marton & Saljo, 1976a) suggest strong links with existential psychology.

Further more, they believe that by considering learning from the perspective

of the learner they are able to provide a more ecologically valid explanation

of student learning than is possible using the controlled experimental

methodologies and explanatory theoretical frameworks of the traditional

perspective (Entwistle & Hounsell, 1979). Their alternative perspective has

led to the development of an essentially descriptive rather than prescriptive

research tradition which has come to be known as phenomenography

(Marton, 1981).

Phenomenography is essentially experiential and phenomenal (Marton, 1978,

quoted in Marton & Svensson, 1979). Studies are conducted in naturalistic
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settings and seek to identify students' learning approaches and explore the

contextual variables that impact on these. Analysis of data is essentially

subjective involving seldom more than simple cross-tabulation. The

variables that have been explored by these studies are discussed in the section

of this chapter which deals with the results of these studies.

In contrast, the psychometric research into learning approaches has involved

the development and application of inventories. Like the

phenomenographic studies, however, the inventory based studies have

primarily sought to describe learning rather than to be diagnostic or

prescriptive. These descriptions have focussed on the motivational and

strategic characteristics of reported generalized learning behaviour although

the influence of Pask's (1976) work on learning styles prompted learning style

dimensions to be addressed in the Approaches to Studying Inventory

(Ramsden, 1983).

Almost without exception these studies have involved factor analysis

(Cronbach's Alpha) in their quest to provide and/or confirm a rational

structure for the data gained from students' responses to general statements

about aspects of their learning behaviour. (E.g., Meyer & Parsons, 1989;

Thomas, 1987; O'Neil & Child, 1984). Correlation techniques were also used

in studies mentioned in this paper to; establish the level of association

between learning approach and academic locus of responsibility (Watkins,

1987), to establish the level of congruency between the strategy and

motivation sub-scales of Biggs' inventory (1979) (O'Neil and Child, 1984),

identify the level of association between grade point average and learning

appproach (Watkins and Hattie, 1981) and to compare two inventories

(Entwistle & Waterston, 1988).

The Study Process Questionnaire (SPQ) (Biggs, 1986) is one of three

inventories that form the foundation of the psychometric studies. The other

two are the Approaches to Studying Inventory (AS!) (Ramsden, 1983) and the

Course Perceptions Questionnaire (CPQ) (Ramsden, 1983). Table 1 shows
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which inventories were used by the studies reviewed.

Table 1

Inventory Usage in Recent Studies of Student Learning.

Author ASI aeo CPO OTHER Notes

Biggs (1978) ~

Biggs, (1979) ~ ~ SOLO (Biggs & Collis, 1982)

Biggs & Kirby, (1983) ~

Bowden et al., (1987) ~ Own language inventory.

Clarke, (1986) ~

Entwistle et al., (1979) ~

Entwistle & Waterston, (1988) ~ ~ ILP (Schmeck, 1977)

Meyer & Parsons, (1989) ~ ~

O'Neil & Child, (1984) ~

Ramsden, (1979) ~

Ramsden & Entwistle, (1981) ~ ~

Speth & Brown, (1988) ~ ~ ILP (Schmeck, 1983)

TPAS (Speth & Brown,

1988)

Thomas, (1987) ~ Thomas & Bain, (1984)

Watkins, (1987) ~ IAR (Perry, 1982)

Watkins & Hattie, (1981) ~ ILP (Schmeck, 1977)

Van Rossum & Hattie, (1984) ~ SOLO (Biggs & Collis, 1982)

Listed below are examples of the statements that respondents are asked to

consider in the Approaches to Studying Inventory (ASI). These are typical of

the sort of statements that respondents are asked to consider in the

inventories used by researchers in the area of learning approaches.

• If conditions aren't right for me to study, I generally manage to

do something to change them. (ASI)

• I chose my present courses mainly to give me a chance of a

really good job afterwards. (ASI)

In trying to understand new ideas, I often try to relate them to

real life situations to which they might apply. (ASI)
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Typically subjects are asked to respond to statements using a Likert scale. This

means that both the themes addressed and the mode of response are confined

to a framework dictated by the researcher. In addition this research review

has found that almost without exception inventories are only administered

on a single occasion. The study of the relationship between study activities

and first year assessment activities at an Australian College of Advanced

Education by Thomas (1987) was the only example located of multiple

administration of an inventory to the same sample. Single administration is

consistent with the view that learning approach is a stable characteristic and a

feature of the learner and not the learning situation. This in turn reflects the

assumption that learning approaches can be studied in a non-contextual and

content free manner.

Researchers seldom cited evidence to support this assumption. This is in

complete contrast to the assumption of variability of approach underpinning

phenomenographic research (Thomas, 1987). It must be noted, however, that

phenomenographic studies have produced some evidence of inter-context

approach stability. (E.g., Svennson, 1977).

Similarly, phenomenography has assumed that an individual learner adopts

a single approach during a learning episode. Studies over a three year period

reported by Thomas (1986a) provide no support for this assumption which

implies that learning approaches are mutually exclusive. Such a notion is

likely to be an artifact of the dependence of phenomenographic studies upon

small learning tasks requiring learning from text. On the basis of his findings

Thomas (1987) argues that it is more likely that learning approaches are

"combinatorial in nature" rather than mutually exclusive for a given

learning task.

Only a small number of studies have addressed the learning approach of the

same Tndividual in different situations (Laurillard, 1979; Marton & Saljo,

1976b; Ramsden, 1979, 1984). These studies revealed that learning approach

can show both consistency and variability depending upon the nature of the
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learning task set and the conditions under which learning occurred.

For example, Laurilland (ibid) found that for some students learning

approach was context dependent so dichotomised codes for categorizing

learning approach were not applicable to these students across different

learning situations. Dichotomies such as deep and surface learning approach

could only be used to describe an individual's learning behaviour in a specific

learning context. Such findings prompted researchers of both methodological

predispositions to reconsider their assumptions regarding inter-task

variability and consistency (Entwistle, 1979; Marton & Svensson, 1979).

Samples

The subjects in all the studies reviewed were tertiary students. In general,

specific details on age were not given in the papers although the majority

indicated the composition of the samples in terms of the academic year of the

subjects. The European studies and the majority of British studies confined

their samples to first year students. This was not the case for the Australian

studies which characteristically included subjects from more than one

academic year (E.g., Biggs & Kirby, 1983; Watkins & Hattie, 1981; Clarke, 1986).

Given the disciplines of the researchers it is not surprising that psychology

students figured prominently in the samples. The studies employing a

phenomenographic approach tended to draw their students from one (E.g.,

Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Svensson, 1977; Van Rossum & Schenk, 1984)

or occasionally two disciplines (E.g., Fransson, 1977). In contrast the studies

employing exclusively psychometric approaches tended to draw their subjects

from a range of disciplines (E.g., Biggs & Kirby, 1983; Ramsden & Entwistle,

1981; Watkins & Hattie, 1981). In these three examples both arts and science

students featured in the samples.

Differences in sample size distinguished the pyschometric studies from those

that were exclusively or at least in part phenomenographic in their approach.

While the phenomenographic studies relied on small samples that did not
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exceed 100 the pyschometric studies tend to have considerably larger samples.

For example; Ramsden and Entwistle (1981) based their study on a sample of

2208 polytechnic and university students while Biggs and Kirby (1983) also

gathered data from in excess of 2000 students from colleges of advanced

education and universities. Such sample sizes are feasible when using

inventories.

In contrast the constraints of time restrict phenomenographic studies to

much smaller groups, typically of 30 to 40 subjects. Not surprisingly the use of

such small samples, drawn from only one or two disciplines, has serious

implications for the phenomenographic studies in terms of the

generalisability of the research findings.

Details on sample composition and sampling technique were not always

adequate in the research reports studied. Gender ratios in the samples, for

example, were often not reported. From those that do give sufficient details it

is clear that representative sampling was not a high priority. This is

particularly true of the phenomenographic studies where convenience

samples were often used. (E.g., Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Svensson, 1977).

The effect of this lack of consistency and paucity in sample data makes the

identification of comparable studies difficult.

Findings

A. Types of approach.

The studies undertaken by Marton and his colleagues clearly demonstrated

that the learners studied employed different, task specific approaches when

reading an academic article. These approaches could be characterized in terms

of the learners intended purpose and the focus of their attention. The

approaches could then be related to qualitatively different levels of outcome.

(Fransson, 1977; Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Svensson, 1977).

It was found that those students who approached the reading of an article

with the intention of understanding it employed strategies which enabled
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them to establish not only the details given in the text (the sign) but also what

was signified by the details and the relationships between them. In contrast

those students who merely sought to memorize the details embedded in the

text employed strategies which meant that they did not establish what was

signified by these details. Such students also appeared to be more aware of the

learning conditions in which they were operating. These two approaches

were termed surface and deep respectively. The key features of these

approaches are given in Table 2.

Table 2

Characteristics of Deep and Surface Approaches.

Feature Deep Surface

Focus On what is signified. On the sign (i.e., details)

Aim To understand. To memorize.

Strategies Transformational. Reproductive.

Motivation Intrinsic. Extrinsic.

Even though students adopting a surface approach focussed upon

memorizing the facts in the article, utilising essentially rote learning

techniques, several studies found that learners who employed a deep

approach are actually better able to recall the facts in an academic article than

those who employed a surface approach (Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b;

Svensson, 1977). Svensson (ibid) concluded that this was inevitable because

these subjects had interacted in more depth with the text material.

The Lancaster research commenced in 1968 with the initial intention of

establishing how motivation and personality predict the degree results of

students (Entwistle, 1981). Again the learning task at the centre of the research

was the reading of academic text but it was not until several years had elapsed

that any attempt was made to link this research with that of the Gothenburg

researchers.

The Lancaster studies were primarily questionnaire based. From the factor
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analysis of the responses gained, three learning orientations or approaches

were identified: meaning, reproducing and achieving or strategic. Each

dimension has a value, motive and strategy component. These are

summarized in Table 3.

Table 3

Learning Orientations.

Orientation

Meaning

Reproducing

Achieving

Value Motive Strategy

Goal of education is Intrinsic. New information

personal development. related to old.

Main purpose of Extrinsic. Limit activity

university is to syllabus,

vocational. rote.

Learning is a game. Need for success. Very organised.

While the third orientation represents a type of approach not described by

Marton et al. the first two orientations have been equated with the deep and

surface levels of processing proposed by Marton and Saljo (l976a). This

correspondence should not be blindly accepted, however, as the two

classification systems have arisen from research designs based upon quite

different research paradigms.

Specific variations within each approach have been identified by researchers

using both methodologies. It became clear that the approaches exhibited by

learners varied in terms of how involved the students became and the level

of effort expended. For this reason the sub-categories of active and passive

were delimited (Fransson, 1977; Entwistle et aI, 1979). It also became apparent

that learners could undertake deep processing in different ways (Pask, 1976).

As a result of Pask's work two sub-approaches were also defined for the deep

approach. Termed operational and comprehension learning, these

approaches, while sharing the same motivational component, differ in the

attention given to factual and procedural detail. The operational approach is

characterized by attention to factual and procedural information,
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cautiousness in accepting generalisations and a reliance upon step-by-step

strategies. The comprehension approach on the other hand is characterized by

the initial concern for obtaining a broad overview and establishing the

relationships between ideas and previous knowledge.

Disfunctional approaches to learning have also been identified (Pask, 1976).

Globetrotting, which refers to the tendency by students to engage exclusively

in comprehension learning, was found by Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) to be

most prevalent among students in psychology departments. On the other

hand, improvidence, which refers to the exclusive use of operation learning,

was most common in economics departments. Neither approach leads to

totally successful learning outcomes (Newble & Clarke, 1986).

Independent studies by Biggs in Australia identified three approaches to

learning that are essentially identical to those produced by the British studies.

Biggs (1979) termed his approaches internalising (Meaning), utilising

(Reproducing) and achieving (Achieving). Like those detailed by Ramsden

and Entwistle these approaches also contain a motivational and strategic

component. The consistency which subjects in Biggs' studies demonstrated

between the type of motivation and strategies they employed led Biggs to

propose his 'congruency hypothesis' (1978,1981). A subsequent study by

O'Neil and Child (1984) which assessed the factor structure and sub-scale

relations in the inventory developed by Biggs (SPQ) found that the inter

correlations of between motive and strategy sub-scale scores strongly

supported this hypothesis.

The specific approaches defined within the ASI and SPQ inventories appear

to be independent (Thomas, 1987). Factor analyses of data generated by these

inventories (Biggs, 1979; Entwistle, Hanley, & Hounsell, 1979) strongly

support this observation. In addition, O'Neil and Child (1984) and Watkins

(1982) have both reported very small differences between oblique and

orthogonal rotations which provide further support for the independence of

the learning approaches defined by each inventory. The comparative analyses
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of the ASI and SPQ also warrant mentioning as they have strongly suggested

that these two inventories are measuring the same factors (Entwistle et al.,

1979).

Two replicative studies were located which sought to test the transportability

of particular inventories. These were the South African study conducted by

Meyer & Parsons (1989) which sought to replicate Entwistle and Ramsden's

definitive study (Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983) and the British study,

undertaken by O'Neil & Child (1984), which sought to confirm the factor

structure of Biggs' Study Process Questionnaire (SPQ) with British subjects. In

both cases only partial confirmation of the inventories' factor structures was

achieved. This has led researchers to question the cultural transportability of

some aspects of the inventories.

B. Nature of the Outcomes Associated With Particular Approaches.

Regardless of the methodology employed, the research reviewed collectively

gives strong support to the proposition that surface as opposed to deep or

achieving approaches can negatively affect the quality of the learning

outcomes achieved. This proposition was not challenged by any study located

in this review. Overall the literature suggests that students who seek to

establish the meaning of what they are studying, rather than simply

reproducing it, are likely to produce qualitatively superior learning outcomes

compared to those who do not (Gibbs, 1979; Fransson, 1977; Marton & Saljo,

1976a, 1976b; Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981; Svensson, 1977; Van Rossum &

Schenk, 1984; Watkins & Hattie, 1981).

The range of outcomes produced for a given learning task is called the

'outcome space'. In the phenomenographic studies this was established by

rigorous examination of empirical data rather than by logical or deductive

analysis. It is therefore a map of the outcome variations for a specific learning

activity (Dahlgren, 1984).

The findings of the phenomenographic studies revealed that the outcomes
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within a given outcome space were hierarchically related (Dahlgren, ibid).

From the most qualitatively superior to the most inferior a gradient could be

detected which was characterized by increasing 'horizontalization' (ibid). This

term refers to the increasing tendency to ignore or overlook the subordinate

status of examples and elaboration used to support or clarify the central

theme or argument in an written article.

Students who reported surface approaches typically produced learning

outcomes which did not distinguish the central argument from the

supporting detail while those who reported deep learning approaches tended

to produce outcomes which revealed that they understood the subordinate

function of the supporting detail.

While much of the research into learning approaches has sought to describe

the nature of the approaches adopted by students and the contextual factors

influencing these approaches in relation to the task specific outcome space it

was inevitable that learning approaches would come to be studied in relation

to academic attainment. In an interesting study, Ramsden and Entwistle

(1981) used discriminant function analysis to establish the effectiveness of

learning approach data in predicting academic progress. Using the defining

variables 'organised study methods', 'positive attitudes to studying', 'strategic

approach' and to a lesser extent 'achievement motivation' they were able to

place 90% of their sample correctly in their respective achievement groups.

This result confirmed the results of a similar earlier study (Entwistle et al.,

1979).

This study also found a relationship between the ratings students gave

themselves with regard to academic success and their reported learning

approaches. The analysis of these data revealed that the students who

believed they were doing well in their academic studies more commonly

reported adopting a meaning orientation to their studies.

Newble and Clarke (1986) correlated ASI scores from medical students at
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Newcastle and Adelaide universities with their end of year examination

scores to establish whether inventory scores could predict poor performance.

They found that the most consistent predictors of poor performance were

negative attitudes to studying and disorganised study habits while the most

reliable predictor of good performance was an achieving (i.e., strategic)

orientation. This was supported by the findings of Ramsden and Entwistle's

(1981) study. It was an interesting result, although, it did not confirm that a

surface approach was a strong predictor of poor performance as might have

been expected. This may suggest that these examinations were assessing recall

rather than complex understandings.

In contrast, Clarke (1986), using the ASI, had difficulty identifying approaches

to learning that were consistent predictors of learning in medical students.

His results forced him to conclude that:

"....the cognitive aspects of the approach to learning generally
fail to emerge as predictors of academic success." (Clarke,1986,
p.318).

Svensson (1977), using non-psychometric analyses, also explored the

relationship between learning approaches and academic performance. He

found that the most successful group of students in his voluntary sample of

25 female and five male first year education students were those that adopted

a deep approach in the experiment and reported that this was their

characteristic approach to learning. Only one of this group did not pass all five

end of year examinations. Consistent surface learners were far less successful.

Of the 13 students in this category 10 failed at least one end of year

examination. Of the four students who adopted a deep approach in the

experiment but defined their typical approach as surface level two failed at

least one examination while the only student in the study who typically

adopted deep approaches but used surface approaches in the study passed all

end of year examinations. Svensson concludes from this data (N=30) that,

although it is not the complete explanation, the approach students adopt

"provides a good, and functional, explanation of academic performance in
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examinations." (Svennson, 1977, p. 241).

Biggs' study (1979) which sought to determine the strength of the relationship

between learning approach, as revealed by the SPQ, and complexity of

learning outcome, as revealed by the SOLO Taxonomy, produced rather

inconsistent results. The results did not support a relationship between the

achieving (i.e., strategic) approach and learning complexity. If the SOLO

Taxonomy and examination results are measuring the same aspects of

learning outcome then this finding challenges the findings of Ramsden and

Entwistle (1981) and Newble and Clarke (1986). However, it is more likely,

given the likelihood of a quantitative bias in the assessment procedures in

tertiary education, that Biggs' (ibid) findings can not be compared with those

of Ramsden and Entwistle (ibid) and Newble and Clarke (ibid).

C. Associated Factors.

The phenomenographic studies not only provided an approach for

establishing the types of approaches employed by students when reading

academic text. They also identified associated factors which might be linked to

the selection of learning approaches. Marton & Saljo (1976b) demonstrated

that by altering the perceptions of the required outcome held by their subjects

of the reading exercise the level of processing adopted could be manipulated.

Those who were led to believe, by the nature of questions interspersed

through the task, that factual recall would be required following the text

reading tended to adopt a surface approach. This was not the case for those

who were exposed to questions suggesting they would be required to

demonstrate a deeper level of understanding. The vagueness of these

questions for some subjects resulted in the 'technifying' of their learning

which produced understanding structured around those features made

explicit by the questions.

Fransson's study (1977) which sought to manipulate the levels of extrinsic

motivation experienced by subjects graphically illustrates the dangers of

researchers imposing their meanings on a research design. The analysis of the
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level of processing and the motivational situation as defined by the

researcher in this study revealed few consistent patterns. When consideration

was given to the subjects' reported motivation, however, it became clear that

the level rather than the type of motivation was associated with the approach

adopted. The most significant finding, however, was that trait anxiety level

was an important variable influencing the approach adopted. Under

conditions of high anxiety subjects reported employing much more surface

approaches than when reported anxiety was low. While an appealing and

seemingly obvious conclusion it is important to note that it is drawn from a

study which was based upon several assumptions that, in the course of the

study, were found to be unjustified.

Van Rossum & Schenk (1984) produced evidence from a study of 69 first year

psychology students which suggested that the conception of learning that a

student held was associated with the learning approach that they adopted and

the subsequent quality of the learning outcome they achieved. The study

found that the subjects held one of the five conceptions of learning listed

below.

Learning is:

• An increase of knowledge.

• Memorizing.

• Acquisition of facts to be retained and/or

utilised in practice.

• The abstraction of meaning.

• An interpretative process aimed at the under-

standing of reality.

Only two (N=35) students who adopted surface level processing conceived

learning as the abstraction of meaning or as an interpretive process while

four (N=34) of those students who adopted deep level processing in the study

conceived learning as an increase of knowledge or memorising. From these

findings the researchers concluded that the strategy adopted by the subjects

was connected with their learning conception and speculated as to whether a

change in the level of processing could be effected by changing students'
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conceptions of learning.

Comparison of the data on learning outcomes of the research task with that

on conception of learning and level of processing led Van Rossum and

Schenk (1984) to conclude that a relationship exists between these three

variables. The nature of the relationship can only be a matter for conjecture,

however, particularly given the reservations expressed by the researchers

regarding the appropriateness of treating the relationships between the

variables as external.

Associations between gender and learning approach were suggested by several

studies. Van Rossum and Schenk (ibid) found that twice as many males as

females held a constructive rather than reproductive conception of learning.

They also reported that twice as many males as females adopted a deep level

approach to the research task. This gender relationship contradicted the

findings of an earlier study by Watkins and Hattie (1981), however, who

found, using a psychometric approach, that regardless of academic

department, academic year and age, females were more likely to adopt an

internalising (deep) approach than males. Such conflicting results suggest

more study is required to establish the validity of comparisons between

psychometric and phenomenographic studies and the inter-culture reliability

of such studies.

Relatively few of the studies located considered the relationship of age to

learning approach. In most cases this factor was not separated from academic

year. Watkins and Hattie (ibid) did distinguish between these two factors and

found that in one Australian university, regardless of sex, faculty or academic

year the older students were less pragmatically motivated, more likely to

adopt a deep approach to learning and use strategies that led to academic

success than younger students.

Studies by Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) have suggested that a relationship

exists between academic departments and learning approach. It appears that

when science students approach their learning at a deep level they employ an
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operational approach more commonly than arts students who are more likely

to employ a comprehension approach. Other studies using the Lancaster

Inventory suggest a relationship between academic department and the

choice of deep and surface approaches.

Science students in these studies tended to have higher surface approach

scores than art students, while the reverse was true for deep approach scores

(Biggs & Kirby, 1983; Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981; Watkins & Hattie, 1981).

Watkins and Hattie (ibid) found that art students tended to report higher

motivation and record higher scores on the internalising, meaning and

openness scales of the SPQ than science, rural science and economics

students. The general finding that art students tend to use deep processing

approaches was also confirmed by data gathered in the same study using an

alternative inventory, the Inventory of Learning Processes (Schmeck et al.,

1977). Such inter-departmental variations serve as a caution to those seeking

to generalise from single department studies.

Heavy workload was found to strongly correlate (p<O.001) with the use of

reproductive approaches to learning (Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981). This

finding was supported by the a study by Dahlgren and Marton (1978) who

found that economics students' naive understandings of the notion of price

did not mirror those given by course texts and lecturers and given by these

students in their first-year examinations. Dahlgren (1978) accounts for this

discrepancy by suggesting that the demands of excessive workloads forced

students to abandon attempts to understand the concepts they are studying in

favour of surface approaches that allowed them to pass examinations. These

findings and conclusions should not be taken as evidence of a causal

relationship between workload and learning approach, however.

Studies have also detected differences between the predominant learning

approaches of students in departments of the same discipline (Newble &

Clarke, 1986; Ramsden, 1979). These differences suggest that factors such as

teaching styles and assessment strategies rather than content alone contribute
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to the departmental influence detected. Ramsden (1979), using the CPQ in

conjunction with semi-structured interviews, found that his subjects placed a

great deal of importance on the degree to which the teacher understood their

learning needs and that their perception of how well their teachers achieved

this understanding exerted an important influence on the learning

approaches they subsequently adopted.

Ramsden and Entwistle (1981) compared data from a shortened version of the

ASI with that from the CPQ in a study of 2208 students from 66 departments

in British polytechnics and universities. Their findings revealed that the

departments which rated highly on good teaching and freedom in learning

had students with higher average scores on the meaning orientation of the

ASI than those that did not. However, this study was subsequently repeated

by Meyer and Parsons (1989) and this relationship at the level of the

individual student was not confirmed.

There is little doubt that assessment strategies have an important influence

on student learning behaviour (Bowden et al., 1987; Elton and Laurillard,

1979; Marton and Saljo, 1976b). A study by Newble and Jaegar (cited in

Newble and Clarke, 1986) demonstrated the powerful effect students'

perception of the assessment procedures have on the learning approach

adopted by students. Changes to the examination format produced a change

in the behaviour of the students which was not intended. Further revisions

were then undertaken which resulted in the students revising their

behaviour to a more desirable form. The ability of assessment procedure to

affect students' learning approach was also demonstrated by Thomas (1986b).

He discovered, however, that the change in approach induced by

manipulation of the assessment procedure did not affect the rank order of

individual students. Marton and Saljo (ibid) also noted the power of

anticipated assessment strategies to influence the selection of learning

approach. In their study of first year psychology students they found that

when tests requiring factual recall were anticipated even students who

showed a preference for deep level approached adopted a surface approach.
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Summary and Discussion.

The research reviewed provides important insights into the nature of tertiary

students' learning approaches and their subsequent learning outcomes.

Findings are reported which give support to the existence of at least two

mutually independent though not necessarily mutually exclusive learning

approaches which are widely referred to as surface and deep (Biggs, 1989;

Fransson, 1977; Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Svensson, 1977; Van Rossum &

Schenk, 1984). Surface approaches are characterized by an intention to

memorize the material being learnt by way of typically rote strategies and

extrinsic motivation while deep approaches are characterized by a desire to

understand what is being studied and intrinsic motivation.

A third approach, achieving (Biggs, 1979; Entwistle, 1981; Entwistle &

Ramsden, 1983) has also been identified but primarily from the findings of

those workers working within the pyschometric tradition. This approach is

characterized by a desire to succeed and is characterized by highly organized

strategies which focus upon "playing the game' rather than achieving a deep

understanding of what is being learnt (Biggs, 1978, 1979; Entwistle, 1981;

Entwistle et al., 1979; Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983). Learners employing this

approach reportedly have the ability to employ either deep or surface

approaches to achieve their aim.

Distinctive types of deep and surface approach have also been identified

(Entwistle et al., 1979; Fransson, 1977; Pask, 1976) although these have not

gained the attention of researchers to the same extent as surface, deep and

achieving and so are not so widely reported in the literature.

The literature also suggests that learning approaches are influenced by a

number of personological and contextual variables such as perception of the

learning outcome, conception of learning, age, academic department,

workload, teaching style and assessment strategies.
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Several researchers point out that the research to date has provided valuable

insights but not strongly supported broadly based findings (Entwistle, 1981;

Marton, 1986). Marton (1986), however, would argue that phenomenography

is not about producing generalised findings. Rather it is a means of generating

situation-specific data and that deterministic predictions are a logical

im possibility.

It could be argued that collectively the results from the phenomenographic

studies in particular contribute to an explanation of learning from academic

text that can be generalised. However, no comparisons between the texts used

have been made so we can not be sure that the reading tasks employed are

comparable. This highlights the 'achilles heel' of this approach. While it can

claim to be a more ecologically valid means of investigating learning than

tradition approaches such as the psychometric approaches described in this

paper, the findings produced by individual studies have limited relevance

outside the researched setting because of this very ecological sensitivity (Bock,

1986).

The qualitative research techniques used precluded large samples so

representative samples were not readily accommodated. The reluctance of

researchers to draw conclusions outside the context of their respective studies

therefore appears to be justified both in terms of the theoretical framework

upon which phenomenographic studies are founded and the questionable

validity of their findings to other populations.

Similarly, conclusions drawn from the psychometric studies must be

considered within the context of this methodology. The inventories restrict

the students' responses to a framework that has been defined independently

of a specific learning situation. The inventories also require respondents to

answer in a prescribed fashion. This imposes a response bias and superficiality

(Entwistle & Hounsell, 1979). That these are the very factors that the

phenomenographic approach seeks to avoid has encouraged researchers to

see the two approaches as complementary. The fact that researchers from
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both perspectives cite findings from each other suggests .that this conclusion is

already widely accepted.

Whether such a conclusion is justified is questionable. Prosser (1986) suggests

that there is no reason to assume, for example, that the basic conceptions held

by Marton and Biggs with regard to their respective learning approaches are

equivalent. He argues that because these two researchers based their

conceptions of learning approach on research that employed quite different

methodologies and samples it is highly possible that the conceptions are

fundamentally different.

Regardless of the validity of comparing findings from the phenomenography

and the inventory based studies these approaches provide two alternative

frameworks upon which investigation into student learning can be based.

The assumption that learning approaches can only be fully understood

within the context in which the learning occurs is central to the theoretical

perspective of phenomenography. This assumption rather than empirical

evidence appears to have provided the basis for the conclusion that learning

approaches exhibit situational specificity. Only three studies were located

which did provide empirical evidence to support this conclusion. It is this gap

in the literature which this thesis addresses.

Using a qualitative methodology inspired by the phenomenographic studies

reported in this chapter the approaches and learning outcomes of a group of

tertiary students in three separate situations requiring learning from

academic text are examined to establish the nature and extent of any

situational variablity exhibited. Factors such as text difficulty, level of

motivation, test expectation, gender, conception of learning and self image as

a reader and learner which the literature reviewed in this chapter suggested

may contribute to the variability detected were also investigated. Full details

on how this investigation was undertaken are given in the following chapter.
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Chapter Three

METHOD

Introduction

This chapter describes the participants and research design used to investigate

the learning approaches of a group of second year university students who

were set tasks requiring learning from text as part of the assessment activities

in three separate but concurrent courses.

Theoretical Perspective

An essentially qualitative research design was used. This is because

qualitative research approaches enable data on the nature of learning to be

collected in a manner that can give rise to new theoretical positions while

retaining the essential relationship of the data to the learning context. This is

important for it is the researcher's belief that without due regard for the

context of learning the nature of learning can not be fully understood as it is

the context that provides the parameters within which the cognitive

processes must operate. Miles and Huberman (1984) note:

" Qualitative data are attractive. They are a source of well
grounded, rich descriptions and explanations of processes
occurring in local contexts. With qualitative data one can
preserve chronological flow, assess causality and derive fruitful
explanations. Then, too, qualitative data are more likely to lead
to serendipitous findings and to new theoretical integrations;
they help researchers go beyond initial preconceptions and
frameworks." (p. 15)

This study was strongly influenced by the phenomenological studies

reviewed in Chapter Two. These studies considered the content as well as the

context of learning (Marton & Saljo, 1976a). For this reason their findings are

commonly considered to have particularly high ecological validity (Entwistle

& Hounsell, 1979). This was the rationale in this study for including those

features of these studies that ensured the collection, interpretation and
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analysis of learning approach data were not divorced from the content the

students learnt or the context in which this occurred. Random sampling

techniques and sophisticated descriptive and inferential statistic analysis

techniques were not used.

Ecological validity is further enhanced by acknowledging that students are

self-aware and experienced learners (Boch, 1986) who are capable of providing

accurate data on their learning behaviour (Entwistle & Hounsell, ibid). This

assumption, which underscores all phenomenographic studies, is also the

rationale for utilizing the students' experience of learning as the primary data

source in this study and approaching the study as a collaborative activity

between participants and the researcher.

Because phenomenography is essentially experiential and phenomenal

(Marton, 1978, quoted in Marton & Svenssen, 1979), the nature of the data is

not anticipated by predetermined classification systems. Coding categories

emerge from the data gathered in a given study. Such inductive purity, while

a hallmark of the early studies, seems less realistic now given the wealth of

evidence that has subsequently corroborated many of the central findings of

the first phenomenographic studies on tertiary students' learning

approaches.

Such an approach also assumes that the researcher can collect and analyse

data in a conceptual and theoretical vacuum. This 'tabula rasa' view of

inquiry is considered by many to be largely indefensible (Haig, 1982) because

in reality the collection and analysis of data will always be informed by some

preconceptions. For example, researchers inevitably have preconceived

notions of what constitutes data and how data can be effectively collected and

recorded.

The question is essentially not one of induction versus deduction but at

which point and to what degree are assumptions and framing ideas brought

to bear on the proceedings (Miles & Huberman, ibid).
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As this study used questionnaires as the primary data collection tool

assumptions about the most potentially fruitful fields for data collection were

necessary from very early in the design phase.

The research perspective underpinning this study, while sharing the key

phenomenographic tenets of ecological validity and a learner-centred

perspective, was therefore more consistent with the retroductive approach

proposed by Haig (ibid).

Participants

Selection

Early in 1990 a research proposal (Appendix A) was presented to the Vice

Chancellor of Lincoln University for his approval. Upon gaining this

approval the proposal was circulated among the teaching staff of the

university and then discussed and approved by the Board of Studies. A

meeting was called for interested staff to explore the possibility of their

participation. As a result of this meeting the lecturers responsible for three

second semester stage two courses in the Bachelor of Parks and Recreation

Management programme indicated that they would like to take part in the

proposed study and would undertake to seek the participation of their

students.

The students from the two core year two courses, Management 206 and

Leisure Theory 201, and the smaller, optional Landscape Design 209 course

subsequently indicated that they would like to participate. In the core classes

90 students were concurrently enrolled in both courses. Of this intersection

group 23 were also concurrently enrolled in Landscape 209.

As the aim of the study was to investigate situational variability the group of

23 were identified as the primary focus because their learning behaviour

could be studied in three concurrent courses. However 23 is a relatively

small number so a research design was developed to include the 67 who were
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concurrently enrolled in the two core classes. This enabled 90 students to be

studied in two situations and 23 of these to be studied in a third situation.

The terms sample (N=23) and super-sample (N=90) were assigned to these

groups.

It is important to note that, while the terms super-sample and sample are

being used to denote the two groups, this does not imply that a random

sampling technique was used. Selection was determined in the first instance

by the desire of lecturers to participate in the proposed study.

Participant Profile

Table 4 compares the composition of the sample and super-sample. It is

important to bear in mind that the sample is a subset of the super-sample.

Table 4

Super-sample and Sample Composition Compared.

Feature Super-sample
N=90

Av. age (years) 21.00
male (%) 47.00
Female (%) 53.00
Pakeha (%) 98.00
Maori (%) 0.00
Asian (%) 2.00
1 yr previous full-time study 66.00
2 yrs previous full-time study 31.00

* This is a subset of the super-sample (N=90).

Sample
N=23 *
20.00
39.00
61.00
96.00
0.00
4.00

87.00
13.00

The data summarized in Table 4 indicates that the sample was fairly

representative of the super-sample with regard to ethnic composition but

slightly less so with regard to gender composition, previous full-time tertiary

study and age.

The sample did not distinguish itself from the super-sample in terms of

previously completed tertiary qualifications but a distinction could be made
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in terms of the school entry qualification. Proportionately fewer members of

the super-sample had either an A or B Bursary compared to those in the

sample.

The occupation of the primary family income earner during students' school

years was coded using the Elley-Irving Socio-Economic Indices (Elley &

Irving,1985; Irving & Elley, 1977) to provide an index of the socio-economic

status of individual students during their formative years. Comparison of the

distribution for each sample was then made with the distribution produced by

the 1981 Census data. This comparison revealed that in both samples

proportionately more students came from homes where the primary income

earner held a professional position or was a farmer. Similar findings have

emerged from an ongoing study of the socio-economic status of University of

Auckland students. (Jones, 1990).

The primary reasons cited by members of the super-sample for enrolment in

the Bachelor of Parks and Recreation Management programme varied. This

variation was mirrored in the sample. Approximately 75% of both indicated

that gaining a qualification for employment was either the sole or one of two

primary reasons for enrolment. The remainder of students cited an array of

reasons including "personal development" and "a means of getting away

from home."

Virtually all students in the super-sample who recalled receiving study skills

tuition considered the assistance they had gained to have been insignificant.

Of those that considered the tuition they had received had been of benefit, the

one to one and group study skills programmes at Lincoln University were

valued most highly.

The personal profile data reported here suggest that the majority of

participants in this study had enrolled at Lincoln University straight from

school and were primarily seeking a qualification for employment.

Comparison of the super-sample and sample reveals that the sample was

very similar to the super-sample but contained a higher proportion of both
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secondary school high achievers and relatively less experienced tertiary

students. These less experienced tertiary students were, on average, a year

younger than the sample as a whole.

The similarily of the features of sample to those of the super-sample plus the

fact that differences may have, at least in part, been due to the small size of

the sample prompted the conclusion that the sample was fairly representative

of the super-sample. It was therefore reasonable to assume that patterns

detected in the learning behaviour of the super-sample would also be evident

in the sample.

Research Design

Overview

As noted in the earlier in this chapter, this study was not essentially

phenomenographic in design but shared a number of features with the

phenomenographic studies discussed in Chapter Two. Firstly, this study

focussed upon short term learning from text. Students were asked to read

three set course readings and were then examined on their understanding of

the content of each reading. Secondly, while the tests were followed by

questionnaires instead of the indepth interviews typically employed in the

phenomenographic studies, these questionnaires also required students to

give retrospective reports on how they prepared for each test. These

questionnaires included open questions designed to give students scope to

frame their own responses. Coding categories could then be generated from

the students' responses in a similar fashion to the phenomenographic

studies.

Upon the completion of this phase of the study students completed the

Approaches to Studying Inventory. Interspersed among these activities were

feedback sessions, discussion and informal, semi-structured interviews.

The most distinctive single feature of the research design was the use of

emergent coding categories and patterns from a sample (N=90) to produce

predictions that were assessed against data from a subsequent learning
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situation involving a subset (N=23) of the participants. The predictions

covered learning approaches, the associated test outcomes and factors

influencing the overall learning process.

Clearly, the success of this research project depended upon the participation of

the students. A collaborative view of the student-researcher relationship was

modelled to encourage student participation and promote a sense of

collective responsibility for the outcomes of the research. Opportunities for

students to discuss the project and make suggestions were included at each

stage.

Research Questions

The study addressed the following questions:

1. What are the characteristics of the learning approaches reported by the

students?

2. How does learning approach vary from one learning situation to

another?

3. What are the characteristics of the written outcomes produced?

4. How do outcomes vary from one situation to another?

5. How are the approaches and outcomes related?

6. Which situational or personological factors are associated with the

approach and/or outcome stability or variability?

Instrumentation

A. The Readings.

Students in Management 206, Leisure Theory 201 and Landscape design 209

were each supplied with one of the required course readings to study by the

respective course lecturer and informed that it would be examined in a closed

book test worth 5-10% of their internal assessment mark. They were told on

each occasion that the test would be twenty minutes long and contain

questions designed to establish what they had learned from the reading. No

further details were given about the nature of the test questions.
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This approach was taken to minimize the effect of known test content upon

students' study approach. It was anticipated that students would be

encouraged by the lack of format clues to focus upon the content of the

respective readings or independently establish the probable test demands and

modify their focus accordingly.

The readings at the heart of this research varied in length and complexity (See

Appendix B). All fulfilled two selection criteria specified by the researcher.

Firstly each presented a central argument with subordinate, substantiating

illustration and elaboration. Secondly each addressed themes that were an

integral part of the course of study but on which the students had not

received any prior tuition. The first criterion ensured there was scope for the

content of each reading to be processed at both a surface and/or deep level.

The second criterion sought to reduce the influence of prior knowledge so

that the learning that occurred could be reasonably assumed to have been

derived from the reading alone.

B. The Tests.

The tests associated with each reading (Appendix C) were all conducted

within a week of each other at the start of the second semester. In this way

students were equally familiar with each lecturer and the content of each

course. In each case students were unaware of the respective lecturers'

expectations and assessment style as each test represented the first assessment

activity in each course. They were aware, however, that the three assessment

tasks were the focus of a research project.

Each test consisted of one open ended question which was designed to be as

cue-free as possible. The rest of the test was varied in each case to address the

assessment priorities of the lecturer and to minimize the similarity of the

three tests and therefore the effect of familiarity. Even so cross-test influence

was anticipated so feedback on its nature and extent was sought from the

participants in the questionnaires.
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In test two the second part of the test contained questions that were relatively

more closed than in either test one or three. To avoid the cues in these

questions assisting the answering of the open question the open question was

displayed separately and the students' responses to this question collected

before the remaining questions were released.

In each case lecturers prepared the test questions in consultation with the

researcher who had previously provided each lecturer with examples of

questions that had previously been used to establish the nature of student

learning from text. This approach was taken to ensure that question one in

each test provided adequate scope for students to write freely with minimal

direction. Only responses to this question in each test were analysed.

Every effort was made to provide assessment situations consistent with the

lecturer's usual approach. Printed answer forms or standard answer books

were provided and the tests were conducted in the same fashion as all other

closed-book examinations.

C The Questionnaires.

Following each test the students completed a two part questionnaire. (See

Appendix D). The first part sought personal details while the second asked

students to give retrospective accounts of the activities .they had undertaken

when preparing for a particular test and to quantify and explain the influence

of a range of factors such as motivational level and perceived text difficulty.

A list of possible study behaviours, designed to focus students' attention on

the sorts of activities that they might report, was included in the first

questionnaire. This was separated from an initial prompt question to

encourage a novel response to the second question. Only the response to the

second question was then analysed The decision to include initial prompting

was made following two trial interviews which revealed that students

recalled the study activities they had engaged in much more quickly if some

initial assistance of this sort was given.
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The data fields addressed by the questionnaires were established by

preliminary discussions with five tertiary students about the factors which

influence the manner in which they learn from text and through reference to

the literature. Students' perceptions of the required outcomes (Marton &

Saljo, 1976b), motivation (Fransson, 1977), concept of learning (Van Rossum

& Schenk, 1984), task perception (Meyer, 1988), intention and strategy (Gibbs,

1979; Fransson, ibid; Marton & Saljo, 1976a; Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981;

Svensson, 1977; Van Rossum & Schenk, ibid; Watkins & Hattie, 1981) and

anticipated test format (Thomas, 1986b) have all been demonstrated to be

integral parts of a learner's approach to learning from text. Open questions

within the retrospective questionnaires, feedback and discussion sessions and

informal discussions and interviews were designed to provide additional data

and balance the potential restrictiveness of this type of instrumentation

particularly with regard to the provision for dialogue between researcher and

student.

The students were orally instructed by the researcher to respond as

comprehensively as possible to all questions. They were asked to give detailed

explanations on how they performed the behaviours they reported.

Individual assistance was then given to those students who required further

clarification.

The use of questionnaires as the primary instruments for data collection

represented a significant departure from the intensive interview approach

employed in most of the phenomenographic studies. Their use enabled the

amount of additional student time required to be minimized as each

questionnaire could be administered to an entire class in a scheduled lecture

time. They could also be administered in a standardized fashion and provided

a standard format for students' responses. A degree of construct and context

validity was therefore sacrificed in order to gain a higher degree of

manageability and comparability than can be afforded by interviews.
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D. The Approaches to Studying Inventory.

In a separate lecture session the students in the first of the two large core

completed a fourth questionnaire. This asked for additional personal details

and was attached to the Approaches to Studying Inventory (Ramsden, 1983).

(See Appendix E). It is recognized that, in addition to being based upon

fundamentally different assumptions about how learning can be described

(Marton & Svensson, 1979), such inventories assume that students exhibit

uniformity in their learning approaches". The inventory was included in this

study to provide additional data on the approaches of those students that the

qualitative analysis revealed exhibited a high degree uniformity of learning

approach across the three learning situations.

E. Feedback and Interactive Procedures.

The provision for feedback and dialogue between the participants and the

researcher was an integral part of the study design. Both group and individual

sessions were used. The format for each varied.

Following the administration of the first and third questionnaires students

were encouraged to provide feedback on the research process and give further

clarification of any of their responses. In addition, the first questionnaire

asked respondents to comment on any questions that were problematic.

These procedures were included in the research design to enable the

experience of each assessment episode to inform the next. In this way the

research design sought to be flexible and responsive to the experience and

perceptions of the participants.

1The differences between the phenomenographic and psychometric approaches to the study

of learning are discussed more fully in Chapter Two.
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Following the completion of the fourth questionnaire the researcher fed back

to the participants the patterns that had emerged from the analysis of the

responses to question one in each test and related these to the data gathered

from the retrospective reports. Short, informal, unstructured discussions

were then held with those individuals who felt they did not fit any of the

patterns described. A number of individuals participated in these discussions,

providing additional data that assisted the interpretation and analysis of their

responses in the tests and the questionnaires.

Finally, individual interviews were conducted. In these each student was

encouraged to challenge or clarify the overall profile which emerged from the

data gathered about them. Only six students took advantage of the

opportunity to discuss their personal profiles as the time allocated for these

individual interviews inadvertently coincided with the Student Association

elections.

Feedback and site critique, while providing avenues for corroboration (Miles

& Huberman, ibid), were considered to be obligatory given the collaborative

approach used by the researcher. Stake (1976, quoted in Miles and Huberman,

ibid) endorses this notion, arguing that such procedures are not a matter of

choice because informants have the right to know the findings of any study

they have contributed to.

The research activities and their relationships to each other are summarized

in Figure 1. These activities were completed over one semester.
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Figure 1

Summary of Research Activities.

TEXT READING 1

MGMT 206

TEXT READING 2

RECN 201

TEXT READING 3

LASC 209

IQUESTIONNAIRE 11 QUESTIONNAIRE 21 IQUESTIONNAIRE 31

INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS

a. with whole class

b. with individuals

QUESTIONNAIRE 4*

a. further questions

on personal details

b. administration of

ASI

FEEDBACK SESSION

a. with MGMT 206

b. informal individ

ual discussions.

I INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS I

*This questionnaire was completed by the students in MGMT 206.
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Analysis

Data Produced

This study produced five sets of data:

1. Written test responses from three learning situations.

2. Retrospective reports on study approach from three learning situations.

3. Personological details.

4. ASI scores.

5. Student feedback.

Analysis Procedures.

Data analysis occurred in three phases. In phase one the data generated by the

super-sample (N=90) in the first two learning situations were analysed to

generate coding categories and identify group patterns. From these patterns

predictions about the students' learning behaviour were formulated. In the

second phase of analysis the data gained from the sample (N=23) in a third

learning situation was examined to establish how well these predictions

predicted for their learning behaviour.

Coding categories and patterns were produced by a process of constant

comparison (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This involved the tentative coding, cross

checking and recoding of student responses to produce a grounded

classification system which allowed the data to be systematically reduced.

The data from the retrospective reports and the written test outcomes from

all three learning situations were coded twice by the researcher to test coding

reliability. A recoding reliability of at least 90% was sought and achieved.

Written test outcomes from the first learning situation were also subjected to

a partial coder reliability test by a second coder who independently coded a

random sample (10%) of the test responses using the same coding criteria. An

inter-coder reliability of at least 90% was sought and achieved.

Lecturers independently assessed the test responses on a one to five scale

using criteria which were not disclosed to the researcher. The marks on the
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scripts were concealed to ensure that they did not influence the qualitative

analysis subsequently undertaken by the researcher. Once the researcher had

completed her coding these marks were compared with the outcome

classification assigned to each outcome using the classification system that

emerged from the comparative, qualitative analysis of the whole group's

(N=90) scripts.

The approach and outcome data were separately analysed. This meant that

the relationship between the outcome and reported approach was treated as

external- rather than interdependent. This does not reflect the rejection of the

notion that a direct causal relationship exists between approach and outcome

(Biggs, 1978). Instead it reflects a concern that such relationships should be

identified rather than assumed.

The emergent classification systems were analysed from two perspectives.

Firstly the frequency distributions of codes within each course were identified

and scrutinized for patterns. Secondly individual student profiles were

generated. In this way both group and individual learning behaviour were

summarized.

The patterns that emerged from the analysis of individual and collective data

were subjected to causal analysis. This involved exploring the findings for

evidence of temporal precedence, constant conjunction and directional

influence. Verification of the streams within the causal network that emerged

from the findings of the study of the super-sample was sought by comparison

with the findings of the sample and through the field critique facilitated by

the feedback sessions and interviews.

2When considering the relationship between two phenomena data can be collected

independently on each and then compared to see how the two phenomena combine. Such

analysis is said to assume that the relationship between the two phenomena is external

(Marton & Svensson, ibid).
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The third and final phase of analysis involved the comparison of individual

students' ASI sub-scale scores with the learning approach profiles produced

from the remainder of the study.

Throughout this study simple descriptive statistical analysis procedures were

used. These involved the generation and consideration of mean scores and

frequency distributions. The application of sophisticated tests of association

and significance were neither consistent with the theoretical perspective nor

justified given the method of selecting the two groups, the nature of the data

and the small sizes involved.
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Chapter Four

RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter presents four sets of results. The first three were obtained from

the essentially qualitative part of the study while the fourth set was produced

using a psychometric tool. The four sets are:

1. The classification systems and associated factors that emerged from the

analysis of data on learning approach that was gained from the

retrospective reports, discussions, feedback sessions and interviews and

the data on learning outcome gained from the analysis of written test

scripts.

2. The patterns that were identified when a collective analysis was

undertaken of data from the first two learning situations using these

classification systems and factors.

3. The findings generated when predictions derived from these patterns

were used to predict the learning behaviour that occurred in the third

learning situation.

4. The findings of the ASI for the sample (N=23).

The organisational framework of this chapter follows the sequence of the

research questions listed on page 34 in Chapter Three. Classification systems,

patterns, predictions and findings (i.e., result sets 1-3) are reported where

appropriate for each research question. These are followed by a separate

section which presents the results of the Approaches to Studying Inventory

(i.e., result set 4).

What are the Characteristics of the Learning Approaches Reported by

Students?

Definitions.

As stated in Chapter Two, learning approach was defined for the purposes of

this study as:
"the combination of motive and strategy a learner
applies to a learning task."p4.
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The term strategy refers here to the combination of learning activities

employed by learners when learning from text for a test. It embraces both

component processes and a routine for organizing these processes (Garner,

1988).

To establish the nature of the students' learning approaches motives, study

activities, the strategy (i.e., the combination of study activities) and the

learning foci directing the strategy were considered. The learning approaches

were then described in terms of these features. Also noted were factors which

suggested that the students' learning approaches had stylistic dimensions.

Motives.

Students reported three types of motive or intention. These were:

1. Quantitative Motive.

This was characterized by a desire to gather and retain as much

information from the text as possible. The information sought tended

to be discrete details such as definitions, quotes and concepts.

2. Qualitative Motive.

This was characterized by a desire to understand the text rather than

discrete details contained within it. Two forms of qualitative motive

were identified:

a. The first was a desire to understand so that an overview could be

obtained.

b. The second was a desire to gain a comprehensive understanding.

3. Composite Motive.

This was characterized by a desire to understand the text and gather

and retain information to use in the test to illustrate or provide

evidence of this understanding. As such it represented a combination

of both quantitative and qualitative motives.

The motive classification that emerged from the first two situations was

found to be equally applicable to the motives reported in situation three.

Listed below are examples of each type of motive drawn from the
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retrospective reports about learning for test three.

1. "To learn (cram) as much information in as little time as possible"

2a. "I tried to grasp the main point of the reading so that I knew what it
was about and could put it into my own words in shortened form."

2b. "An overall understanding of the author's intentions and the
important theories of the article."

3a. "Tried to get an overview of what the design process was. Note key
points, lists etc."

3b. "An overall understanding of the paper. Tried to break it down further
by picking up the theories and concepts .... Trying to remember ..."

Prediction 1:

The most commonly reported motives will be qualitative motives.

This prediction was confirmed by the data gathered from students in the

third learning situation. Table 5 contains the frequencies of each of the three

main motive classifications for the three learning situations.

Table 5

Reported Learning Motives.

Situation

Motive

Quantitative

Qualitative

Composite

1

N=90

23 (21%)

40 (44%)

27 (30%)

2

N=90

12 (13%)

55 (61%)

23 (21%)

3

N=23

3 (13%)

14 (61%)

6 (26%)

The motives reported by students in all three situations gave no evidence of

intrinsic motivation. The following were typical responses to the question

asking students to identify what they were trying to achieve when studying:

"Get maximum marks by learning the article as best as possible."
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"Pass the test ..."

"Was trying to achieve a sufficient understanding which would
gain a good mark."

"Because it was worth 5%, I wouldn't usually read the article in depth
... When an article is not for a test like this I would just skim read
them."

It was clear from the questionnaire data, the data gathered in the feedback and

interview sessions that the overriding motivation for the majority of

students was extrinsic; to provide the lecturer with what he or she required

and in so doing pass the test. In explaining the reasons for approach

variations between the first two learning tasks five students did indicate that

interest impacted upon their motivation but the effect was essentially to

change the level of reported motivation rather than its nature.

Study Activities.

The analysis of the retrospective reports for the first two classes revealed a

fairly extensive array of study activities. These activities were classified

according to the function that they primarily served. Four functions were

identified; comprehension, focussing, reduction and consolidation. This

classification system was found to be equally applicable to the learning

activities reported for situation three. No additional activities were reported

for this situation. Table 6 lists the study activities in order of decreasing

frequency under the primary function each served.
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Table 6

Study Activities.

Comprehension
Skim read article first
Read article in depth once
Read in depth several times
Read sections at separate times
Read first and last sections
Read another student's notes

Focussing Reduction
Highlighted during first reading Listed highlights
Highlighted after first reading Discarded some highlights
Wrote notes during reading Summarized from
Wrote notes after first reading highlights
Discussed article with peers Summarized notes
Paraphrased after each section Sought author's summary

Discussed with peers

Consolidation
Skim read article
Rewrote highlighted sections
Rewrote notes
Recited notes
Repeated rereading
Reread in depth once
Discussed with peers
Self questioning
Learnt whole sections by heart
Replayed tape of article
Visualized the position of main ideas

In addition to providing the means for gaming information and

understanding from the text, the comprehension activities were used to

make an initial assessment of the complexity and probable skill demands of

the text. Students' comments revealed that this information often prompted

a reassessment of their level of motivation.

Focussing activities such as highlighting were primarily concerned with

assisting attention and reading comprehension rather than recall. One

student noted:

"... if I'm actively highlighting as I go along I tend to concentrate
better. II

Such highlighting was not always part of the reduction" activities. A number

of students 'reworked' the article after the initial highlighting to generate the

material they would subsequently attempt to understand more fully or

submit to memory. It was this 'reworking' that reduced the text to a form that

could be learnt and in so doing the activities involved were primarily

designed to identify either the central argument or key points.
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The terms 'key point' or 'main idea' were frequently used by students, often

interchangeably but it was clear that the meaning of each term varied from

one individual to another. For many students either term was used to refer

to discrete propositions in the text while for others the terms referred to one

of a series of propositions that collectively formed the central argument of

the text.

Consolidation took two forms. It either involved strengthening the extent or

accuracy of material that could be recalled or the understanding of the text as

a whole or, alternatively, strengthening the recall of products from the

reduction processes. Typically students who consolidated their learning in

the first manner returned to the text to check their learning. In contrast those

who consolidated their recall of the products of their reduction activities

were less likely to return to the text to check their learning.

Activities from the four functional groups contained in Table 6 were

combined by students to produce strategies in a variety of ways. Some

students did not include activities from all four functional groups suggesting

that either some activities actually served more than one function or that all

four functions were not addressed in their strategies. Several, for example,

relied entirely upon reading and rereading the text, using this activity to

achieve comprehension, reduction and consolidation. This approach was

often accompanied by a quantitative motive and a low level of motivation.

The relationship between the study activities undertaken and the stated

motive was most obvious in the selection of reduction and consolidation

activities. Students with quantitative motives tended to engage in a

comprehensive series of reduction activities and use the product of these as

the basis for consolidating their learning. Repeated rewriting of lists of points

was a very common consolidation activity for these students who commonly

did not return to the text as a whole during the consolidation phase of their

learning.
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Prediction 2:

Students reporting quantitative motives will engage in more reduction

activities and rote learning than those reporting either qualitative or

composite motives.

Analysis of the data on motive from test three revealed that Prediction 2 was

not entirely predictive of this data. The level of activity was clearly linked to

the amount of reduction and rote learning undertaken. This in turn was

closely associated with the level of motivation reported.

Many of those who reported qualitative motives engaged in relatively little

reduction activity and/or repetitive consolidation. They tended to rely on

rereading the text either in depth or skim reading. However, some students

reporting low levels of quantitative motivation reported similar strategies to

those reporting qualitative motives. This illustrates the necessity of

distinguishing between type and level of motivation and highlights the need

to consider each characteristic of learning behaviour within a wider context.

Study Foci.

From the combination of activities and details relating to how these activities

were undertaken three study foci were determined:

1. A focus on the details contained in the article.

2. A focus on the central theme or argument to gain an overview of the

article.

3. A holistic focus, focussing concurrently on the detail and central theme

or argument.

Student reports revealed 60 (N=90) students in situation one and 55 (N=90) in

situation two did not maintain a single focus throughout their study. Most,

however, provided evidence suggesting that one of the above foci was

predominant. For most students the foci they revealed closely corresponded

to their reported motives but this was not always the case. In situation one

eight (N=90) students reported inconsistent motive-focus combinations while
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14 (N=90) did so in situation two.

For five (N=8) of these students in situation one and eight (N=14) in situation

two the reported level of motivation helped to explain the inconsistency

between motive and actual focus. These students all reported low motivation

and expressed a lack of willingness to put in the effort necessary to achieve

their stated motive. For those reporting lower motivation in the second

situation, compared to the first situation the drop in motivation was

associated with a shift in primary focus from the central theme or argument

to the details. The reverse was not evident, however.

Comparison of the primary and secondary foci combinations for each student

in the two tests revealed that only 17% had the same pattern of focus in both

tests. An additional 27% had the same primary focus but varied their

secondary focus. This meant that overall 57% of the sample exhibited an

entirely different focus pattern in each situation.

Of those revealing the same focus combination in both tests 60% reported the

same level and type of motivation. This compared with only 42% of those

with the same primary focus in both situations.

This data prompted Prediction 3 but it was considered unnecessary to apply

this to the data from situation three as the prevalence of focus variability had

already been established for the members of this class across situations one

and two. Inter-task focus variability was evident in the retrospective reports

of 13 (N=23) of these students.

Prediction 3:

Inter-task focus variability will be more common than consistency.

Prediction 4:

A single learning focus will not be maintained throughout a learning task.
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Intra-task focus variability was identified for 18 (N=23) students. In each of

the five cases where Prediction 4 failed to predict learning behaviour very

little study activity was reported and a focus upon detail was maintained

throughout the short study period. The following is an extract from the

retrospective study report of one of these five cases where a single study focus

was evident.

"Copied out some highlighted bits, these bits were not actually
highlighted by myself but a close friend of an acquaintance. I
read these notes during dinner ..."

When the nature of the material studied by this student was investigated it

was found to contain a series of discrete statements that did not provide an

overview of the authors intention or argument.

Approaches.

As noted in the previous section, the stated motive was not always reflected

in the reported strategy. This inconsistency between motive and strategy

suggested that either students were not accurately reporting their motive or

strategy or that an intervening variable was preventing their motivation

from being realized in their learning strategy. Regardless of the reason the

presence of a small group of students in each situation who did not have

consistent motives and strategies challenged the working definition of

learning approach.

Data was gathered in the informal interviews from five students who had

reported inconsistent motive-strategy combinations. In all five cases the data

revealed that these students had ideal motives and actual motives. The

following two explanations were typical of those given by these students who

all stated qualitative motives but reported quantitative approaches

characterized by attention to memorizing detail rather than understanding.

In both cases the stated motive was "to understand the reading."

"... well it wasn't really an understanding ... in the end I just
wanted to get the main points I suppose ..."
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"The most important thing is to get something to write down in
the test so I go for the main points in each section .... I try to
understand these but remembering them is what I'm really trying
to do."

These sorts of explanations support the conclusion that a variable associated

with the content or context of the learning task intervenes between motive

and strategy and results in a modification of the motive.

When the motives of those students with inconsistent motive-strategy

combinations were identified from their reported behaviour rather than

their stated motives all students could be assigned to one of the following six

basic approaches.

1. Restricted Detail Approach.

This type of approach was characterized by limited reduction and/or

consolidation activities, a detail focus and a quantitative motive.

2. Restricted Summary Approach.

This approach was characterized by limited reduction activities, a focus

on the central theme or overview and qualitative motive.

3. Restricted Holistic Approach.

This approach was characterized by limited reduction, a holistic or

consecutive overview and detail foci and a qualitative motive.

4. Elaborated Detail Approach.

This type of approach was characterized by study activities from all four

functional groups, a detail focus and a quantitative motive.

5. Elaborated Summary Approach.

This approach was characterized by study activities from all four

functional groups, a focus on the central theme or overview and a

qualitative motive.

6. Elaborated Holistic Approach.

This approach was characterized by study activities from all four

functional groups, either a holistic focus or consecutive overview and

detail foci and a composite motive.
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Based upon the data from situations one and two Predictions 5 and 6 were

formulated.

Prediction 5:

Elaborated learning approaches will be more commonly reported than

restricted learning approaches.

Prediction 6:

An elaborated detail approach will be the most commonly reported learning

approach.

Table 7 displays the learning approach distributions for the three situations

which show that the distribution of learning approaches shown for situation

three was predicted by Predictions 5 and 6.

Table 7

Learning Approach Distribution.

Approach

Test 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 9(10%) 12(13%) 10(11%) 31(34%) 19(21%) 9(10%)

2 5 (6%) 9(10%) 15(17%) 29(32%) 16(18%) 16(18%)

3 3(13%) 4(17%) 2 (9%) 9(39%) 3(13%) 2 (9%)

Students reported different levels of activity but this activity was not always a

uniform feature of their approach. For example, a student might report active

consolidation activities but essentially passive reduction activities.

Engagement, the active and critical consideration of the meaning and

implications of the contents of the text, was a special form of active learning

which was only undertaken by some students. The nature and extent of

engagement varied. Some students sought to explain previous experience in

terms of the ideas presented in the text while others actively considered the
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validity of the author's perspective in relation to other bodies of knowledge

and established a personal point of view. There was ·not any evidence to

suggest that a student who reported engagement in situation one would do so

again in situation two. It was only when considered against the students'

assessments of text difficulty that any pattern in the data on engagement

could be identified. This will be discussed later in this chapter.

Cognitive Style.

A number of students reported approaches characterized by a high level of

reflective activity. This was particularly true for those students who had

commenced their study several days before a test. The following is an excerpt

from one such student's report on the strategy employed while studying for

test one.

"I read it early so I could think about it for a while. (2 weeks
ahead)."

The overall impression gained was that engagement and reflection

represented stylistic components of the students' learning approaches.

Discussions with students provided evidence that some students clearly

organized their study activities in a logico-deductive fashion which would

suggest a high degree of field independence while others showed a more

holistic approach which is consistent with a field dependent style (Witkin &

Goodenough, 1982) .

How Does Learning Approach Vary From One Learning Situation to

Another?

The data summarized in Table 8 show the extent and nature of the approach

changes that were reported between situations one and two.

Fifty five percent of the students reporting a detail approach (i.e., approach

types 1 and 4), 42% of those reporting an overview approach (i.e., approach

types 2 and 5) and 47% reporting an holistic approach (i.e., approach types 3

and 6) in situation one did so again in situation two.
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Table 8

Frequency Distribution of Approach Combinations Across

Situations One and Two. (N=90).

Situation 1

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
1
1
1
1
o

2
1
1
1
1
2
1

Situation 2
Approach
345
141
434
410
1 15 8
337
032

6
o
o
1
5
4
3

The data in Table 8 also show that only 10 (N=60) of those reporting an

elaborated approach in situation one reported a restricted approach in

situation two. This compared with 14 (N=30) who reported a resticted

approach in situation one and an elaborated approach in situation two. This

means that, although restricted approaches showed relatively low stability, 66

(N=90) or 73% of the students exhibited a similar level of elaboration in their

approach across the two situations.

Individual approaches varied in their relative stability. The data revealed

that the elaborated detail approach (i.e., approach type 4) was the most

common as well as the most stable approach across the two situations.

However, even given patterns of stability such as this, variability was more

common. Overall the incidence of some form of approach variability was

70%.

Prediction 7:

Inter-task approach variability will be more common than inter-task

approach stability.

Prediction 8:

The elaborated detail approach will be most common and show the greatest

stability across the three learning situations.
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Table 9

Frequency of Learning Approach Patterns (N=23).

Stable f Same Focus f Similar Elaboration f

2-2-2 1 1-4-4 2 4-4-5 1

4-4-4 2 4-5-5 1

6-6-6 2 5-6-4 1

6-4-4 1

6-5-5 1

Variable.

1-4-2 1 1-5-4 1

2-1-4 1 2-4-4 1

4-3-3 1 4-6-1 1 4-6-2 1

5-1-1 1 5-3-3 1 5-4-1 1

5-4-2 1

The data in Table 9 reveal that the learning approach patterns for the sample

(N=23) over the three learning situations was predicted by prediction 7.

Variability in approach focus and/or elaboration was far more prevalent than

approach stability, occurring in 18 (N=23) cases.

Prediction 8 was also confirmed. Only two members of the sample

consistently used an elaborated approach while six used this type of approach

on two of the three occasions. When this partial stability was taken into

account the stability of the elaborated detail approach was greater than that

exhibited by any other approach type.

What are the Characteristics of the Written Outcomes Produced?

Four qualitatively distinct outcome types emerged from the analysis of the

students test responses in the first two tests. This classification system was

subsequently found to be equally applicable to the outcomes from situation

three. The characteristics of the four outcome types are given in Table 10. The

focus refers to the primary focus while elaboration refers to the degree to

which ideas were illustrated or explained.
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Table 10

Outcome Profiles.

Outcome Types.

SI 82 Dl D2

Focus superficial detail detail meaning meaning/integratn.

Elaboration insignificant substantial limited substantial

Integrating theme none none superficial clear

Overview none limited yes well developed

Memorizing evident some substantial limited substantial

Personal synthesis none none insignificant some

Inspection of the outcome descriptions reveals that the first two outcome

types share a focus on the detail given in the article while the latter two are

concerned with presenting the meaning of the article. This is the same

distinction as that made between surface and deep outcomes identified in the

Gotenburg studies reviewed in Chapter Two. The D2 outcome, while

concerned with the meaning of the article, was also typically concerned with

detail but this detail was integrated into the central theme. The detail while

clearly subordinate to the integrating theme was elaborated in a similar

fashion to the detail in 52 outcomes. Both 52 and D2 outcomes gave evidence

of memorizing of portions of the text. In contrast 51 and D1 outcomes were

characterized by substantially less evidence of memorizing and so, on

average, were shorter than 52 and D2 outcomes.

Figure 2 graphically presents the distribution of outcome types for the three

tests. In the first two situations proportionately more students produced 51

and D1 outcomes (i.e., outcomes exhibiting low elaboration) than 52 and D2

outcomes (i.e., outcomes exhibiting high elaboration). This prompted

Prediction 9.

Prediction 9:

Outcomes exhibiting low elaboration (i.e., 51 and D1) will be more common

than those exhibiting high elaboration.
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The data summarized in Figure 2 show that Prediction.9 did not predict the

outcome distribution for test three. Unlike the first two tests, proportionately

more 52 outcomes, which are characterized by relatively high elaboration,

were produced compared to the other three outcome types.

Figure 2

Outcome Type Distribution (%) For Each Test.
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The most significant difference between the circumstances in test three

compared to the other two tests was that students indicated that they were

growing tired of learning for tests. The expected effect of this could have been

to reduce motivation and the likelihood that students would take time to

rote learn sections of the text but this was not found to be the case as was

evidenced by the high number of 52 outcomes. Examination of data from the

retrospective learning approach questionnaires revealed that the average

motivation of the eleven students producing 52 outcomes was significantly

higher than that for the other three outcome groups. When this

phenomenon was discussed with two (N=l1) students from this group they

both indicated that they found both the course and the article they were

required to read particularly interesting and this had had a positive influence
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on the amount of time spent studying for this test.

A comparison was made between the outcome catergories that emerged from

this study and the mark given by the lecturer. The comparison is presented

graphically in Figure 3.

Figure 3

Comparison of Outcome Categories and Lecturers Marks.
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On average the lecturers ascribed least value to those outcomes fulfilling the

51 classification and the greatest value to those fulfilling the D2

classification.The tendency for marks to plateau across the 52 and Dl

classifications reflects the dilemma lecturers faced' in determining the

comparative value of answers that contain substantial but unrelated detail

(52) and those presenting a largely unelaborated overview or argument (D'l).

How Do Outcomes Vary From One Situation to Another?

Table 11 which gives the percentage of those students producing a particular

outcome in test one who produced each of the four outcome types in test two.
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Table 11

The Relationship of Test One Outcomes to Test Tw~ Outcomes.

Test 2

81 82 Dl D2 %

81 46 18 29 7 100

Test 1 82 25 25 31 19 100

Dl 28 36 22 14 100

D2 10 30 30 30 100

Several observations can immediately be made. The first and most important

is that learning outcomes exhibited variability. The most stable group was the

group producing 51 outcomes in test one. Forty six percent of this group

produced an 51 outcome in test two. Of those who produced 51 outcomes in

test one but did not repeat this in test two the largest proportion produced Dl

outcomes. This means that three quarters of those producing 51 outcomes in

test one produced outcomes with the same level of elaboration in test two.

(i.e., 51 or Dl outcomes).

D2 outcomes were produced most often in the second test by students who

produced the D2 outcomes in the first test. Of the students who did not

produce D2 outcomes in test one those that had produced an 52 outcome in

test one had a higher representation in the D2 classification in test two than

either those who produced an 51 or Dl outcome in test one. The 52-D2

combination was the least common of the four generated by those scoring an

52 in test one however. Fifty percent of the test one 52 group produced either

52/52 and 52/51 outcome combinations.

For some students a tendency towards elaboration level stability was

suggested by the 75% in the 51 category in test one who produced either an 51

or Dl outcome in the second test and the 52-D2 association.
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5 or D band (i.e., 51+52 or Dl+D2) outcome stability was slightly more

common than variability in those students who produced either 51 or D2

outcomes in test one. Outcomes in the same band were produced by 64% and

60% of the students who produced 51 or D2 outcomes in test one respectively.

A different pattern was evident in the group who produced Dl outcomes in

test one. Of this group 64% produced 5 band outcomes in test two. Within

this group 57% also changed their level of outcome elaboration (i.e., DI-52).

Table 12 provides a slightly different perspective on the data summarized in

Table 11. It presents the frequency distribution (%) of outcome combinations

for the 90 students sitting test one and test two. The most frequently

occurring combinations were 51-51, DI-52 and DI-51.

Table 12

Distribution of Outcome Combinations (%).

Test 2

Test 1 81 82 D1 D2

81 14 6 9 2

82 4 4 6 3

D1 11 14 9 6

D2 1 3 3 3

Overall the data from test one and two suggest three forms of outcome

stability:

1. Outcomes are exactly the same outcome type.

2. Outcomes have the same focus band (i.e., 5-detail or D-meaning).

3. Outcomes have a similar level of detail elaboration (i.e., 51-Dl or 52

D2).

One of these three types of stability was reflected in 93% of those producing

an 51 in test one, 69% producing an 52, 64% producing a Dl and 90%
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producing a D2. Overall 77% of the combinations produced exhibited one or

more forms of stability.

Prediction 10:

Outcome stability In one of the three forms described will be evident In at

least three quarters of the learning outcomes.

Table 13 displays the patterns of learning outcomes of the sample (N=23)

across the three learning situations. These are grouped according to the type

of stability they exhibit. Examination of these outcome patterns reveals

stability in one of the three forms was exhibited by 13 (N=23) or 56% of the

students' outcome patterns. This was not sufficient to confirm Prediction 10.

Focus band stability which includes those that produce exactly the same

outcome was significantly more common than elaboration level stability

across tests one and two.

Prediction11:

The most common form of outcome stability will be focus band stability.

This prediction was confirmed by the test three data. Of the 12 students who

exhibited this sort of stability in the first two tests 10 did so again. Six (N=10)

of these students produced exactly the same outcome on all three occasions.
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Table 13

Outcome Patterns for Sample N-23.

5 Band f f
51-51-51 351-52-52 1

52-52-52 1 52-51-52 2 L=7
DBand

D1-D1-D1 1 D2-D1-D2 1

D2-D2-D2 1 L=3
Elaboration

51-D1-D1 1

D1-51-D1 1 D1-D1-51 1 L=3
No Stability

52-51-D2 1 52-D1-52 1

D1-52-D1 1 D1-51-52 2

D1-52-52 4

D2-51-D2 1 L=10

The data summarized in Table 13 shows that collectively stability in one of its

three forms was slightly more common than variability. Fifty seven percent

(i.e., 13/23) of the members of the sample exhibited at least one of the three

forms of stability across the three learning situations.

What is the Relationship Between Approach and Outcome?

As noted earlier in this chapter, six distinct learning approaches were

identified. When these were compared with the outcomes produced in tests

one and two a number of clear patterns emerged. These are translated into

Predictions 12 to 14.

Prediction 12:

S band outcomes will be most commonly produced by an elaborated detail

approach.
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Prediction 13:

D band outcomes will be seldom produced by restricted detail learning

approaches.

Prediction 14:

D2 outcomes will be most commonly produced by approaches characterized

by overview or holistic foci.

The total distribution of approach type in relation to outcome type for all

three tests is given in Table 14. The total number of learning situations

summarized is 203. (i.e., 90+90+23)

Table 14

The Relationship Between Approach and Outcome.

Approach

Outcome Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total

1 6 4 4 11 2 1 28

81 2 5 2 5 10 4 2 28

3 0 1 1 2 0 0 4

Subtotal 11 7 10 23 6 3 60

1 1 0 1 11 2 1 16

82 2 0 2 3 13 2 5 25

3 3 2 0 6 0 0 11

Subtotal 4 4 4 30 4 6 52

1 2 7 4 9 12 2 36

D1 2 0 0 4 5 7 8 24

3 0 1 1 0 2 0 4

Subtotal 2 8 9 14 21 10 64

1 0 1 1 0 3 5 10

D2 2 0 5 3 1 3 1 13

3 0 0 0 1 1 2 4

Subtotal 0 6 4 2 7 8 27 .

Total 17 25 27 69 38 27 203
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Examination of the approach/outcome analysis in Table 14 reveals that 51

outcomes were produced by students employing all six basic types of

approach. What is not shown is that passive restricted approaches were

associated with 54% and 64% of the 51 outcomes in tests one and two

respectively. Of those who produced 51 outcomes in both tests all but one

reported a passive restricted strategy. Most of these students failed to

undertake any separate consolidation activities, relying instead on reading,

focussing and essentially passive reduction activities to consolidate their

learning.

Prediction 15:

Students who consistently produce Sl outcomes will report passive restricted

approaches.

This prediction was strongly supported by the data from the third situation.

Four participants produced 51 outcomes in situation three . Three had

produced 51 outcomes in both previous tests. Two of these reported

undertaking no active reduction or consolidation activities in addition to

reading the required text. The third reported a slightly more active approach

characterized by writing out underlined sections of the text to enhance recall

but compared to other students the level of activity was relatively low.

In tests one regardless of the level of elaboration or the focus the reported

approaches were characterized by either active reduction and/or

consolidation study activities.

Prediction 16:

S2 outcomes will be commonly associated with active approaches.

The data from situation three was consistent with this prediction. In each

case the the active approaches used in situation three were distinguished

from those employed by students producing 51 outcomes by the extent of the

reduction undertaken and/or the emphasis placed on consolidation
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activities. The following report illustrated the emphasis on reduction and

memorizing which was common among students producing S2 outcomes.

"Two nights ago I reread and wrote down key points, words onto

another 3 sides of A4 paper. Last night reread A4 paper

committing to memory points, words, seeing major points of

author. This morning condensed notes from A4 by memorizing

and recall them onto another paper."

Active approaches were reported less often by those who produced D1

outcomes. In comparison activity was more characteristic of the approaches

reported by those students who produced D2 outcomes. This overall pattern

of activity gave rise to Prediction 17.

Prediction 17:

51 and D1 outcomes will be associated with less active learning approaches

than 52 and D2 outcomes.

The data from situation three confirmed this prediction. Only two (N=15) of

approaches associated with S2 or D2 outcomes could be classified as passive.

D2 outcomes were not always associated with elaborated strategies. In test one

two (N=10) of the strategies associated with D2 outcomes were restricted test.

Eight (N =13) were restricted in test two. Separate reduction activities were

most commonly absent from these strategies. Taken together these patterns

from test one and two were not considered an adequate basis upon which to

predict approach/outcome associations in situation three.

Table 15 displays the approach/outcome combinations for each member of

the sample (N=23). The combinations are grouped according to the type of

outcome stability exhibited accross the three situations studied.
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Which Situational or Personological Factors are Associated With the

Approach and/or Outcome Stability or Variability?

The questionnaires and interviews directly and indirectly explored a number

of factors that the literature suggested influenced the nature of the

approaches employed when learning from text. The question in each

questionnaire seeking reasons for using a particular approach produced an

array of reasons. The frequencies of these are given in Table 16. Caution must

be exercised when comparing the two sets of data because of the high number

of non-answers for text two.
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Table 16

Reasons for Approach.

Text 2 (%)
19

6
7

22
3
o
o
1
o
6
2
1
2

31
100

Text 1 (%)
37
19
15
12

7
3
2
1
1
o
o
o
o
3

100

Always use
Self knowledge
Response to test
Response to features of task
Response to constraints
Not motivated
Don't know
Motivation and time
Result of study skills advice
Usually works
Low priority course
Sick
Influence of last task
Non-answer

Of particular interest here is the change from test one to test two in the

percentage of students who reported their reason for using a particular

approach as being "that they always use it." While some reported that the

retrospective reports following test one had made them revise their approach

to learning from text this explanation did not account for all of this shift. It is

more likely that the explanation lies with the 31% following test two who

failed to give an answer that actually explained why they had used the

strategy they had employed for learning for this test.

Some students stated that they always used the same approach when

studying from text but their retrospective reports did not support this claim.

Most students, however, appeared to be aware of whether their approach

varied from one learning situation to another.

Text Difficulty.

In preparing for test one and two the nature of the reading task was the most

commonly cited reason for utilizing a particular approach. This relationship

was confirmed by the data gathered during the feedback and interview

sessions. The following are typical explanations given by students for their
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approach variability across the first two situations.

"The article included more theories and factual material than
the previous reading - I tended to learn a little about a lot rather
than a lot about a few points."

"Psychological Contracts was a little easier to understand thus [I]
could grasp [what] was being put forward. In this article what
you couldn't understand you either miss out or just memorise
it, even though you didn't have a clue as [to] what was being
said."

"I found the second article hard, harder than the first. It was
easier to just learn points rather than try to understand it."

These comments reflect a tendency by students to attribute approach change

to a change in the level of text difficulty rather than the subject of the article.

Increased text difficulty from situation one to two showed a stronger

association with approach change than with approach stability, especially

when the reported motive and level of motivation remained unchanged. Of

those reporting text two as more difficult than text one 36 (N=55) reported

employing a different approach.

The change in approach usually involved a shift from an overview (i.e

approach type 2 or 5) or holistic approach (i.e., approach type 3 or 6) to a detail

approach (i.e., approach type 1 or 4). Only two (N=36) of these approach

changes involved a move from an elaborated approach (i.e., approach types 4,

5 or 6) to a restricted approach (approach types 1,2 or 3). This suggests that the

level of elaboration is relatively stable in the face of varying text difficulty.

Predictionl8:

Where text difficulty increases from one situation to another any associated

change in approach will most commonly be from an overview or holistic

approach to a detail approach.

Prediction 18 was confirmed by the data from the retrospective reports made

by the sample (N=23) in situation three although change in text difficulty was
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even more closely associated with change in outcome type and the ease with

which the outcome was produced than with approach change. Where the

reported type of motivation remained constant increased text difficulty was

commonly linked to outcome changes from D band to 5 band. Quoted below

are student's explanations of why this happened.

"The complexity of the article affected my understanding and
ability to communicate my understanding .... My problem is in I
am able to understand things very clearly in my head - but my
ability to communicate those understandings isn't so good"

"Was different as this article was much 'deeper' and harder to
come to terms with ..."

"I found the reading hardish so don't think I organised my ideas
as a result."

Outcome band shift occurred between test one and two in 23 (N=45) cases

where the text was rated as difficult (1-2 rating). Of these 18 (N=23) produced

an D band outcome in test one and rated this text as easier than text two

where they produced an 5 band outcome.

Prediction19:

Increased text difficulty will be associated with a shift from D band to 5 band

outcomes.

This prediction was strongly supported by the data from situation three. Of

the 15 (N=23) students rating the text as difficult (1-2 rating) 12 produced 5

band outcomes. Examination of situation one data for these 12 students

revealed that where text one had been given a rating suggesting it was easier

than text three D band outcomes had been produced in ten (N=12) cases.

Of those who demonstrated 5 band stability across tests one and two 17

(N=19) consistently produced 51 outcomes or shifted from an 52 to an 51

outcome. A similar pattern was found among those exhibiting D band

stability.
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Prediction 20:

When text difficulty increases relative to the previous learning situation if

band stability is exhibited then a drop in the level of outcome elaboration will

result. (i.e., shift from 52 to 51 or D2 to D1).

This prediction was accurate for the sample in seven (N=10) instances.

Level of Motivation.

The effects on approach and outcome of high text difficulty appeared to be

offset by high levels of motivation. For some students difficulty motivated

increased activity which enabled them to maintain their level of outcome.

This increased activity was manifested in two ways; students either made

quantitative adjustments to their approach, engaging in more of the same

activities they had reported in the previous learning situations or they made

qualitative adjustments to their approach. The most common qualitative

adjustment involved the inclusion of activities that required engagement.

(i.e., the active and critical consideration of the meaning and implications of

the contents of the text.)

The motivational level, as opposed to the type of motivation, exhibited a

partial positive relationship with the level of engagement. Those students

who reported the most engagement in their overall strategy also reported

high motivation. However, those reporting minimal engagement did not

always report low levels of motivation. Some reported high activity of a non

engaged type.

Prediction 21:

Students reporting high engagement will report high motivation.

This was confirmed by the data from the third class. A student in this class

who reported a significantly elevated level of engagement compared to the

previous two situations noted:
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"I put in more of my own opinion, instead of just memory
recall, as in the last test ...II

This student's level of motivation was significantly higher than it had been

in the previous situations.

Prediction 22:

Motivational level changes of two or more degrees (on rating scale) will be

associated with outcome band changes.

Two students who had exhibited outcome band stability across tests one and

two changed bands in test three. The first changed from S to a D band

outcome. The retrospective report revealed that although the motivation

had not changed in type it had increased in level and was accompanied by a

change in test response style.

This student's reported motive, strategy and outcome presented a high

degree of unity, each predicting the other two. This had not been the case in

the two earlier situations where the outcome was not predicted by either

strategy or motive.

The other band change in situation three involved a change from a D to an S

band outcome. The student concerned rated her motivation for this test

much lower than for the previous two even though her motive and strategy

remained unchanged. Prediction 22 predicted both these findings.

Time Available.

The time spent by students preparing for each test ranged from half an hour

to six hours. As one would expect this was closely related to the type of

strategy employed. Those students who employed an elaborated strategy on

average reported spending more time studying than those who reported a

restricted strategy. Some however reported that the time available was a

constraint, restricting their approach options. Comments made included:
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"But unfortunately although I had good intentions to do more
study I simply lacked the time."

"If I had had time I would have rewritten my notes and skim
read the article again."

"With the limited amount of time I left myself to study to learn
best was by writing down key concepts (E.g., most of the text.)"

"Lack of time - took the quick option - read it. It is for me not the
best way."

Several of the explanations given for the amount of time invested in study

revealed a link between time and level of motivation. The comment below is

typical of these explanations.

"I didn't spend much time learning it cause [sic] found it quite
boring and repetitive and it wasn't worth much so I wasn't
terribly worried."

Time exhibited a positive relationship with activity in situations one and

two. The most active learners invested proportionately more time in their

studies than those reporting relatively passive approaches.

Prediction 23:

Time will be positively associated with active learning approaches.

This prediction was accurate in 21 (N =23) cases in situation three. Of more

interest, however, was the relationship between time and outcome type. The

S1 outcomes were on average consistently produced with less study than the

other three outcome types.

Prediction 24:

51 outcomes will be, on average, produced by students who invest less time

in their study for test three than the other three outcome types.

Table 17 gives the average time spent to produce each type of outcome for

each test. Prediction 24 predicted the relationship between time spent to
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produce an 51 outcome and the data for the other three outcome types in the

test three data.

Table 17

Average Time Spent Studying to Produce Each Outcome

Type (Hours /Minutes),

Outcomes,

S1 S2 Dl D2

Test 1 1:48 2:18 2:12 2:12

Test 2 2:36 2:48 3:06 2:48

Test 3 2:06 2:48 2:36 3:00

The difference between the average time spent to produce an 51 outcome and

a D2 outcome was 24 minutes in situation one and 12 minutes in situation

two. Each test question could gain a maximum of five marks in each test. The

difference in average marks attained by those producing 51 and D2 was 2.2 for

test one and 1.5 for test two. These differences are approximately equivalent to

the respective 51 scores. This means that on average those who produced D2

outcomes in tests one and two invested only 24 and 12 minutes respectively

to gain twice the marks as those producing 51 outcomes. Twenty four and 12

minutes represent 18% and 7% of the average time invested by those

producing D2 outcomes in tests one and two repectively.

Prediction 25:

Those producing D2 outcomes will invest no more than 20% more time than

those producing 51 outcomes but score will gain twice as many marks as

those producing 51 outcomes.

This prediction did not accurately predict the average study time and marks

difference between 51 and D2 groups in the data from situation three. Here

those producing D2 outcomes spent on average 40% more time studying than

those producing 51 outcomes and gained on average less than twice the
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average marks of the S1 group (Le.,172%).

Conception of Learning.

Students foccussed upon different aspects of learning when describing their

conceptions of learning. Some addressed the process involved in learning as

well as the intention and focus (i.e., knowledge, attitudes and skills). Others

only addressed one or two of these areas. In cases where the description

included consideration of the process of learning students revealed that they

saw the process involved in learning in one or more of the following ways:

1. Learning is an accumulative process.

2. Learning is a reproductive process.

3. Learning is a process of constructing understanding.

Examples where only one of these conceptions of the process of learning was

given are given below:

1. "Increasing knowledge in areas of interest ..."

2. "Learning to me is memorising key concepts & principles necessary to

answer questions in exams & tests ..."

3. "Learning is a mental, physical process aimed at broadening an

organism's perception of reality and elucidating understanding of the

question why?"

Students' conceptions of learning showed a very strong association with their

stated motives in the first situation. This association was less evident in

situation two and so a prediction was not made about the relationship

between these two dimensions of learning in situation three.

For some students in situations two and three their conceptions of learning

were more closely linked to their reported learning strategies than to their

stated motives suggesting that the motives given may have been influenced
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by the conception of learning implied by the questions in the previous test or

tests or by a desire to present a particular image to the researcher. Certainly

the quest for understanding was given by a number of students who had

previously described conceptions of learning that were not consistent with

this type of qualitative motive.

Learning Self-concept.

The ways in which students perceived themselves as learners were closely

linked to the quality of the outcomes produced in tests one and two. At least

half of those producing S1 outcomes in each test described themselves in

negative terms. Speed, recall ability and effort were the criteria most

commonly used to make these assessments. The same criteria also featured in

many of these students' conceptions of learning. The overall impression was

that students producing S1 outcomes measured themselves against a

quantitative conception of learning and concluded that they did not measure

up to the ideal.

Students producing S2 outcomes generally described themselves in positive

terms, using similar criteria for assessing themselves as were used by students

who produced S1 outcomes. They also tended to hold a similar conception of

learning to that reported by the S1 group.

Those producing D1 and D2 outcomes in tests one and two could not be

distinguished from each other on the basis of their learning self-images. Both

groups were much more likely to describe themselves in positive or neutral

terms compared to those who produced an S1 outcome on at least one

occasion in tests one and two. Those who consistently produced D band

outcomes were also more likely to describe learning in terms of the ability to

construct meaning and apply learning in subsequent situations. These

descriptions were more qualitative than those given by students producing at

least one S band outcome in the two situations.
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Reading Self-concept.

Of the ninety students in the super-sample 31 (34%) described their reading

ability in partially or totally negative terms. The following comments are

typical of the range of negative assessments of reading ability given by this

group.

"Slow reader, I have trouble with large words - saying them and
understanding what they mean."

"I don't read very often and when I do I read quite slowly. If I'm
not interested in what I'm reading I don't take in much
information so have to read an article a few times to get the gist
of it."

"A slow reader, have to read it many times to understand it."

"Pretty hopeless - very slow. Frequently can read a page and then
not be able to recall anything that I've read."

"Bad, real bad, slow, not understanding."

Sixty one percent (N=31) of the students who perceived their reading ability as

negative or negative in some respect also saw gave negative descriptions of

themselves as learners. It was members of this group who exhibited a

tendency to become more passive when faced with a challenging reading such

as text two.

Written Skills

Data gathered from the questionnaires, interviews and feedback sessions

suggested that students considered that, especially when pressured by shortage

of time, it was written skills rather than understanding or recall that was the

primary factor which limited the quality of the outcomes they produced. The

following comments are typical of those that made reference to their written

skills in the questionnaires from situation one and two.

"I thought I showed my understanding of the article, but there
was no structure in my answer. It was just blurted out."
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"I can't be expected to write a good answer in the time we were
allowed. I just wrote down things as I thought of them."

"Usually know the info., but have difficulty getting it all down in such
a short time - pressure."

"Didn't really explain self logically, trying to cover too much in short
time."

Test Expectation.

Some students indicated that test expectations had been a key factor in the

selection of learning approach. The following comments were made in the

retrospective reports following test one and two.

"I thought the test would be multi-guess, therefore I looked at
detail and just before [sic] exam filled my brain with detailed
facts which blocked my ability to give a broad overview of the
article."

"Presumed there would be a general question ... and tried to
think of an answer for this."

"Didn't know what to expect so got nervous."

"After the first test [sic] had a general idea of what was expected
in the tests so [sic] didn't try to learn any dates or facts, just get a
general understanding and try to relate to the article."

"I was expecting short answer questions on topics, I didn't expect
the qustions to be so general."

By test three 11 (N=23) students indicated they were using the similarities

they had detected between tests one and two as a basis for their test

expectations. The following comments indicate how the previous situations

influenced the students' approaches:

"Put more thought into what the author was trying to tell the
reader rather than what the author actually wrote."

"Presumed there would be a general question such as - what did
you learn or what was the article about - and tried to think of
answer for this."

"Knew what sorts of questions to prepare for."
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"I knew the type of question you would likely ask [sic] I was
aware of the time constraint."

"As I knew what to expect [sic] prepared accordingly (I hope)."

Surprisingly only four (N=l1) of those indicating the previous tests had

influenced their test expectations reported noticably different learning

approaches.

Attitude to Tests.

Some students revealed that their attitude to tests generally or the type or

percentage of the total course assessment employed by lecturers in this study

was a factor in either their approach and/or outcome. Typical comments

were:

"I do not like being tested under these conditions."

"The article was very interesting but I really couldn't be bothered
with tests/ hate them ...."

"I didn't spend much time learning it cause [sic] found it quite
boring and repetitive and it wasn't worth much so I wasn't
terribly worried."

Gender.

Analysis of the outcomes produced in tests one and two by each gender

revealed that females consistently produced more D2 outcomes than the male

students. In test one 6 (N=10) of the D2 outcomes were produced by females

while in test two females produced all (N=13) D2 outcomes. In contrast male

students made up a larger proportion of those producing SI outcomes in both

tests. Clear gender patterns were not produced for S2 or Dl outcomes

however. Table 18 gives the outcome distributions for each gender in the

three classes.
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Table 18

Distribution of Outcomes for Each Gender.

Testl Test 2
Female Male Female Male

Sl 23 40 21 43

S2 19 17 33 21

D1 56 33 19 36

D2 13 10 27 a
Total % 100 100 100 100

Prediction26:

Males are will produce more Sl outcomes while females will produce more

D2 outcomes.

Data from situation three did not support this prediction. Only 11% of the

males as opposed to 21% of the females produced 51 outcomes and two (N=4)

of the D2 outcomes were produced by males.

The patterns identified in the analysis of data on the learning approaches

used to produce the various outcomes did not exhibit any clear gender specific

trends except that on average for all tests the females reported spending more

time studying.

Study Skills Advice or Tuition.

Few students reported being influenced by study skills' advice or tuition but

for a small number this was a factor in their approach selection. Two students

had adapted their approach to accommodate advice they had received

regarding their preferred sensory modality. For others such factors were not

consciously taken into account when studying. The following comments

were typical of those claiming they had not been influenced by previous study
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skills advice or tuition.

"I prepared for all three tests in exactly the same way. This is
because I usually study for all subjects in the same way. I believe
my study is effective for me and explaining the methods I use
etc does not influence what I'll do."

"Usually use same method for studying each time, no use
changing methods every time you have a test etc."

"I'll always learn for a reading. test in this way. Nothing has ever
influenced the way I learn, because I've got my own learning
habits and find it hard to adapt to new methods."

"I did not alter my learning style or approach because this is the
way I find most comfortable and efficient."

"I have my own way of learning and find I learn best that way."

Other Factors.

Factors such as socio-economic status and years of previous tertiary study

were examined for possible links with either approach and/or outcome but

no clear patterns emerged.

The only other factor which was identified as influencing students was the

nature of the research programme. Five students (N=203 questionnaires)

acknowledged that the research activities had alerted them to aspects of their

learning behaviour they had previously not been aware of. The effect in each

case was the modification of their study activities to focus on the text readings

in overview as well as with regard to the detail.

Results from the Approaches to Studying Inventory.

The Approaches to Studying Inventory (Ramsden, 1983) is composed of the 64

subscales and four composite scales. (See Appendix E for detailed descriptions

of the subscales). The four composite scales are:

1. Meaning Orientation. This scale includes deep approach, use of

evidence, relating ideas and intrinsic motivation. High scores indicate

that the learner endeavours to understand what they are studying.
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2. Reproducing Orientation. This scale includes surface approach,

syllabus-boundness, fear of failure and improvidences. High scores

indicate that the learner endeavours to replicate what they are

studying.

3. Strategic Orientation. This scale includes extrinsic motivation, strategic

approach and achievement motivation. High scores indicate that the

learner is primarily concerned with gaining qualifications to assist

them in gaining employment and that the learning task is seen to be

part of a game that they must win to achieve this goal.

4. Non-academic Orientation. This scale includes disorganised study

methods, negative attitudes and globetrotting4. High scores indicate

that the student is not academically inclined and experiences learning

difficulties that result in poor academic achievement.

The scores for each member of the sample, except one who was unable to

complete the inventory, are given in Appendix F. When these were

aggregated and the sample mean and range for each scale compared with

those from the overall discipline means and ranges that have been calculated

for all studies to date (Ramsden, ibid) the sample showed the greatest

similarity to the profile given for economics students.

When the individual ASI learning profiles were compared with those which

had emerged from the previous phases of this study the profile pairs in 11

(N=22) cases showed some similarities. Within these 11 cases, four students

who had reported elaborated detail approaches and had produced S band

outcomes scored below the sample mean on Meaning Orientation and above

the mean on Reproducing Orientation. No clear pattern emerged when the

other two composite scales were considered.

3 Improvidence was defined in Chapter Two, P: 16

4 Globetrotting was defined in Chapter Two, p. 16.
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In contrast, within the 11 cases, the seven who had consistently employed

elaborated overview or elaborated holistic approaches and had produced D

band outcomes scored above the sample mean on Meaning Orientation and

below the mean on reproducing orientation except for the one student who

had consistently produced D2 outcomes. She scored high on both Meaning

Orientation and Reproducing Orientation.

Four of the six students who exhibited approach and outcome stability were

among the 11 discussed above. For the two who were not in this group the

ASI profiles were in marked contrast to those generated by the rest of the

study. One who had consistently reported learning behaviours suggesting a

detail focus and a highly repoductive approach scored very low on

Reproducing Orientation and very high on Meaning Orientation. The reverse

would have been necessary for the two profiles to be' consistent with each

other.

Because the remainder of the sample exhibited some degree of outcome

and/or approach variability and given that the ASI assumes approach stability

comparison between the two profiles of this group was not strictly valid. Not

surprisingly, when this comparison was undertaken, more contradictions

than points of consistency emerged.

Summary.

The results reported in this chapter reveal both intra- and inter-task approach

variability across the three learning situations studied. Outcome variability,

which did not always exhibit a close relationship with learning approach, was

also revealed. The results confirm that a number of factors including highly

situationally specific factors influence the way in which the learning tasks

were approached. These findings and the poor level of consistency between

the ASI profiles and those produced by the grounded approach used in the

rest of the study challenge the usefulness of the ASI as a tool for generating

data on individual student learning behaviour.
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The findings reported in this chapter are discussed in Chapter Five in relation

to the literature reviewed in Chapter Two and form the basis for generating a

nascent theory of learner behaviour when learning from text and an

"effective learner" profile.
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Chapter Five

DISCUSSION

Introduction

This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapter Four in relation to the

literature reviewed in Chapter Two. This discussion provides the framework

for the development of a nascent theory of learner behaviour when learning

from text and a profile of the effective tertiary learner. Where appropriate the

implications for tertiary educators are also discussed. The chapter concludes

with a discussion of the limitations of this study and possible directions for

future study.

The Characteristics of the Learning Approaches.

A multi-dimensional, six category learning approach classification scheme

emerged from the comparative analysis of the data collected on students'

motives, study activities, learning strategies and foci when studying from

text. This is in contrast to the two and three category classification schemes

that have emerged from the phenomenographic and psychometric studies

reviewed in Chapter Two and reflects the extensive variability detected in the

approaches reported by students participating in this study. Unlike the deep

surface classification scheme (Marton & Saljo, 1976a), the scheme that

emerged from this study is not readily simplified into dichotomized

dimensions which would enable the learning approaches to be perceived as

being arranged along a continuum. Instead a multi-dimensional matrix

appears to be a more appropriate means for conceptualization the

relationship between the individual approaches.

When considered alongside the phenomenographic studies, with their

reliance on indepth interviews as their primary technique for gathering data,

it is a little surprising that a more differentiated classification system should

emerge from a study which relied upon questionnaires as its primary means

of data collection. Regardless of the source, however, this differentiation

provided greater scope for identifying the site of influence of the contextual
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and personological factors investigated than would have been afforded by a

two or three category scheme.

Motive.

The qualitative, quantitative and composite motives identified differed from

the classification system used in the reviewed studies. In the

phenomenographic studies motives were described as intrinsic or extrinsic'i

(Fransson, 1977; Marton & Saljo, 1984) while Biggs (1984) and the research

group who developed the Approaches to Studying Inventory described a

third type of motive which they called achievement motivationv, The

structure of the learning situation in this study, with its focus on test

performance, appears to have encouraged exclusively extrinsic motives as the

three motives that were identified in this study were all forms of extrinsic

motivation.

Study Activities.

The study activities reported by students fulfilled one or more of the

following functions: comprehension, focussing, reduction and consolidation.

Further analysis of the activities in each functional group revealed that they

contained some activities that were either planning, monitoring or

evaluation activities. Such activities comprise part of the metacognitive?

component of a learner's learning approach but as not all students reported

activities that could be classified as metacognitive the codes in the

classification system were not differentiated to this level.

5Extrinsic motives are characterized by the desire to fulfil the demands of others while
intrinsic motives were characterized by self imposed demands (Marton & Saljo,1984).

6Achievement motivation is characterized by competitiveness driven by a desire for success
(Ramsden, 1983).

7Metacognition is defined by Flavell (1978) as "knowledge that takes as its object or regulates
any aspect of cognitive endeavour." Baker and Brown (1984) distinguish between two different
types of metacognitive activities: knowedge about cognitive activities and regulation of
cognitive activities. The meta cognitive activities uncovered in this study were examples of the
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The failure to report metacognitive activities occurred despite requests asking

students to be as specific as possible when reporting their learning behaviour.

This is interesting. It raises the question of whether these students were

consciously aware of the manner in which they regulated their learning

behaviour or whether the superficiality of their responses reflected a lack of

concern for the quality of the information they supplied. If lack of conscious

awareness was the explanation this is a matter for con-cern as it is widely

acknowledged that learning efficacy is associated with the ability to be aware,

understand and actively control learning processes (Biggs, 1985, 1987).

Learning Strategies.

As noted in Chapter Four, the analysis of the study activities that combined to

form the learning strategies revealed two types of strategy. The most elaborate

strategies, termed elaborated, were those with activities from all four

functional groups. In comparison, restricted strategies were less elaborate and

did not include separate reduction and/or consolidation activities. When this

descriptive framework, which focusses on the structure of the strategies, is

compared with that which emerged from the phenomenographic studies a

major difference is revealed. In the phenomenographic studies strategies

were described in terms of the effect of the strategies' (i.e. reproduction or

transformation of text content). In this respect the framework which emerged

from this study is more like those used to describe the strategic components

of learning approach in the learning inventories.

When the findings on strategy and outcome were compared, those students

reporting restricted strategies characterized by a reliance upon comprehension

activities to consolidate learning were less likely to demonstrate a

comprehensive understanding of what they had read than those who did

report separate consolidation activities. This is not a surprising finding given

that reading for meaning has different skill demands to reading for

remembering (Baker & Brown,1984).

This finding has implications for study skills programmes. It implies that
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students need to know more than just how to complete a certain study

activity. They also need to know what can be achieved by using it and how to

complete a task demand analysis to establish that the use of that particular

activity is warranted. Without such knowledge some students are likely to

use activities to achieve purposes for which they are not suited as was the

case when students tried to use comprehension activities to understand and

consolidate their learning simultaneously.

Not all student approaches revealed a clear relationship between motive and

strategy as is suggested by the congruency hypothesis (Biggs, 1978, 1981).

Instances were found where students stated qualitative motives but revealed

strategies that prevented the realization of these motives. These cases

suggested that an intervening variable or variables were preventing the

motive from directly defining the learning strategy employed. Some students

provided evidence suggesting they were aware of this inconsistency,

frequently reporting having taken steps to eliminate it. This suggested that

strategy selection was not simply occurring within the context of

motivational state as suggested by Biggs (1989). This study provided evidence

which suggested that the students engaged in a process of ongoing task

demand assessment and that this was a major consideration in the strategy

selection process. Such findings have implications for the development of a

theory of learning from text as they suggest that a unidirectional,

deterministic representation of the relationship between motive and strategy

is not appropriate.

Style.

Entwistle et al. (1979) suggest that it is important to distinguish strategy from

style. They define strategy as the chosen way of approaching a task and style as

the preferred way of tackling tasks generally. In some cases the data from this

study suggested this distinction was appropriate as stylistic consistencies for

some students were noted which persisted even when strategies varied.

These consistencies revealed themselves in the manner in which students

undertook tasks rather than the tasks they undertook.
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The literature suggests that style is multi-dimensional. A wide range of

cognitive and learning stylesf have been described which have been linked to

learning behaviour. For example, Pask (quoted in Entwistle et al., 1979)

describes two different styles, which he terms serialist and holistic? and which

he believes lie behind operational and comprehension learning respectively.

In this study these styles were suggested by the overview and holistic

approaches but, given the hypothesized pervasiveness of style, the serialist

holistic construct could not be considered a dimension of these approaches

because many individuals reporting such approaches did not consistently do

so.

Evidence was found suggesting that other styles were pervasive, however.

For example, some students consistently demonstrated that they were able to

extract an overview from an article and develop their own structure for

learning. This ability is consistent with the style referred to as field

independence (Witkin & Goodenough,1982). Evidence was also found

suggesting the style dimensions termed reflectivity (Kagan, 1966) was a stable

feature of students learning behaviour

8See Kirby (1979) for an extensive list. Cognitive style and learning style have come to be used
interchangeably or subsumed under the more general term of style. Such approaches disguise
the separate origins of the two terms. Cognitive style is a construct originating from studies in
mainstream cognitive and psychometric psychology which have sought to identify stable
information processing or personality traits. In contrast learning style refers to stylistic
differences individuals' behaviour in learning situations. Studies taking this perspective have
tended to have emanated from educational psychology.

9An holistic style is characterized by a broad focus and a concern for the general outline of
knowledge and the interconnections between ideas. It is expressed in comprehension learning by
the consideration and integration of material from a variety of sources outside the immediate
task's content and a broad focus on main ideas and their interconnections without significant
attention to detail. In contrast the serialist style is characterized by a narrow focus, a
systematic approach and a reluctance to form generalizations. This style is expressed in
operational learning by logical, step-by-step consideration of the detail contained within
material being studied with very little attempt to relate this to the wider context or personal
experience.
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This study did not produce the level of detailed empirical evidence required

to establish the influence of learning style on the various dimensions of

learning approach but from the limited data that was obtained it appears that

stylistic factors may vary in the intensity of their effect across several learning

situations and between individuals. It is only possible to speculate about the

possible cases of this variation but, given that text difficulty was associated

with variations in a wide range of dimensions of learning approach, it is

possible it also contributed to variability in the intensity of style influence.

Focus.

Three learning foci were identified: detail, overview and holistic. Students

reporting a primary detail focus were concerned with collecting and

committing to memory phrases, examples, details from charts and points the

author made which were considered important. Just how importance was

determined was not clear. Many students made decisions about importance

while they read an article for the first time suggesting that a statement's

relationship to the total argument contained in an article was not used as a

criterion for establishing importance.

The detail focus closely corresponded to the focus on 'the sign' which was a

feature of the surface approach described by Marton and Saljo (1976a), the

reproducing orientation described by Ramsden (1983) and utilising

dimension described by Biggs (1979 ).

In contrast, the overview focus was not equivalent to any of the foci

associated with approaches described in the literature. It represented an

attempt to process the information being read in a superficial manner but

with regard to the central argument or theme. It was therefore associated with

a qualitative motive but was unlikely to be associated with extensive

consolidation activities.

The holistic focus closely corresponded to the focus on 'what is signified'

which characterizing the deep approach described by Marton and Saljo (ibid),
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the meaning orientation described by Ramsden (ibid) and the internalising

dimension described by Biggs (ibid). Students reporting this type of study

focus expressed qualitative motives and were concerned with addressing the

article being read in such a way as to understand the central theme and the

supporting detail. In some ways this type of focus represented a combination

of the previous two. It was often associated with less extensive reduction

activities than the previous two, however. Even so, the findings of this study

and several studies reviewed in chapter Two suggest that students using

approaches characterized by this type of focus achieved better factual recall

than those using approaches characterized by a focus on detail (e.g.,

Fransson,1977; Svensson,1977; Van Rossum & Schenk, 1984).

Sometimes the focus revealed by the focussing activities was not consistent

with the stated motive. The most common motive-focus combination in

these cases was a qualitative motive and a detail focus. Usually this was

accompanied by a low level of motivation suggesting that a motivation level

threshold must be overcome if a qualitative motive is to result in a consistent

motive-focus combination. Marton and Saljo (1984) and Biggs (1978, 1981)

would argue that inconsistent motive-strategy combinations do not exist.

Marton and Saljo note:

"What we found was that the students who did not get 'the
point' failed to do so simply because they were not looking for
it." Marton and Saljo (ibid). p 39.

This suggests that a direct relationship exists between motive and focus. It

does not accommodate the possibility that students may not have the skills to

realize their motive. In this study the identification of cases where a

mismatch was found suggested that more study is required to establish

whether the relationship between motive and strategy is as direct as the

literature suggests.

Other Learning Dimensions.

A number of additional dimensions of students' learning were identified in
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the course of the study but were not included within the classification

framework because they impacted selectively upon other dimensions. For

example; activity level was found to vary across a student's learning strategy.

Active reduction activities could be followed by relatively passive

consolidation activities. This lack of uniformity prevented entire approaches

being classified as either active or passive.

The importance of activity in learning should not be overlooked, however.

Passivity in learning has been hypothesized to contribute directly to deficient

academic performances (Miller, 1987). Evidence was found within learning

strategies to support this hypothesis. Students who employed active

reduction and/or consolidation activities were more likely to produce S2 or

D2 outcomes than those who were were relatively more passive. Figure 3 in

Chapter Four reveals that in all three tests these outcomes were scored more

highly by lecturers than Sl outcomes and at a similar level to D1 answers.

This study found that students had differing conceptions of the nature of

learning. As noted in Chapter Four, the complexity of these conceptions

varied according to whether, process, intention and focus were addressed.

When the descriptions of process were analysed accumulative, reproductive

and constructive notions were identified. These show remarkably similarities

to categories in the classification scheme that emerged from the study

conducted by Van Rossum and Schenk (984)10. However, the overall

conceptions of learning described in this study could not be classified into one

of the categories in Van Rossum and Schenk's classification scheme because

some conceptions reported consisted of a combination of two or of the

categories in this scheme. The categories in Van Rossum and Schenk's

classification scheme also failed to address all three dimensions (i.e., process,

intention and focus of learning) which featured in the conceptions of

learning reported in this study.

10See Chapter Two, p.21.
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As noted in Chapter Four, evidence was found suggesting a close link

between the conceptions of learning held by students and the criteria they

used to describe and/or evaluate their ability as learners. The conception of

learning was also associated with the motives given for learning activities,

particularly in situation one. Just how these three dimensions of learning are

related was not always clear but because students rarely reported motives in

situation one that could not be accommodated by their conception of learning

it seems reasonable to hypothesize that their conception of learning set the

parameters for their learning motives. The finding that some students

revised their conception of learning following test one and this was

accompanied by a change in stated motive in situation two gives support to

this hypothesis.

Evidence was found to suggest that reading self-image was an important

factor in determining aspects of the learning approaches reported by students.

Students with poor reading self-images tended not to respond constructively

when text difficulty rose. Rising text difficulty ratings were often accompanied

by a drop in the level of activity reported in the comprehension activities.

This suggests these students with low reading-self images, regardless of

whether these were based upon empirical evidence of poor reading skills,

were unable or unwilling to take strategic action to maintain a level of

comprehension when text demand increased. The reason for this appears to

be that poor readers react affectively when confronted with comprehension

difficulties (Fischer & Mandl,1984). They are more likely than those who

perceive their reading skills positively to see comprehension difficulties as

confirmation of their poor reading self-image and give up (ibid). In contrast

good readers have been found to have a range of available alternative

strategies (Hare, 1981; Smith 1967) and the flexibility necesary to adapt to

reading tasks (Smith, ibid: Worden & Nakamura, 1982).

Effective reduction requires that the text being reduced is understood

therefore the effect of poor understanding can have a 'flow on' through the

learning approach. As a substantial amount of reading is required in many
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tertiary programmes the importance of reading and reading self-image can

not be overlooked. There is little point in providing skills development that

addresses reduction or consolidation skills until comprehension skills are

adequate.

Evidence was found suggesting that students made decisions about aspects of

their learning approaches using cues from tests one and two. Normally, in

three separate courses this would be unlikely to occur but the research project

on this occasion served as a link between the activities in the three classes.

This cue-seeking appears to have contributed to the greater uniformity in

approach detected between situations two and three compared to that

between situations one and two. This finding is consistent with the findings

of a number of other studiesl l which have found that assessment strategies

have a major influence on how students approach learning in tertiary

programmes. Elton and Laurillard (1979) consider that assessment strategies

are actually the most potent factor affecting students' learning approaches.

The influence of assessment strategies was not unexpected considering that

the stated motives of students in this study were essentially extrinsic. The

implication for educators, of a strong relationship between assessment

strategies and learning approach, is that if quality learning outcomes are

sought then the assessment strategies need to encourage these. Otherwise

students, motivated by a desire to pass, are likely to learn in what ever

manner achieves this goal regardless of whether this involves meaningful

learning.

Types of Learning Approaches.

A classification scheme containing six distinct learning approaches emerged

from this study. When compared to the schemes which have emerged from

the studies reviewed in Chapter 2 similarities were evident. All schemes

addressed the depth of processing reported by learners and did this by

llSee Newble and Clarke (1986).
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considering motive, focus and strategy. They differ in the forms of each of

these affective or cognitive constructs and the assumptions about how these

can be described.

The scheme emerging from this study does have one significant difference

compared to the other schemes. The level of strategy elaboration was

included as one of the defining dimensions. Consideration of learning

approaches at this level of differentiation revealed the systematic and

deliberate nature of many students' approaches. This was not addressed by

the other schemes. Other findings were also made which would not have

been possible if the data had not been analysed at the level of strategy

elaboration. The lack of time, for example, appeared to encourage a linear

arrangement in the comprehension, reduction and consolidation activities in

the elaborated approaches as well as the condensation of this pattern to the

point where some of the comprehension, focussing reduction and

consolidation activites were occurring simultaneously or not at all and the

approaches could no longer be described as elaborated

The reduction undertaken to produce a classification system always results in

the finer features of the phenomenon being classified becoming subsumed by

the more generic. The codes in the classification system that emerged in this

study, while differentiating between learning approaches at the level of

strategy elaboration, are nevertheless the product of such reduction. It is

therefore important to remember that, although this classification scheme

enabled vast amounts of data on learning approach to be ordered, it obscures

the finding that at the individual level each learning approach was a unique

response to a particular learning context.

This finding is significant because it challenges the basic assumption of

consistency in learning approach upon which inventories such as the ASI are

founded. The lack of consistent patterns between the data from the

qualitative analysis and the ASI in this study raises the question of whether

the ASI can provide a learning approach profile that has validity at the level
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of the individual.

Approach Variation.

This study found that inter-situational approach variability was more

common than stability. Within this variability, degrees and types of

variability were identified.The approaches used by 11 (N=23) members of the

sample varied across the three situations in both the level of elaboration and

primary focus, three showed no significant variation in either of these

dimensions and nine varied on one dimension and not the other. This

confirmed that, for some students, learning approach exhibited elements of

both consistency and variability. This finding is consistent with the findings

of a number of studies on learning approach (e.g., Laurilland, 1979; Marton &

Saljo, 1976a, 1984; Ramsden, 1979, 1984).

Over the three learning situations studied, 20 (N =23) different approach

patterns were found. This inter-situational individuality in approach

supports the proposition that learning approaches are both individual and

context specific. This proposition was also supported by the findings from

research conducted by Laurillard (ibid) who concluded that learning

approaches were context-dependent and that the classification of students'

learning approaches, in this instance into deep and surface approaches, was

only appropriate within a given situation.

The conclusion that learning approaches are highly individual was also

supported by the finding that those factors that were found to influence

learning approaches seemed to do so in quite different ways for different

students. It was therefore not surprising that widespread group patterns of

inter-situation approach variability did not emerge. This suggests that the

search for similarities in students' learning behaviour may be a futile one.

Instead it may be more fruitful to focus on learning approach from the point

of view of explaining individual differences.

This study also revealed that, while one approach may dominate, intra-
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situation approach variability can occur. For example; as a result of the

reassessment of task demands during the learning process students

sometimes reported a change in focus. For other students strategy change

occurred and was followed by a change in focus. Cases such as the latter were

considered to be significant because they suggested that for these students

their focus and probably their motive were a reflection of their available

strategies rather than the reverse. Such a finding has important implications

for a theory of learning because it provides further evidence that a linear,

deterministic explanation will not embrace all patterns of behaviour. The

implication for educators is that they should not assume that all students

possess adequate repertoires of study skills to enable them to respond to

changing task demands.

Study skills development programmes need to be available so that students

who are limited by the availability of appropriate study skills can get

assistance. These students need to become skilled in a range of study skills so

that they have the potential to vary their learning approaches in a manner

which enhances the likelihood of effective learning. Study skills alone are

not likely to be sufficient to meet this goal. Students also need to possess the

ability to assess task demands and select an appropriate strategy to meet these

task demands (Biggs, 1985). Study skills development must therefore address

the metacognitive component of learning as well as study skills.

Some students reported substantially altered learning approaches in the

second learning situation compared to the first. The content and contextual

factors that they reported as influencing their approach appeared to have had

some influence on all dimensions of their approach. In contrast, other

students did not report making modifications to their approach even though

they acknowledged increased task demands in situation two.

Such consistency of approach in the face of changing circumstances raises the

question of whether these students had the ability to vary their approach.

Their inertia could have been the result of absence of alternative strategies, as
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mentioned in the preceding section, or it could suggest the change in text

difficulty was not sufficient to overcome a personal strategy change threshold.

It is possible that approach variability will only occur when stimuli reach a

certain minimum level.

Some students responded to changes in task demands and learning context by

varying only aspects of their learning approach. This could be explained in

terms of threshold differentials. Some aspects of learning approach may be

more easily influenced by changing circumstances than others.

The Characteristics of the Written Outcomes.

Four distinct levels of understanding or outcome typically emerged from the

phenomenographic studies reviewed. These outcome spaces were all text

specific but were characterized by a hierarchical relationship between the

individual outcomes. Outcome spaces of this sort also emerged from the

three learning situations in this study. Comparison of these outcome spaces

revealed that all three could be characterized in terms of a range of

quantitative and qualitative dimensions: the type of focus that was evident,

the level of elaboration, the presence of an integrating theme, the presence

extent of overview of the text that was given, the level of memorizing and

evidence of personal synthesis. Using these dimensions the Sl, S2, D1 and D2

categories were described.

This general classification scheme is remarkably similar to that described by

Entwistle and Ramsden (1983). The four categories in their scheme each have

an equivalent in the classification scheme that emerged from the study

reported here. The only significant difference appears to be that the category

in Entwistle and Ramsden's scheme corresponding to the Sl classification

contains outcomes characterized by irrelevant points and "giving an

impression of confusion and misunderstanding." In the classification system

emerging from this study outcomes in the Sl category are characterized by

superficiality and failure to distinguish between the main theme and

subordinate points. Confusion is not necessarily evident.
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The outcomes produced in this study also varied in accuracy. Erroneous

statements were not confined to the 51 outcomes although this type of

outcome was more likely to contain inaccuracies than the other three. The

problem of accuracy and the question of the relative value of 52 and D1

outcomes were the primary difficulties faced by lecturers as they marked the

tests. These difficulties can be reduced when marks are assigned to the

features that distinguish the outcome types from each other. In this way if the

priority is for meaning a maximum mark can be assigned for elaborated detail

which is proportionately less than that assigned to the features conveying an

understanding of meaning.

Outcome Variation.

Considerable outcome variability was detected between situations one and

two and for the sample (N=23) across three situations. When the outcome

patterns for the sample are studied only three students (N=23) produced

qualitatively identical outcomes on all three occasions. Even so, for members

of the sample, some form of stability was more common than variability

across the three learning situations in which they were studied. This means

that, like the learning approaches detected in this study, the learning

outcomes exhibited degrees of consistency and variability.

The most common form of stability was focus band stability. The findings

relating changes in motivation to focus band change illustrated this finding.

Large reported changes in motivational level between situation two and

three were associated with focus band changes whereas lesser changes in

motivation were associated with changes in the level of outcome elaboration.

This suggests that the level of outcome elaboration was less resistant to

change than focus. Such an interpretation is consistent with the notion of

selective effect discussed earlier in this chapter.

The Relationship of Approach and Outcome.

The literature abounds with studies that assume that a direct causal

relationship has been established between approach and outcome. Certainly
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such a conclusion has a high level of intuitive appeal and is supported by a

large body of research. This study appears to have been justified in not

making this assumption as evidence was found which challenged the

assumption that particular learning approaches produce certain types of

outcomes. General patterns were certainly found which parallel those

patterns reported in the literature but enough cases were found which were

not consistent with these patterns to throw doubt of their universality.

Several strong pattern emerged from the two phases of analysis of the

qualitative analysis. Detail approaches were commonly associated with S

band learning outcomes while the holistic and overview approaches showed

strong associations with D band outcomes with D2 outcomes, which were the

most qualitatively superior outcomes. D2 outcomes were never produced by

students reporting restricted detail approaches (i.e., type 1 approach).

Several studies have assumed a direct relationship between approach and

outcome and have attempted to induce deep processing by manipulating the

approach students use (Martin & Ramsden, 1987). The failure to achieve this

goal has provided evidence to support the hypothesis that factors associated

with the learner or the learning situation mediate between approach and

outcome.

A Nascent Theory of Learning.

The studies reviewed in Chapter Two were primarily descriptive in their

approach to learning approach. When the patterns and relationships

identified in this study are considered together a picture of learning

behaviour emerges that is more than just descriptive. Underlying

mechanisms are suggested which appear to explain the approach variability

that has been identified. These mechanisms are outlined in the following

section.

A number of factors emerge which either directly or indirectly influence the

approaches that students employ. These were classified as:
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1. Personological Factors.

These are factors such as learning self-image, reading self-image, test

expectations, attitude to tests, gender, concept of learning and level of

motivation.

2. Situational Factors.

These factors include the nature and difficulty of the text, the test

conditions, available time, previous test situations and other course

demands.

When the findings on these factors are considered in relation to the

variations in approach and outcome that were identified in this study, two

differences in the mode of effect can be identified. Some factors appear to act

as 'triggers', prompting changes in aspects of the learning approach, while

others function as 'screens', determining the nature and extent of the

behaviour changes stimulated by the triggers. The situational factors all

appear to act as triggers while the personological factors serve as screens. The

variability of response exhibited by different students to similarly perceived

triggers suggests that the screens or the manner in which they operate are

selective and specific to a particular individual.

The notion of 'threshold', introduced earlier in this chapter, is appropriate

here. Each of the personological factors seems to effect learning behaviour

only when a particular trigger within the learning situation attains a

minimum level. These thresholds appear to be unique to each individual

and could explain the unique response patterns uncovered by this study.

A student faced with a moderately difficult task may not modify their

learning approach because they assess the level of difficuty as not challenging

their capabilities. Should the level of difficulty rise a threshold may be

reached which results in the student increasing the amount of time they

invest. As the difficulty mounts the challenge posed by the task is compared

with the students self-image as a learner and if that image suggests that they

can not cope with tasks of that level of difficulty then motivation may drop
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and a reduction in activity may occur.

In this example the trigger is task difficulty. It prompts different responses at

different levels. This is explained by the different 'thresholds of effect' of time

increase and motivation reduction. Time increase's threshold of effect is

lower than motivation reduction . Learning self image acted as the screen on

this occasion, directing the effect of high difficulty to motivation reduction.

This simple example shows how triggers, screens and thresholds might

account for the consistency and/or variability in learning approach exhibited

by an individual learner. It does not take into account the variety of triggers

and screens that could potentially be interacting in a single learning event or

the roles that behaviour and outcome monitoring have in controlling

learning behaviour.

The metaphors of trigger, screen and threshold, which are the central features

of this theory, do not just provide an explanatory framework for explaining

the relationship between task and approach. They can be used to explain the

manner in which situational and personological factors modify the

relationship between approach and outcome. The difference in the case of

this pathway is that the situational factors do not act as triggers but as screens

in a similar fashion to personological factors.

This theory is founded upon the assumption that task demands and other

situational factors have a selective effect upon a student's learning approach.

By using the notions of trigger, screen and threshold strong links with

behaviourism are suggested. It does not reflect a simple stimulus-response

theory of learning behaviour, however. The findings from which this theory

has emerged suggest the learners are aware of the relationships between the

various dimensions of their learning approach and can consciously reflect on

and modify these.

The triggers, by virtue of being situational factors, are readily accessed by

educators desiring to bring about changes in students' learning behaviour yet
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it is the screens that determine what changes occur. This implies that it is

students and not educators who are in the best position to bring about

changes in learning behaviour. This has major implications for study skill

programmes as it suggests that skill development should be accompanied by

the consideration of the screens that mediate between triggers and the

learning approach. In other words, the implication is that skill development

should be coupled with personal development activities that address factors

such as learning self image and motivation.

A Profile of an Effective Learner When Learning from text.

From the findings of this study and the studies reviewed in Chapter Two a

profile of the effective learner when learning from text emerges. This profile

has seven dimensions:

1. Positive self awareness.

2. Constructive view of learning.

3. Qualitative motives.

4. A high level of motivation.

5. Task assessment skills.

6. Process skills and knowledge.

a. Study skills.

b. Metacognitive skills

7. Outcome knowledge and skills.

The effective learner has a high sense of self-efficacy as a reader and learner

and an awareness of their skills. They see learning as a constructive process

involving the integration of new knowledge and skills with previous

learning in a way that creates new meaning. They have the knowledge and

skills required for assessing the nature of learning task demands and the

ability to use these effectively. They possess the knowledge and skills required

to apply a range of comprehension, focussing, reduction and consolidation

skills to a learning task as well as the necessary metacognitive knowledge and

skills to enable them to plan, monitor and assess these skills to achieve their

desired learning outcomes.
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The effective learner recognizes that the qualitatively superior outcomes

associated with learning from text are characterized by the presentation of a

complete understanding of the central argument or theme of the text, the

recognition of the subordinate status of the examples, illustrations and

elaborations and the the integration of critical analysis and personal synthesis

in to the discussion.

They are motivated by a desire to achieve such outcomes. Their level of

motivation is high and is reflected in their willingness to compensate for

contextual and personological factors which work against the achievement of

these outcomes. The nature and level of their motivation together with their

constructive conception of learning combine to support active learning

strategies which are characterized by engagement and reflection.

When faced with learning difficulties that threaten to prevent the

achievement of quality learning outcomes the effective learner considers

these difficulties to be a challenge rather than evidence of any inadequacy as a

learner and seeks to revise their strategy to one that will ensure they achieve

quality outcomes. In the same situation a less effective learner would respond

by either increasing the amount of time spent on existing activities and/or

revising their learning goal to one that can be achieved by the existing

strategy. Alternatively, they would have an affective response which would

be likely to cause a reduction in activity and/or the elaboration of their

learning strategy.

While this profile has emerged from studies on the learning approaches of

tertiary students when learning from text the profile contains dimensions

that are applicable to learning generally.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research.

One of the strengths of employing qualitative research methods is the facility

they provide to preserve the relationships that exist between the various

phenomena being studied. The other side of this strength is that a great deal
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of data is generated which makes analysis a major undertaking and can

necessitate selective analysis. This was necessary in this study. Some factors or

lines of analysis could not be explored.

The articles used in this study were selected because they were an integral part

of the respective courses and so fulfilled the requirement that all aspects of

the learning situations studied be as ecologically valid as possible. They each

met predetermined, general structural requirements but a detailed analysis of

this structure was not undertaken. This was not required as an investigation

of the relationship between specific text variables and the comprehension and

reduction activities employed by students was not attempted but such an

investigation would add an important dimension to the understanding of

how text influences learning approach. At present our knowledge is drawn

from studies which have not considered the impact of the various text

variables upon learning approaches.

When considering the outcomes produced, comments made by students

regarding their written skills suggest that their conceptions of what

constitutes a quality written essay-type outcome vary. It is possible that their

concept of learning and perceptions of the demands of assessment situations

are not the only factors which contribute to the nature of this conception.

Further study is required to establish the nature of students' conceptions of

appropriate outcomes and the way in which these influence their learning

approach. To date, more attention has been given to the influence of

approach upon outcome rather than the reverse.

Students' ability to produce particular outcomes is another area that was not

studied in depth in this study. Indications were found in the retrospective

reports which suggested that some students believed they were limited in

their ability to demonstrate their learning by their written skills and the

conditions under which they were asked to apply these. This would suggest

that written skills were one of the factors that mediated between approach

and outcome. Further research will be required to establish the actual nature
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of this relationship.

The data on learning approach was collected using forms of retrospective

report. This mean that the depth and accuracy of the data was determined by

the level and accuracy of the participants recall ability and their ability to

observe their own behaviour. Many aspects of learning behaviour are

automatic and relatively inaccessible to the learner. Thisis particularly true of

the metacognitive processes that integrate the activities in a learning strategy.

Ericsson and Simon (1980) note that some subroutines within both cognitive

and metacognitive strategies are particularly difficult to access through self

reporting of learning behaviour.

Garner (1982) demonstrated that the accuracy and amount of detail provided

by students asked to report on their learning behaviour is reduced over time.

This had implications for this study in terms of the comparability of data

collected from students who reported engaging in study activities over a

number of days compared to those students who confined all their study

activity to the day before the test or the morning of the test itself. The latter

group is likely to have provided more accurate data.

The quality of a few of the written reports provided by the students varied in

ways that not only suggested some were not particularly concerned with

providing detailed and accurate reports but also in terms of the facility

demonstrated in providing written reports. This proved to be a limitation of

this study as not all students revealing limitations in this area could be picked

up in subsequent oral situations. Future studies would be advised to use

greater triangulation in the data collection phase of the study to overcome the

impact of deficiencies associated with a reliance on a single mode of data

collection.

Retrospective reports are also susceptible to the effects of post facto

rationalization. The possibility that students described their behaviour in a

more sophisticated, systematic or organised manner than was actually the .
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case can not be ignored.The potential for such inconsistencies in data

collection is a limitation of the method of collection used in this study. Even

so, the alternative on-line methods of data collection are not without their

own limitations. The most significant is that they compromise the ecological

validity of the actual learning process being studied by intruding into the

process itself.

Garner (1988) argues that the answer to the problem of gaining valid data on

learning behaviour is to use multi-method approaches to data collection. The

problem with this is that each method has its own particular effect on the

learning process being studied and the aggregated effect of these could destroy

the integrity of the learning process. This dilemma is one that researchers

must continue to address.

The findings of this study, and the large number which have preceeded it,

have contributed to our understanding of the learning behaviour that

students engage in when learning from text. It is important that these

findings are translated into more effective student learning. Information

needs to be available to educators on how to maximize the quality of students

learning outcomes. Some attempts have been made to induce deep

processing but to date these attempts have not been particularly effective. In a

number of cases programmes that have been sought to promote behaviour

that would give rise to quality learning outcomes have in fact achieved the

opposite effect (Martin & Ramsden, 1987). Clearly, further research is needed

on how best to translate knowledge on learning approaches into

improvements in learning. Recognizing that some students need assistance

with the demands of academic tasks such as learning from text is not the

same thing as knowing how to provide assistance for them (Hounsell, 1984).

Summary and Conclusion.

This study found evidence of both consistency and variability in the learning

approaches of tertiary students. It revealed that situational and personological

factors are associated with learning approach in ways which enable a
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student's learning approach to be an individual, context specific response to a

particular learning situation rather than a uniform approach exhibited in all

learning situations. This finding was made amid evidence of consistency in

elements of intra-personal learning behaviour in both individual learning

situations and across several situations. The fact that patterns of consistency

and evidence of the uniqueness of an individual's learning approach were

both identified in this study confirms the versatility of the methodology

employed.

The descriptions of learning approach and outcome that emerged were

remarkably similar to those produced by the studies reviewed. However, the

findings that emerged when the nature of approach and outcome variability

were explored were not all consistent with the findings from these studies.

Some findings were challenged. In particular this study's findings have

challenged the appropriateness of viewing the relationships of motive and

strategy and approach and outcome as unidirectional and deterministic.

Instead they suggest that learning approach is more appropriately described in

dynamic terms using the notions of triggers, selective screens and feedback.

The findings have a number of important implications for study skills

programmes. In particular they suggest that skill development should be

individualized and not divorced from personal development or the

development of metacognitive skills.

Overall the study has provided new insights, confirmed some existing

understandings on the nature and relationship of tertiary students' learning

approaches and outcomes when learning from text and suggested areas for

further research. It has also provided considerable insight into the nature and

effect of a range of factors which influence students' learning approaches. It is

therefore reasonable to conclude that the study achieved its aim of exploring

the nature of learning approach and the factors which influence it.
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL

- M. Ed. Thesis.

Colleen Mills.

INTRODUCTION

I wish to explore the nature of tertiary students'

approaches to learning from text. In particular I am interested

in discovering whether an individual's approach to such a

learning task exhibits situational variability and if so wnich

factors in the learning situation contribute to this

variability. Secondly, I am interested in examining the learning

outcomes achieved with different approaches.

Findings from such a study could greatly benefit both

tertiary educators and students. Armed with data on the nature

of learning approaches, contributing factors in the choice of

approach and the quality of associated learning outcomes both

educators and learners will be able to pursue learning from text

in a more informed and systematic fashion. Few studies of adult

learning behaviour have been undertaken in New Zealand. Such a

study therefore has the potential to provide culturally specific

data to supplement that generated by overseas studies.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. In what ways do tertiary students' approaches to learning

from text vary?

2. Which factors in the learning situation influence the choice

of approach? (N.B. this assumes that situational variables

do impact on approach and that approach is a matter of

choice.)

3. Which approaches produce the most effective learning?

The term "le a r ning approach II is used in the .Li,terature do denote

the combined motivational and strategic elements of a learner's

behaviour (Biggs, 1989). I propose to use the term in the same

fashion in this research project.

As I intend to identify variables which influence learning

approach in the course of the study these can not be specified

at this time. It is fair to say~ however, given the definition

of "le a r ning approach II that the variables that will emerge will

be factors that modify the student's motivation and/or strategy.

RELEVANT RESEARCH AND THEORY

The last fifteen years have witnessed the emergence of a new

perspective in the study of learning characterized by the

recognition of the value of stUdying learning from the

perspective of the learner. Studies undertaken from this second-



order perspective have been termed phenomenographic

essentially experiential and phenomenal (Marton, 1978, quoted in

Marton & Svensson, 1979). Phenomenographic studies are c9nd~cted

in naturalistic settings and seek to identify students' learning

approaches and the contextual variables impacting on these. Data

analysis is essentially subjective, seldom involving more than

simple cross-tabulation.

In contrast, a psychometric tradition has also em~rged

involving the development and application of inventories. Both

these types of studies claim to provide ac~urate descriptions of

their respective subjects' learning approaches. My literature

search to date has failed to locate any studies which have

attempted to establish whether the two methodologies are tapping

the same aspect of learning. I have also failed to Loca t e any

significant studies which have endeavoured to establish whether

a learners learning approach is contextually specific. The

majority of studies are constructed around a single activity. It

is therefore extremely difficult to generalize the data from

these studies or consider studies from the two different

traditions together. It is therefore my intention to replicate

and elaborate upon the phenomenographic research methodology

concurrently with the application of one of the learning

approach inventories. MUltiple applications of the

phenomenographic approach will enable me to establish .....hether

thi learn~r's learning approach varies and the comparison

between data gathered from the two approaches will provide an

insight into the compatibility of the two types of studies. Only

in this way will it be possible to establish the relevance of

previous studies to the one currently being proposed.

PROCEDURE

The primary principle underpinning the methodology employed

in this study is that the student activities studied should be

as authentic as possible. The study will therefore need to be

undertaken in courses that require students to learn 'from text

reading. As the learning outcomes achieved through reading text

are to be the central focus of this study it would be really

helpful if the courses involved in the study either currently

include assessed reading tasks or are able to be modified to

include such tasks.

To establish the nature of each student's approach to the

reading tasks information that can not be obtained from the

assessment task will also be needed. Students will therefore
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need to complete a short questionnaire that requires that th?y

reflect upon their learning behaviour.

Finally, to enable the data gathered from this approach to

be compared with that gained using a learning approaches

inventory students will need to complete the Lancaster

Approaches to Studying Questionnaire

Students will be engaged in three different types of task:

1. Reading a piece of text and answering questions

on this text.

2. Responding to a short questionnaire on their

learning behaviour associated with (1.).

3. Completing the ASI.

1. and 2. will occur in each of the three courses. In this way

the students responses and learning outcomes can be studied

across subjects.

The lecturers involved will need to identify a text reading

task that is or can be made an integral part of the programme

of study and assessment in their course. The reading task will

need to have associated, assessed questions that can form the

basis for determining the depth and complexity of the students'

understanding of the text. An extensive set of.questions should

not be necessary. Similar studies have simply asked:

1. What have you learnt from this article?

2. What was the author trying to achieve?

The answers to such open questions provide adequate scope for

students to reveal both the extent and complexity of the

learning they achieve

REQUIREMENTS

As this study seeks to explore the way student behaviour

varies from one situation to another a group of students with

three subjects in common will be required. Each student will be

engaged in research related tasks for approximately forty

minutes in each subject. An additional fifteen minutes of

student time will be required to complete the ASI.

Lecturer involvement will consist of identifying a suitable

reading task, assessment questions and marking schedule and

marking the students answers. A substantial amount of addit::-'
ional time should not be required especially if the reading

task chosen is already an integral part of the programme of

work.
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BENEFITS

Students are required to do a great deal of reading in the

course of their tertiary studies. By identifying the most

effective ways in which this task can be undertaken assistance

can be given to those students who do not employ effectiv'e

strategies. This study will therefore provide valuable insights

for both students and lecturers. To ensure that these benefits

are realized it is the researcher's hope that there will be

opportuni ties available for her to conduct staff and student

seminars designed to present the findings of the study and

explore ways of using the findings to enhance student learning.

Colleen Mills.
May 1990.
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A Study of Student Learning.

Colleen E. Mills.

TEXT READING

POST READING TASK
Personal Profile Questions II

Comprehension Questions •
Learning Approach Questions

"
INVENTORY

ADMINISTRATION

FEEDBACK
To students on effective approaches and

staff on factors that influence approach selection

Only completed on one occasion
Lecturers mark
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RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

The following list is to be used as a basis for discussion.

Please do not interprete the list as a set of criteria that

are fixed but rather as a wish list that represents the ideal.

READING TASK

* Should not be excessively long. 1200 words would be fine.

* Should not merely present a chronicle of facts. There

should be an argument with associated illustrations so

that memorizing alone will not be sufficient for the

students to fully 'master' the reading.

The reading should be a pivotal pa~t of the required

assessment task.

*

*

The reading (text or handout) should be readily avail

able so that students can have the flexibility to select

when and where as well as how they study it.

Students should be fully aware that the reading itself

will be examined. HOW this will be undertaken should not

be explained.

*

ASSESSMENT TASK

* The assessment tasks in each of the three courses do not

need to be identical in structure but need to require the

same responses from the students with regard to the read

ing.

* . The assessment of the reading needs to establish how well

the student understood the essence of the reading. It may

also include assessment of student understanding of spec

ific concepts. It is not necessary for the assessment to

contain any questions that assess simply recall.

* Examples of suitable questions:

What was the authors intention in writing

this article?

Tell me about article X?

What can be learnt from article X?

What is meant by" ••••••••• "?

If we accept what the author is saying

what are the implications for ••••••• ?

What is the rationale for the author assert

ing that ••••••• ?

The assessment task can be the preliminary section of, a

larger task. For example: The reading could be compulsory

reading for an essay which requires students to look at

the wider implications that arise from a particular view.
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DEMANDS ON LECTURERS

'*
'*

'*

'*

'*

Identifying a suitable reading.

Designing an assessment task that is able to provide

scope for students to demonstrate the depth of their

understanding of the reading as a whole while

remaining an integral part of the course assessment

programme.

Preparing a marking schedule for the part of the

assessment task dealing with the reading. (NB. with

lecturer consent it would be ~seful to explore

lecturer expectations.)

Marking of the assessed task. (NB. An assessment

task would be using lecturer time here anyway.)

Setting aside some class contact time to do the

assessment task relating to the reading, the

learning approach questions and, for one lecturer,

the personal profile questions and the inventory.

Coordination time discussions with researcher.

(Approx. 3 hours in total •••.• )

DEMANDS ON STUDENTS

'*
'*

No additional out of class time is required.

In class they will need to complete a set of

personal profile questions and an inventory on one

occasion and three sets of learning approach questions.
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organizational restructuring has created a new
employer-employee relationship that will change

traditional approaches to human resource management

Contract Redesign

FIGURE 1---
THE CHANGING EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT

Both the organization and the
employee regarded their relation
ship as long term. They valued
loyalty and commitment, which for
employees meant staying with the
company until retirement. Com
pany paremalism provided economic
security, a steady job and the pro
mise of a career; wages and benefits.
Often, managers would use the
metaphor of the "family' in
describing the company's relation
ship to its employees.

Compensation practices and vaca
tion benefits were rewards for hard
work and loyalty based on
tenure-longer tenured employees
got more pay and holidays.

Personal long-term needs of em
ployees were addressed through
company benefit programs, such as
pension plans, life insurance and
health-care plans. These were defin
ed and paid for by the company.

Opportunities for advancement
were good. Economic expansion
reinforced advancement ofa majori
ty ofAmerican workers striving for
promotion up the rungs of the cor
ponte ladder;

For the most part, job prepara
tion meant one-time learning. Edu
cation and professional mining

~

Change and Uncertainty
Population Downsizing
Temporariness
Rexible Work Force
Part-Time Employees
Rexible Work Patterns
Gradual Retirement
Targeted Turnover
"Buy" Employees
Valuing Performance and Skills
Self-Reliance and Responsibility
Commitment to Self
Company-Defined Contributions
Employee Development and Achievement
Plateauing
Multiple Careers
UfrrLong Learning

inequity. These responses include
feelings ofbetnyal and deep

.psychological distress.
Rousseau's model postulates that

the outcome of contract violation is
an intense emotional reaction such
as outrage, shock, resentment and
anger, She concludes that when
feelings are uncontrollable and ir
reversible, anger lingers. The in
dividual's view of the other party
and of the relationship changes, It is
this outcome of contract violation
that we observe and read about in
descriptions of employee reactions
to mergers, acquisitions or layoffs.

How is the employment
contract changing?
The old employment contract was a
direct result of factors influencing
business. Predictability and stability
reigned. Population growth was
Steady. Long-range strategic plan
ning over five to 10 years became a
road map for the furore.

The organization considered its
work force permanent. The pool of
workers were composed largely of
full-time employees who wanted
Standard hours and patterns. Person
nel programs and practices were
built on this model

~

1. Stability & PrecfictabiHty
2. Growth in Population
3. Permanence
4. Permanent Work Force
5. full-Time Employees
6. Standard Work Patterns
7. All-or-None Employment/Retirement
8. Employee Retention
9. "Build" Employees

10. Valuing Loyalty and Tenure
11. Paternalism
12. Commitment to Company
13. Company-Defined Benefits
14. Job Security
15. Advancement
16. Unear Career Growth
17, One-Time Learning

Northwestern University's Denise.
Rousseau provides the most
thorough definition ofa psycho
logical contract, In her concept
paper "The Impact of Psychological
and Implied Contracts on Behavior
in Organizations," written in 1987,
Rousseau explains that a psychologi
cal contract is based on the in
dividual's perception that his or her
contributions obligate the organiza
tion to reciprocate, and vice versa.

She argues that the workings of a
psychological contract can be
understood best by examining what
happens when the contract is vio
lated. Violation subjects the rela- _
tionship to a form of trauma, under
mining the trust and good faith that
created the relationship. Such trust
develops from a belief that con
tributions will be reciprocated and
that a relationship exists. Rousseau
also says that a damaged relation
ship is not easily restored.

The exoeerations that form a
psychological contract differ from
those involved in the employment
contract. In psychological comracts,
an element of trust and a sense of
relationship exists, so that responses
to perceived violation go beyond
dissatisfaction and perceptions of

ing employment relation
ship is the outcome of
objective events thar
change the relationship
between the individual
and the organization. Ex
amnles of such events in
clude restructuring, work
force demographics,
tenure or turnover.

In contrast, the em
ployment contract and
psychological contract
are assumptions and con
structs that explain how

, 'mjor organizational
changes redefine the rela
tionship between the in
dividual and the organiza
tion. The employment
contract focuses on
assumptions about the
nature of organizations
and individuals. The
psychological contract
refers to unwritten or
unspoken expectations
and psychological
dynamics between

employer and employee.
! Based on perceptions, the
psychological contract is generally

. implicit and unwritten. It deals
with expectations and respon-
sibilities and is relationship
oriented. To be effective, the agree
ment, however implicit, must be
murually understood and must
satisfy each party's needs. It is
reciprocal and dynamic. If an im
balance occurs, forces exist to re
establish equilibrium. But it cannot
be modified effectively by
unilateral action. And violations of
the conmct can evoke strong
feelings.

By Waiter W. 'Ibrnoui

The employment contract
Unfortunately; the literature does
not always distinguish among terms
such as "employment contract,"
"employment relationship" or
"psychological contract:' For the
purposes of this article, the chang-

_ W 1lmww. Pb.D.. SPHR. is via
presidentand e:reaatve co=Jtan1 for
buman resources researrb and planning
witb Control Data CorporatiOn in Min
neapolis. Minn.

ployment contract: Patemali5tD. and
job security are out these days.
12king responsibility for your own
career is in."

corpon te Amen-
ca's restrUcruring
has had a pro
found impact on
the nature of

work and the relationship
between the individual

nd the organization. A
survey by Industry week
magazine shows more
than 70 percent of 900
respondents believe that
loyalty is rapidly dis
appearing. One respon
dent commented,
"Employee loyalty to the
company began to erode
when company loyalty to
the employee began to
erode" (Bnham, 1987).

Over the last decade,
waves of mergers, acquisi
tions and downsizing have
caused a shift in the ex
pectations and respon
sibilities of both emolover
and employee. Adeh .
Oliver observed that
changing corponte srruc-
tures have "cut huge swaths through
management ranks, and left the sur
vivors wondering whether loyalty
has any part in the relationship be-

. tween manager and corooration.
[The changes have] also-left human
resource management with a
serious dilemma-the redefinition
of that loyalty. The blind unques
tioning faith in the relationship has
been badly shaken- The unwritten
contract is gone" (Oliver. 1987).

The outcome is a new employ
ment relationship based on a chang
ing employment contract. A head
line in the July 6 issue of Fortune
magazine explains, '"Yournew em-

T1T~~,. .._~,.Jn..... Harold Smelcer
QI>
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ment and career management
which may include the decision to
leave the company.

Employee tenure is less valued as
compensation practices now favor
performance contribution and up
dated skills geared to company
goals over tenure. Important tools in
compensation planning will be job
enrichment, participation and per
formance/compensation contracting.

tended to be job specific and geared
tOW2Td career prep=tion. Skill re
quirements were well known and
understoOd throughout the
company.

Today, trends in employment
practices and work force demo
graphies show that organizations are
moving tOW2Td a different situation.
Businesses are less predicoble and
stable. Long-range plans require
more frequent updating and signifi
cant adjustments. Less like yester-
dzy's "five-year road maps;' these
plans more often serve as guides to
thinking about the future.

In a typical situation, line manage
ment will study a competitive
analvsis and conclude that the com
pany cannot profitably stay in a cer
'<lin business. Stability and continui
.y are replaced by reorganizations,
downsizing, mergers or acquisi
tions. Employee population levels
and mix undergo dramatic swings
that ulnmately threatens job security
and career paths.

As organizations have adopted
just-in-time manufaeroring practices,
they are moving toward a "[ust-in
time work force:' A larger propor
tion of the total employee popula
tion is a flexible. part-time. tem
porary or contract work force.
which often serves as a Strategic
bufferagainstthe~esof
business demands.

Instead of long-term employment
relationships and paternalism, the
employment relationship is becom
ing "situational" in the sense that
employee requirements are now
more dynamic as they are driven by
the changing needs of the business.
This places a premium on perfor
mance contribution and on sustain-

_ ing an employee base with up-to
date skills that fulfill company
needs.

Employee loyalty and commit
ment are now self-direcred. In the
new employment reIationship, the
individual and the organization
commit to the ongoing satisfaction
of each other's needs. This is rein
forced by an empowering manage
ment that values employee self
reliance and initiative, particuIatly in
the areas of performance manage-

Over tbe last decade,
mergers, aquisitions

and downsizing have
caused a sbift in tbe expec
tations and responsibilities

of botb employer and
employee.

Employees are asked to con
tribute to pension and health-eare
plans. They are expected tb help
manage the COSts of medical = by
choosing company-identified pro
viders and obtaining second opi
nions. Whereas vesrerdzv's benefits
were defined by the company and
employer-paid. today they have
become contributions to help cap
company risk.

Opportunities for advancement
are limited due to "structural
plateauing" (Bardwick, 1986). struc
rural and organizational changes
such as less growth, fewer jobs and
reduced levels of management ac
count for less frequent promotions.
Career shifts and muitiple careers
are becoming mote common.

The need for life-long learning is
also becoming more apparent. To
participate in the job market,
workers must avoid skills obso
lescence as technicaIlprofessional
"half-lives" are becoming shorter
due to rapid change and the explo
sion of technical innovation.

Causes for tbe changing
employment contract
Three types of factors influence
change in the relationship between
organizations and employees: en
virOnmental trends, organizational
restrUeroring and demographic
variables.

Among the environmental trends
are global competition, inexpensive
overseas production costs, high
COSts of raw materials, deregulation
and rapid technological growth. In
the United States, the transition
from a manufaeroring to a service
economy has changed the tasks of
jobs and created new kinds of jobs.
With the aim of curting COSts and
improving productivity, most large
corporations have streamlined,
reorganized and downsized. They
have instituted work force reduc
tions at all levels, especi.aIly middle
management. The corporate hierar
chy has been rearranged to include
fewer levels. And. as rnanv com
panies move their production
overseas to lower costs, the number
of jobs for u.s. workers decreases
further:

During the Iast decade. 23,000
mergers and acquisitions were ac
complished (Schweiger: 1985). The
10 largest mergers in 1984 directly
affected the lives of more than
250,000 employees. Merger activity
has increased to the point where
few companies can safely assume
immunity from some sort of
business combination (Robino and
De Meuse. 1985).

EauaIIv staggering are the
sratiStics on downsizing: The Gantz
Wiley Research Consuiting Group
Inc, a Mirmeapolis-based firm that

-conduets attitude surveys, dis
covered that more than one third of
the time work force reduction is the
solution to business slowdowns. In
their 1986 national normative data
base of employee opinions, 35 per
cent of U.s. workers reported layoffs
in their companies over the lasr year
due to a downturn of business.

Almost d:tiIy, newspaper head
lines report the same. Some 60,000
employees at AT&T were affected by
reorganiz:ltion and wholesale lay
offs. Eastman Kodak Company let

go of more than 10,000 employees
over the past few years.Since 1982,
DuPont has dropped 35,000
employees.

The effect on organizations
and individuals
Organizational restructuring permits
companies to reduce costs and be
more market-oriented, competitive
and flexible. In rum, companies
must share more of the responsibili
ty for performance and career
management with employees.

New organizational requirements
reflect a significanr shift in expecta
tions and responsibilities. Under
paternalistic modes of management,
hard work and loyalty were reward
ed with lifetime emolovmenr. But
today, a company c:innOt promise to

care for its work force "from cradle
to grave;' nor = employees
assume that such paternalism is
Standard.

At best, companies can State in
rents; provide information about
company mission, goals and
Strategies; and support employees
with information and means of em
powerment to contribute to organi
zational goals and needs or to make
the decision to leave the company.
But employees themselves are fast
becoming responsible for making
contributions to the organization.
By commiting themselves to work
ing toward maintaining the business,
they share the company's risk.

The result is that loyalty and
commitment become focused on
maintaining the employment rela
tionship, on what the company and
the employee must do to keep the
relationship going. In rum, the
company shares more power and
control with the employees to make
them more self-reliant, self-directed
and responsible for their own
career management. To heIp em
ployees make these changes either
within or outside the organization,
companies must provide guidance,

Practitioners of human resource
management = address the issue
of changing organizational struc
tures and employment contracts by
modifying compensation systems,
benefit programs, training and

deveiopment, and strategic
planning.

Compensation systems that
reward tenure such as merit and job
evaluation programs = be replac
ed with systems that focus on skills
and contributions tied directly to
the changing needs of the organiza
tion. Skills-based job evaluations
= support job enrichment and a
flexible work force. Examoles of
such systems include pay increases
and bonuses that are based on skill
levels.

TY~t kinds of bealWi;;measures
mustbe available to
sunnoors of layoffs?

Benefit programs that favor long
term retention such as pension and
vacation plans can be replaced with
programs geared to a flexible and
mobile work force. Instead of defin
ing benefit levels and commiting to
full funding of those levels, a com
pany = set its annual contribu
tion. This will cap the company's
risk.

In training and developing
employees, companies = shift the
focus to those activities that favor
life and = planning, realistic
self-assessment and development
planning, and continuing education
and retraining. These activities
reduce skills obsolescence and
organizational dependency. They
also increase the employee's sense
of autonomy and self-direction. As a
result, the organization acquires a
more up-to-date work force that
meers current and future business
needs.

In staffing, practitioners shouid
expect that organizations will favor
a flexible work force and flexible
scheduling such as part-time and
flex-time arrangements. They will

also favor phased employment and
retirement. Other trends include
lateraI transfers rather than upward
advancements and selective popula
tion retention or managed turnover.

FmaIIy, human resource planning
will have to become an even more
integral part ofstrategic business
planning. Translating business goals
into needed skills miX, and fore
casting retraining and transition
needs are examples of what organi
zations must do to address human
resource needs in business
planning.

The implications of the changing
employment contract are also sig
nificant for industrial-organizational
psychologists. Organizational
models and theories, employee
perceptions and expectations,
Strategies for assisting employees
with change. and the impact of
organizational culture are some of
the issues we must examine,

Many of the assumptions that
underlie our models and theories of
organizanons must be re-evaluated,
In general, our models are based on
the assumption that organizational
structures and needs are stable.
They also assume there is continuity
in the work force that staff organi
zations. FmaII~; our models typically
require large sample sizes or
repeated small samples to benefit
from statistical prediction method
ologies. Such implicit assumptions
have provided the foundation of
our approaches to validation
research, job analysis and traditional
training and development para
digms. But these assumptions and

! the models and theories they sup
port must be re-examined in light of
change.

There must be a better under
Standing of employee perceptions
and expectations of the changing
employment contract. These expec
tations include both the inputs and
the outcomes of behavior in the
organization. Relevant inputs in
clude effort and performance.
technical updating and attention to
organizational politics. But it may be
difficult to anticipate the outcomes
as they appear to be shifting with
the changing employment contract.
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Psychologists also must under
stand better how personality and in
dividual differences affect em
ployees' understanding of changes
and their ability to adjust and con
tinue to contribute effectively. Such
variables as locus of control,
tolerance for ambiguity and self
esteem may play key roles in the
furore success of employees and
organizations,

In addition, individual differences
may help direct or moderate strate
gies. For example, empowerment
workshops on life and career plan
ning teach employees to rake greater
responsibility for themselves so that
they will not feel powerless during a
merger or downsizing.

Psychologists must also consider
organizational culture as a major in
fluence on the psychological con
tract. Rousseau suggests that organi
zations with strong cultures, charac
terized by high consensus or norms
and values, are more likely to have
firm psychological contracts than
organizations with weaker cultures.

Also needed is a greater under
Standing of the cultures impact on
the existence. nature and health of
psychological contracts, Consider;
for example, what can happen to a
psychological contract when a
merger rakes place between two
organizations that have strong but
different cultures.

The violation of a psychological
contract is also an important issue
for study. If, as Rousseau says, the
violation produces intense emo
tional and attitudinal responses,
what kind of healing measures must
be available to survivors of !avoffs?
How can these measures help them
become Z productive, motivated
and committed as before? What in
dividual and situational variables in
fluence the duration and eventual
plateau of this recovery period? For
example, what role do managers
and work groups play in that pro
cess of recovery and healing?

And finally, we must realize that
the managers and executives
responsible for implementing the

healing activities are also employees.
yet we understand lirtle about the
impact of the changes on those
who must enforce them. To what
degree do their perceptions in
fluence the behavior and attitude of
those they manage?

Major organizational transforma
tions redefine the psychological
contract characterizing the employ
ment relationship between
employee and employer. The
changing employment contract is
an important phenomenon worthy
of attention by scientists and practi
tioners alike. Soeculation on the im
plications of the changing employ
ment contract suggests the need for
both additional research and
employment policy review. l1li
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26,1 Debates with Marxism

the photograph as transparent reflector of 'reality Barthcss crruquc of
narrative realism in the 19th century. Like the classic realist novelists, the
police or scientific photographer suppresses all evidence of the production of
the photograph as a guarantee of the product's untainted and objective 'truth:
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I Theor-ies of le isur-e, theories of society
It is hardly realistic to treat the class domination theory as a set of hypotheses to

be rigorously tested through a straregically-dcsigncd research project, since
this level of theory rarely proves wholly right or entirely wrong. Many writers
have already proved that modern societies are sufficiently complex to offer
numerous illustrations borh in support and opposition. As the previous
chapter has demonstrated, ir is nor difficult to illusrrare the processes to which
the class domination theory draws attention. There are scores of advertisers
attempting to shape public taste, and many examples of governments
promoting uses ofleisure conducive to 'upright' citizenship. It was not jusr a
desire to give young people a good time, bur the concern engendered by an
apparently anti-social youth culture thar led to lrhe appointment of the
Albemarle Committee on the Yourh Service whos'c report in 1960 led ro a
subsrantial injection of finance. [Albemarle Report 1960J Like the mass
society analysis, the class domination theory spotlighrs genuine tendencies.
Few would dispute that the theory also serves a purpose in sketching and
alerting us to a scenario that could become a reality. Bur to exactly <.L'hUI extent
docs the theory explain leisure behaviour and provision in present-day
society? \'(Thile class domination theorists arc mainly of lclt-wing persuasion,
their theory is most readily reconciled wirh reality in the socialist world. In
\'(festern societies there are convincing grounds for insisting that the
tendencies upon which the theory rivets attention remain, as yet, subservient
to other processes, Furthermore, as we shall sec, much ofthe evidence that the
theory marshals is susceptible to alrcrnarivc and, on balance, more convincing
interpretation.

Kenneth Roberts

Culture, Leisure, Society
The Pluralist Scenario
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The functions ofleisure·
Some correspondence between uses of leisure and the wider social order is
inevitable. Leisure may help to consolidate the social system, offering
gratifications which act as safety valves reconciling men to an otherwise
unacceptable society. Leisure may also carry the imprint of values consistent
with existing economic and political practices, thereby legitirnising the social
order. Bur does it necessarily follow that these functions of leisure are
manifestations of an oppressive capitalist infrastructure together with its state
apparatuses of social control? The truth is that leisure, or the alternative forms
in which play can be institutionalised, performs comparable functions in all
societies.

In his discussion of sport and games in Samoa, Dunlop describes how play
integrates the community, provides an outlet for feelings ofrivalry, celebrates
socially significant occasions such as weddings, and teaches skills that are
useful in other social roles from warfare to fishing. [Loy & Kenyon 1969J. It is
difficult to see how uses of leisure could ever remain uninfluenced by the
broader social contexts within which they are developed, and the fact thatsuch
influence can be discerned in our own society is hardly a ground for criticism.

The comparative research undertaken by J. M. Roberts and B. Sutton
Smith has identified some of the processes through which the surrounding
context can shape leisure behaviour. [Loy & Kenyon 1969J These
investigators collected information about the games played in a large number
of relatively simple societies. They classified games according to whether
physical skill, strategy or chance predominated, and found that each type of
game tended to enjoy prominence within a particular type ofculture. Games
of physical skill proved most common in societies where mastery of the
environment was a principal challenge. In contrast, games of strategy were
prominent in more complex societies where child-training stressed obedience
and following rules. Games of chance were most common in a different type of
setting; where there existed a pervasive belief in an omnipotent, supernatural
being. Roberts and Sutton-Smith interpret this evidence as suggesting that
games perform an expressive function, relieving anxieties that broader
patterns ofsocial life generate. Hence the type of game that is popular depends
upon the type of anxiety that a particular society engenders. When the
emphasis is upon achievement and mastery of the environment, games of
physical skill can offer a form of simulated achievement. In contemporary
America, therefore, such games are most common among men in the higher
socio-economic strata where childhood-training stresses individual
achievement. In contrast, games of chance areprornincnr among women,
reflecting the relative passivity of the female role.

In opposition to interpretations derived from conflict theory, functionalist
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sociologists have brought leisure within their own perspective. W~hereas class
analysts see leisure as reflecting and reinforcing broader patterns of conflict
and domination, functionalists stress the contribution of leisure to the well
being ofsociety as a whole. They draw attention to leisure as an arena in which
individuals can develop and practice generally useful skills such as sociability,
and how consorting with people who 'understand' enables life's tensions to be
borne. [Smigel 1963J These are exactly the kinds of evidence to which the class
domination theory draws attention, and the inescapable conclusion must be
that this evidence is susceptible to alternative inter'pretation. Contemporary
sport may display the imprint of the capitalist infrastructure. But so what? Ina
capitalist society enterprises are inevitably going to profit from leisure.
Likewise the technology and styles oforganisation in wider use are inevitably
going to be incorporated into leisure industries. These extensions from the rest
of life into leisure occur in all cultures. It is difficult to conceive ofa society in
which people will not use opportunities for play to release tensions, and to
develop skills and personal attributes which are more generally rewarded. If
such features of leisure can be discerned in our own society we should not be
surprised, and neither should we rush to the conclusion that our leisure is
particularly unfree. Gardner has illustrated the numerous ways in which
American sport reflects the surrounding culture. [Gardner 1974J The
commercialism and competitiveness that are valued in economic lifespill over
into Sports, which are then prized for nurturing and rewarding these
American values. To gain acceptance in America, it helps if Sports can
manifestly demonstrate their consistency with American values and
character. Indeed, Gardner argues that the popularity of baseball can only be
fully understood when account is taken of its advanrage in being a peculiarly
American game. These linkages between sport and the wider social order are
not in dispute. But what do they prove? Do they reveal American sport as an
apparatus of social control and domination? Or are we merely confronting
interrelationships between leisure and other institutions that are inevitable in
any society?

The role of the state

Without denying all credibility to the class domination theory we must
recognise additional grounds for state involvement in recreation. It is possible
to account for a great deal of state involvement in leisure without attributing
any sinister motives. To begin with, it is difficult to imagine any society in
which the state could adopt a completely laissez-faire approach to recreational
tastes and behaviour. Rape and Paki-bashing might amuse sections of the
contemporary British public, but the remainder surely have a right to
protection. If we want to live in a society as opposed to anarchy, leisure
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activities must be contained within a framework of law. Until we have a totally
consensual society, there will always be arguments about whether the public
needs protecting from influences that some consider harmless. At the moment
the availability of alcoholic drink, opportunities to gamble, and the right to

witness sexual acts on screen and stage are cases in point. Government
controls in these areas cannot be realistically interpreted as signs of a repressive
state in action. That these issues are at all controversial simply reflects the fact
that different sections of the public possess different tastes and values.

Second, if they arternptto plan the use ofland, governments must inevitably
become involved in planning for leisure activities that involve using large
spaces in either urban or rural areas. If national parks and other places of
'natural beauty' are to be preserved as recreational resources and managed so
as to cater for the visiting public with car parks, toilets and other facilities, is
there any alternative to supervision "bysome public body? Similarly ifland in
urban areas and on the fringes of cities is to be kept available for sport and
recreation, it is difficult "to see how this can be guaranteed except by the state.
Two-fifths of all the land in England and Wales is currently subject to some
type of active conservation [Patmore 1972] and it is impossible to believe that
the public's scope for recreational choice would be enhanced by removing this
control. Likewise with other resources where the supply is finite, including
broadcasting wavelengths, it is difficultto imagine the public being adequately
served by anything other than a system of government regulation.

Third, a great deal of local and central government involvement in the
leisure field is the inevitable by-product ofquite different concerns. Rightly or
wrongly, depending upon the political philosophy, since the nineteenth
century governments in Britain and other industrial societies have been
assuming a widening responsibility for public welfare by promoling, for
example, health and "education. These concerns unavoidably spread into
leisure. Although today they are increasingly recognised as recreational
services, the libraries, parks and swimming baths administered by local
authorities in Britain were not originally developed merely to allow people to

enjoy themselves, and they retain important non-recreational purposes.
Similarly in America, before the First World \"'(Tar, what can now be recognised
as recreation provision normally had other principal objectives, particularly
conservation, health, and preservation ofhistoric landmarks. [Van Dorenand

Hodges 1975].
Finally, if recreation opportunities are to be made available to economically

disadvantaged groups, public provision is a logical if not the only method. If
the state did not subsidise sport and other forms of recreation that involve the
use of land, the majority of children would be unable to participate. The stale
does promote sport, particularly through education, but it is surely naive to see
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this as a subtle plot to implant acquiescent values into the minds of the young,
or as a strategy to stimulate a profitable demand for sports equipment. Local
government departments responsible for recreation are increasingly paying
ancruion to the needs of other disadvantaged groups including the disabled
and the ageing. Some of the services provided remain lirtle known. For
example, it is not widely broadcast that in 1974-75 local authorities helped to

provide I 0"1,800 people with holidays. [English Tourist Board and Trades
Union Congress 1976] As with all other social. services, whether or not this
provision is desirable must be accepted as open 10 debate, but the points raised
by the class domination theory hardly seem the central issues.

The charge of being laden with middle class values is easily hurled, but it is
more difficult to make the indictment Slick. \XThich recreational tastes are
shared by the majority of middle class citizens but interest only a working class
minority? The most popular forms of recreation including television and
holidays transcend class boundaries, while other interests, such as the
traditional arts, attract small taste publics rather than entire social classes.
Public bodies like the Sports and Arts Councils certainly lie open to the charge
that the working class is under-represented among their beneficiaries, but who
doubts that if any critics could explain how 10 attract more working class
participants the authorities would be happy to respond? In all formally
organised activity, including politics and religion, the working class tends to be
under-represented.

-111e entire spectrum of stare-supported recreation cannot be whitewashed
so casually. It is impossible to contend that all government enterprise in the
leisure field is explicable in one or another of the ways outlined above. \XThy
does the state in Britain support opera, squash, ballet and golf? Answers 10

these questions would hardly be complete without some reference to the social
class compositions of the respective taste publics. Whydo we subsidise Briti;h
competitors in the Olympic Games? The preceding discussion has certainly
not exhausted the reasons for state involvement in leisure. \XThat has been
illustrated is that there are numerous grounds for this involvement, and
accounts that see: social control writ large across all these endeavours are
refusing to acknowledge the complexity of the picture.

The leisure marhet
Listing the diverse explanations for government involvement is not strictly an
adequate answer to less vulgar versions of the class domination theory which
disclaim conspiratorial overtones and rest content with identifying the covert
social structural consequences of leisure: provision. These arguments
challenge nOIso much the motives of politicians and bureaucrats as the effects
of their actions. A more satisfactory reply, therefore, is to explain that its
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impact upon the public's uses of leisure cannot be as impressive as the scale of
government involvement since, in the leisure industries, the suppliers remain
subservient to market forces. Consumer sovereignty remains a reality in the
leisure market and one reason is that, to date, neither central government nor
the local authorities in Britain have developed anything resembling coherent

policies for recreation....
In leisure as in other spheres, there is a complex interactive relationship

between demand and supply. Demand for a facility such as camping sites may
provoke a supply, but it is easy to quote examples of supply-led demand. Umil
ten-pin bowling was commercially promoted in Britain no one was
demanding to play it, and the visible availabiliry of camp sites may increase
demand for camping holidays. The relative weight of the influence flowing in
each direction between supply and demand depends upon the state of the
market. In leisure, as in other markets, a movement towards monopoly
increases the power of the suppliers. \'Vhile pluralism reigns in leisure supply,
however, with the existence not only ofvoluntary and commercial sectors, but
an uncoordinated public sector as well, it is the suppliers who are at the mercy
of the market forces. It is public taste that has determined how television and
radio broadcasting- will be used in Britain. Whatever its early aspirations
towards educating the public and raising levels of taste, the BBC has found
that it can only win a mass audience, thereby justifying its revenue from the
government, by catering for existing public interests. Likewise suppliers of
sports complexes, arts centres and country parks have to wait and see what
uses the public makes of their offerings and respond accordingly. Public
provision accounts for only a small part even oforganised recreation activity.
[MenneIl1976] The providers have no captive audience. It is the public that
can pick and choose.

Needless to say, the above comments about consumer sovereignty apply
even more forcibly to .rhe commercial sector. I t is easy to talk about ad vertisers
foisting their goods and services upon a susceptible public, but things never
look so simple from the suppliers' side ofthe market. Advertisers may often try
to shape public demand, bur they are more rarely successful. Nine out of every
ten new brands launched are failures. During the last 30 years the British
public has largely deserted the cinema, the large dance palais, gents'
hairdressers, and the bowling-alleys that were built during a short wave of
popularity. Anyone who knows the advertising secret to tempt the missing
customers back can make a fortune. The recreation business can be profitable,
but leisure is a notoriously risky market. Public taste is fickle. Demand for
basic necessities is easier to predict. And to complicate theproblcms of private
enterprise, competition from a subsidised public sector is never far from the
foreground. A secure position as a leisure supplier requires either a wealthy
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patron or a spread of risks across a large number of leisure industries so as to be
waiting wherever demand might flow.

Socio-cultural pluralism
As far as uses of leisure are concerned, the public remains far from a single,
undillcn-ut i.ucd Ilia ....... Our um lcr... lalldillg or lei ... urc i... aided, bur to rio more

than a limited extent by the mass society theory. Likewise the class domination
theory offers insights, but cannot accommodate the greater part of the
evidence about uses of and provision for leisure. The models of society offered
in these theories arc too simple to do full justice to a more complex reality,

Life-styles vary in a host of ways that cannot be explained by reference to the
interests of a single dominant class. To explain these variations, it is usually
more fruitful to refer to the interests and circumstances of the sections of the
public directly concerned. U~e~ of lei... nrc arc related to social class. \X!orking
class households view more television, while the middle classes predominate
at live theatre. There are few forms of recreation where participation is not
somehow related to individuals' social class positions, usually assessed in
terms ofoccupation. For the moment the point at issue is that while social class
is certainly a useful predictor of leisure behaviour, the same applies to
numerous other bases of social differentiation. \X!e shall also see that age, sex,
marital status and education arc among the social determinants of leisure
conduct. It is important to keep social class in perspective. Social class is
important, bur some sociologists of leisure display an unnecessary obsession
with the subject.

\Vorking class youth culture owes something to its working class
foundations, hut it also owes a great deal to the fact that its members arc young
and possess interests that differ from other age-groups. Class analysis never
offers more than a partial explanation of leisure. Even with age and social class
held constant, uses of leisure vary considerably between the sexes. The dara in
Table 1 derive from a study of 11-16 ycar-olds at one Dudley School, [E.
Derrick ct al.] and illustrate how sharply the life-styles of adolescent boys and
girls differ. There are inevitable points of contact, but girls' lives are
considerably more horne and family centred. \'Vhen they 'go out; dances and
discos arc among the most popular venues. Boys are more involved in hobbies,
sport, and other forms of active outdoor recreation. Social class is but one
among many influences upon uses of leisure, and the sum of the evidence
simply will not justify making it the central explanatory concept.

From exposing the limitations of die mass society ~and class domination
theories we can begin- to identify a more valid approach to understanding
leisure, and the senses in which its growth constitutes a problem. Both the
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Table 1 Adolescent boys' and girls' involvement in selected leisure

activities (percentages)

Leisure activities Boys Girls

Have a hobby 54 25

Dances/discos 49 84

Own a bicycle 64 17

Team sportS 30 8

\l'/atch sport 51 23

Visit relations 37 73

Help parents 49 84

mass society and class domination theories draw attention to tendencies that
certainly operate but which are counterbalanced, in each case, largely by
individuals and primary groups developing their own tastes and interests.and
using the media and other facilities for their own purposes. The model of
society that best enables us to understand contemporary leisure is a pluralist
model- the unofficial ideology of Western society. Sociologyhas always been
a debunking subject, but in this case the conventional wisdom is less out of
tune with reality than itsmore vociferous critics. All grand theories necessarily
simplify a more complex social reality, but the pluralist theory offers a better fit
than its principal rivals, certainly as regards the analysis ofleisure. In Britain
and other \l7esteITl societies there exists a variety of taste publics that possess
contrasting interests generated by their different circumstances. The uses of
leisure of these publics are certainly influenced by commercial and public
provision, but the providers are at least as responsive to the public's tastes, and
the public has a distinguished history of saying 'No. In recreation and other
spheres the public uses its leisure to nurturelife-sryles that supply experiences
which the individuals concerned seek and value. 'Freedomfrom' is a condition
for leisure. But there is also a positive side ofthe coin that involves individuals
exploiting their 'freedom to' and leads logically to socio-cultural pluralism,
meaning societies in which various taste publics are able to fashion life-styles
reflecting their different interests and circumstances. This is the reality of
modem leisure, and theories that fail to spotlight this aspect of reality prove
only their own need of revision. .

The pluralist theory incorporates a relatively complex model ofsociety, but
its explanations of leisure behaviour are characteristically economical. In
contrast, the class domination theory with its more readily assimilated
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imagery of society consisting of dominant and oppressed strata, often has to

resort to highly convoluted explanations when faced with the details ofleisure
conduct. For example, there are theories that purport to relate the appeal of
competitive sport in general, and violence among both players and spectators
in particular, to class structure and class struggle [Cohen 1971]. Some of these
theories would benefit from a touch of Occam's razor. Itis advisable to appraise
more obvious explanations before embarking upon speculative class analysis.
It is difficult not to sympathise with Petryszaks observation that,
'Unfortunately capitalism and its assumed agencies of manipulation
including the media, all too often serve as the convenient scapegoats and
explanatory catch-ails for sterile sociological thinking: [Smith 1977J
Petryszaks own preferred 'bio-social' explanation of violence in Sport is
theoretically economical and simultaneously persuasive. He commences with
the observation that human beings possess a need for group membership,
notes that competitive sport can meet this need for both participants and
spectators, and proceeds to hypothesise that violence whether on the field or
among spectators can heighten collective feeling. Students of leisure are well
advised to try relating behaviour to the interests of those directly involved
before speculating about the significance of the class struggle.

There are numerous patterns of attempted domination and exploitation in
leisure, as is the case in most areas of social lilc.jvliddlc class interests are more
diverse than theories which persistently deplore the oppression of the working
class suggest. The self-employed complain about e)~panding government
bureaucracies triggering escalating rates and tax burdens, while the salary
expectations and career prospects ofnew middle class armies ofexecutives and
professionals including civil servants, teachers, social workers and medical
practitioners depend upon the further growth of public expenditure. [Roberts
et a!. 1977] \l7itllin the leisure industries exploitation is not the prerogative of
commercial and political elites. Recreation professionals have their own
diverse and vested interests, They include holiday camp workers who use
campers as easy sources of money, and sometimes sex as well. Then there are
the fairground gaff-lads who skilfuJJy and systematically short-change
customers. [Dallas 1971] In so far as exploitation is occurring ir is not only the
state and propertied classes that are the guilty parties....

There are romantics to whom formal organisation is anathema whether it is
commercially or state sponsored and who insist that, to escape alienation,
individuals and communities must organise their own leisure. However, there
is already plenty of this communal organisation in our own society. This is the
living proof of the pluralist case. There are participant-run dart and domino
leagues, golf clubs and photography societies, while kids play street football
and arrange their own informal games. We have this and more besides. And is
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anything lost when schools or recreation departments arrange regular football
matches, erect goalposts and provide referees, and when supplies of kit can be
purchased? The notion that technology and formal organisation along with
their rational values are inherently alienating is surely a misconception. The
study of leisure challenges such misconceptions, and the growth of leisure is
rendering the broader theories of society from which these notions are derived
increasingly suspect.

It is worth noting that despite their deep and often bitter differences, there is
lirrle disagreement on basic values between supporters of the class domination
and pluralist theories. Both reveal a preference for societies in which members
of the public can develop diverse life-styles, supported but not controlled by
business and political apparatuses. The disagreement concerns whether this is
possible within the present political economy. The pluralist case rests on the
claim that while they are certainly at play, class domination tendencies are
currently held in check; and that the form of political economy that has
developed within Western societies offers a better protection against class
domination than any of the known alternatives ....



n processes of landscape design, me noosphere
is joined with me biosphere. It must be abundantly clear
by now mat ecosysternauc design is no simple matter. By
attempting to shape the ecosystem in irs entirery-s-to give
actual form to ecological processes-it encompasses layers
ofcomplexity mat have been beyond me scope of landscape
design until very recently. Dealing with different concerns
related to different integrative scales implies a multipliciry
of modes and approaches that furrher complicates matters,

Managing such complexity requires coherent processes;
it forces us to proceed in a systematic, consistent, clearly
explainable sequence of steps. The very notion of design
process is itself fairly new to landscape design. Until me
mid-rwenrjerh century, no one cared how a designer came
up with a design. It wasgenerally assumed to be a somewhat
magical leap of intuition. and whether one liked me results
or not, one did not question their origins. One simply
accepted or rejected them,

This is not to say that me necessirv of assembling in
formation on which to base design proposals was only
recently recognized Frederick Law Olmstead did careful
analyses of natural processes, although me knowledge of
them in his time was limited And we have seen mat Patrick
Geddes described me role of me city survey, which induded
maps describing topography, soils, geology, and climatic
factors, in addition to population distribution for "me town
and its extensions," during me early years of me twentieth
century, These were also me vears of what Carl Steinitz
calls me "professionalization ~f data" by U.S. land man
agement agencies.' John Wesley Powell also supported his
proposals with analyses of me landscape, sketchy though
they were.

Sometimes me information base was quite elaborate
and sophisticated. Steinitz cites me example of Warren Man
ning, who, beginning in 1912, built a data base of 363 maps
describing every conceivable physical characteristic of me
United States. When me data base was complete, he drew

.up a master plan, showing a land-use pattern for me whole
country. But. Steinitz points our, ". .. there was no obvious
link between me data and me design." The heart of me
design process still remained obscure.

Some major regional design efforts were also carried
our in this way. The New York regional plan and the Ten
nessee Valley Authorirv plan are examples.

TIlE DEMA.."ID FOR RATIONAL PROCESS
:\onethele.<;s, that was another era. Since mid-century, the
: See Stoma. 1979;p. 15.
: Ibid. p. ]5.
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CHAPTER 6

Stages and Themes
of Design
world has changed Since me 1960s, interest in me processes
of design has grown rapidly under me influence of a number
of factors whose importance seems likely to become even
more drastic in me future. It will be worthwhile to spend
Some time examming these factors because they may tell
us a good deal about what we might expect to accomplish
by rational process in design.

Probably me first factor to emerge was me "environ
mental movement," which shed light on me enormous
changes that human use of me land was bringing about in
narural systems. This was me period when it became clear
that we were using up our stored resources at alarming
rates, disrupting me processes that support life, and radically
altering natural populations, and that we were doing all
these things largely by Our misuse of me land Natural
systems, obviously, are enormously complex, and in order
to deal with them, we needed design principles that could
deal with such complexity. We needed processes that were
able to apply large, diverse quantities of information.

Partly as a result of the emerging ecological awareness,
challenges to land-use proposals began rising from me gen
eral population, which had been lime concerned with such
matters before. Federal agencies particularly felt me heat,
Darns, flood control projects, and timber cutting pracnces
became common targets of public indignation. The angry
battle over Glen Canyon Dam was symbolic of me era, bur
private development projects were commonly challenged
as well. Court battles became commonplace, and a great
many cases were lost by project proponents, even those
with quite sound plans, for lack of a dear demonstration
of the validity of their proposals. Courts demanded rigorous
logic, and the need for defensible plans became blindingly
dear.

Related to these challenges was a growing insistence
by some citizens' groups as well as by people in decision
making capacities for participation in me design process.
They wanted to review plans as they were being developed,
and thev wanted to have their own ideas considered To
do so. they had to understand me process, which meant
mat it, and its results as well, had to be communicable.

And men came me bombshell: me National Environ
mental Policy Act of 1969. "''herher or nor it is true mat
me requirement of this aa for an environmental impact
report for projects significantly affecting me environment
was only a minor afterthought, it was profoundly significant,
The various state aas mat followed me federal one also
included the impact provision, and it changed me way land
use is determined in the United States. Although some
prediction of consequences was certainly implied in earlier

internalized ad hoc methods, and responsible landscape
architects had always considered the effeas of their designs
on natural systems, prediction now became an explicit
requirement, .

All these emerging concerns and me related legislative
and judicial decisions' pointed to me need for dearly defined
processes of design and established me criteria for their
effectiveness. These included

1. A capacity for complexity, or me ability to use a
great deal of information from a variety of sources
on many different subjects from diverse disciplines

2. A capacity for prediction, or me ability to estimate
the potential effects of a proposal on me existing
environment

3. Defensibility, or a clear and logically correct frame
work to support claims

4. Communicability, or me ability of a proposal to be
understood by me general public.

Each of these criteria emphasizes analytical aspects of
design at me expense of the intuitive ones that had so long
held sway. NOt surprisingly, most of me experirnentation
with design process that was given impetus by these new
demands followed SUiL Some of me theorists of design
process envisioned methods that would be as clear and
precise, as conceptually simple, as those of science itself.

The series of steps that serves, more or less, as me
standard paradigm for design process has me simplicity of
sciemific method, but lacks the precision. RESEARCH
Al'lALYSI5-SYl\'THESl5-EVALUATION is a reasonable
enough sequence of events, but it really tells little more
man that we need to know something about me subject
matter before trying to reshape it, The terms are tOO abstract
to tell us much about what we actually do.

Perhaps more disturbing is the implied linearity in this
sequence, a hint that if one follows these steps, one will
inevitably arrive at me single best design. Much of me
pioneering work in design process accepted this implication.
In fact, the idea that there is a best ,,-ay that will lead to
me best plan still permeates a great deal of me thinking
on the subject. Nature, it is sometimes said, will tell us what
to do. As a result, the purpose of design process sometimes
seems to be merely to interpret for nature.

In reality, however, nature is silent, ambivalent, con
tradictory, We know now that she will not tell us what to

do. In any given situation. any number of different plans
are possible. The recognition of diverse possibilities is me
all-important element missing from me four-step paradigm
and from so many other efforts to define design process.
Recognizing possibilities takes creative thought, and creativity
tends to be stifled by a rigid framework of logic. When we
stifle creativiry, we shut out a great many possibilities, and
in a world that so desperately needs bener solutions, that
is something we cannot afford to do.

We need to dispel, once and for all. me notion that
design is, or can be. a science. The v-erv nature of the
scie~tific method requires that the "'orld be broken down
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intOever smaller pans in order to understand how it works.
Science seeks to control, to ignore all of me variables save
one in a situation, and men to learn something with absolute
certainty about that one variable. Design necessarily deals
with all of me variables simultaneously, and not onlv to
understand but to project new forms. ~Ioreover, sde,{tific
knowledge depends on the separation of me scientist from
his subject, of man from nature. whereas a designer is
necessarily an integra! part of me landscape he deals with.
Detached objecnvity is not possible; influence is inevitable.
Although using me knowledge gained by science, me pU1JXlSC'
of design is purring things-a-often very diverse things
together, but never with me hope of absolute certainry.
Design is ultimately an integrative activity. To quote The
Aristos of john Fowles:

The scientist atomizes. someone must synthesize:
The scientist withdraws, someone must draw together:
The scientist particularizes, someone must universalize: . _
The sdentist rums his backon the as yet. and perhaps eternally.

unverifiable, and someone must face it,

We still need intuition and imagination; me baby should
not go out with the bathwater, Our real challenge is to
apply both creative and analyticalmodes of thought to design
processes.

Modes of Thinking
One hears a great deal of talk about combining anal)'tical
and creative thinking, but one hears of very few specific
ways of consummating the marriage. In practice. mel' are
rarely successfully joined because they are so fundamentallv
different, Research on me workings of me human brain
suggests me possibility that these two modes of thoughr
are separate functions, emanating from rw O separate halves
of the brain. Thus. they may be not only symbolically opposite
but physically opposite, each half underlying one of me
twO major modes of thought and consciousness.' The left
hemisphere would appear to specialize in analytical. logical
thinking, primarily in linear sequence, while the right spe
ctalizes in what psychologist Robert Ornstein refers to as
"holistic mentation; ... its responsibilities demand a ready
integration of many inputs at once. ..... Intuition and creatrvity
seem to reside here.

Thus it is our analytical side that establishes and follows
an orderly sequence, that organizes complex information.
and mat describes what is mere. Its biggest shortcoming is
that it cannot go beyond what is mere. Only the creative
side can inruinvely grasp complex situations, can leap into
me future and its possibilities, and. by imagining what might
be, can pose hypotheses, questions, images. and goals. Its
biggest shortcoming is that it mayor mav not be right and
by itself has no v,;::ty of knowing whether it is right or not.

Since each human brain includes both sides. and since
me intricacies of design clearlv require both sets of capa
bilities, we need to understand how to incorporate whet
Ornstein calls this "fundamental duality of our consciousness"

}see Speny. 196-t.
~ s~ Omsle'in. 19:'"2; p_52.
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and mvsterious ""'\'S. We know thev are all interconneaed,
but most of the co~nectionsare hidden from view. During
the Romantic Stage, we follow the nerccork branch by branch
to where it all converges in the Single broad stream of the
Stage of Precision. There are few choices here but to follow
it along between well-defined banks until it emerges into
the coastal plain and begins to spread into the diverging
network of a delta, the St:lge of GeneralizatiOn. Here we
have branches and sub-branches. pools, and wedands-
winding, rwisting. turning back. But beyond. the sea looms
on the horizon, and evenrually that is where evervthing

converges and becomes one.
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into processes of design. Whether design is the task of a
single mind using both of its halves in interacting harmony,
or a team effort in which each member contributes primarily
the efforts of a single side, it is important that the twOsides
work together. Without some understanding of how this
cooperation can be achieved, one side or the other may
well dominate the process without the designer Or team
being aware that this is happening; worse vet, they may
negate one another's efforts in a silent war. Psychiatrist
Roberto Assagioli calls it "... a stormy and difficult mar
riage ... which sometimes ends in divorce...6

."-5 a practical matter, the two very different sets of
capabilities suggest a simple strategic division of respon
sibilities. We might say that the creative side proposes and
the analytical side disposes (using the term "dispose" in
the dictionary sense-s-to put in order or to apply to a
particular end or purpose-rather than in the more common
sense of disposing of-gerting rid of-although the latter
is also a common task of the analytical side). Proposing and
disposing are alternating activities throughout the entire
process of design, like the continuing Interplay of creation
and adaptation in narural evolution, providing the alternating
current-albeit an irregular one-that charges the entire
process.

rF?b rF?b
Proposmg DiS~g D"P~

They come most dramatically into play in the later
stages, when the right side proposes forms and solutions
and the left side puts them in order and evaluates, Never
theless, proposing and disposing go on all the time, even
in the early analytical stages. The intuitive side might notice,
for instance, that the waters of a lake are murky and thus
propose to focus on water pollution as a major issue in
developing a plan for its watershed,

The analytical side might then examine the facts and
find that that there are heavy concentrations of nitrates in
the water and the siltation rate is tOO fast, Water quality
then becomes the issue, with emphasis to be placed on
grading and the proper use of fertilizers. Or one initially
thinks that a soil map might be useful. only to discover that
soils in the entire region tend to be homogeneous and that
preparing a soil map would take six days. Or one dimly
perceives that the flow of water probably follows a definite
pattern, so one gathers the data and constructs a model
and finds that it does indeed work that wav,

While the importance of these alternating roles in design
processes is usuallv overlooked, it is widelv recognized in
some'other fields. ~'riting of his work, psychiatrist Assagioli
calls inruition "the creative advance toward reality" and
assigns intellect three tasks. "the valuable and necessary
function of interpreting, i.e.. of translating, verbalizing in
acceptable menu! terms, the results of the intuition: second,

"See ~gloli. 1971; p. 21-

to check its validirv; and third, to coordinate and to include
it in the body of already accepted knowledge:"

The scientific method has long used such a dualistic
sequence, proposing by hypothesis and disposing through
experimentation. Although the popular notion of science
is one of analytical activity,the important discoveries invariably
involve intuitive leaps that produce ideas of what could be.
James Watson's storv of the discoverv of the double helix
is one dramatic in;tance6 The analytical verification and
proof then follow, usually taki.ngfar more time but certainly
no more important.

The alternating cycles may be clearest in the processes
of learnmg, Designers often notice how mud) the ex..perience
of design is like that of learning. Indeed, we can see design
as being quite literally a learning activity. It has long been
recognized that learning is commonly characterized by an
ongoing cycle of freedom and discipline. Years before the
roles of the rwo sides of the brain were well understood,
.Alfred )\'orth Wnitehead explored these matters in some
detail by stating that "discipline should be the voluntary
issue of free choice, and ... freedom should gain an en
ricbmem of possibility as the issue of discipline" and "all
mental development is composed of cycles, and of cycles
of such cycles.:" With freedom, we explore and ponder. In
a new situation, if we have the freedom for it, we move
from one idea or experience to another, sampling each,
Ietting the whole sink in. Discipline, then, when we are
ready for it, is undertaken to satisfy a craving for ordered
knowledge that grows from these free expl orations. \\"'hen
we have gained the ordered knowledge of the subject, then
that knowledge gives us a new ability to explore and to

produce, to intuit and invent in a directed way, and thus
a new freedom.

Whitehead thus divides learning into three Stages,which
he calls the Stage of Romance, the Stage of Precision. and
the Stage of Generalization. These will sound extraordinarily
familiar to anyone who has survived the experience of
design. More to the point, they will sound very much like
what his instincts were urging while the power of convention
was insisting on unremitting information gathering and
analysis.

The Stage of Romance is that first stage of freedom. of
apprehension, of exploratory excitement. Says Whitehead,
"... it holds within itself unexplored connections with pos
sibilities half-disclosed by glimpses and half-concealed by
the wealth of material ... Romantic emotion is essentially
the excitement consequent on the transition from bare facts
to the first realizations of the import of their unexplored
relationships.'?" For us, it is set ~ff by the perception of a
landscape with its implications of infinite complexity and
a fluid Set of conclitions that foretell impending change.
Possibilities and connections are there to be explored and
sorted Out. and among them are hints and suggestions of
a new order that we might eventually be able to shape.
This stage is dominated by the intuitive, or right. side of

Ibid. p. 224
"seewatson. 1968.
"see'V."'hm=he;Jd. 1929: pp_3tJand 31
10 Ibid. pp. I'" and 18
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the brain, although there are cycles within the larger cycles
so thar the analytical left side plays a role'here 100.

In the Stageof Precision, the material of romance is
put into systematic ·order. The left side assumes control,
but not without frequenrproposals from the right, Discipline
and the rules of logic lead the way 10 ensure facrual cor
rectness, Our exploration of possibilities and connections
in the Romantic Stage has revealed what our concerns are
and given us a solid notion of where we are going and
how to get there. Now we g:Jtherand organize the information
we need, break the whole down into its parts to gain a
thorough knowledge of how they really work, and put them
back together in a way that formalizes that understanding.
With this analytical knowledge, we gain a new freedom to
explore, this time armed with the necessary information
and techniques to conduct our search with a realistic sense
of limits and acrual potentials. This is the Stage of Gener
alizauon, in which the right side again assumes command,
though still with the continuing counsel of the left. During
this stage, we imagine possibilities, ecaluate and compare
them, and eventually arrive at a plan.

We can imagine these three stages of learning, or design,
as being like the flow of a river. It begins with an array of
Streams, pools, and channels, flowing in varied intriguing

-- ~;:.:.~.;.
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TIlE SYSTEMS APPROACH
: Understandmg design as a learning process, then. helps us

to grasp and to exert some control over the sequence of
the mental attirudes involved, and perhaps most Irnportant,
dispenses with the limiting notion that analysis is everything,
BUIit still leaves us far short of any real defirtition of method
that can fulfill the four criteria listed earlier. So we will
rerum to the subject of rational process. For further guidance,
we can tum to two fields that have been concerned with
rational processes for solving complex problems since their
emergence during World War Il These are the ':'Stems
approach and decision theory. -_.
--- the sYStems approach, for all its influence in planning
circles, is virtually indefinable. Every book on the subject
provides a different definition, and more recent works have
tended to offer narrow, technical definitions. In very general
terms, however, the Systems approach is a logical strucrure
for problem solving that emphasizes interrelatedness, the
notion that if we alter one parr of a ':'Stem, we Inevitably
alter other parts and, ultimately, the whole. In addition to
this basic idea, the systems approach includes at least four
characteristics that make it especially interesting to envi
ronrnental designers. These four are the consideration of
problems in the largest possible context, the use of models,
the role of feedback, and interdisciplinary organization.

Context
The idea of larger context is especially important for landscape
design because in dealing with natural processes, as we
have seen in our consideration of scale, everything is related
to everything else. The systems approach, according to
Churchman, is "based on the fundamental principle that all
aspects of the human world should be tied together in one
grand rational scheme...."ll The scales of concern give us
at least the outlines of a framework for such a scheme with
respect to the landscape. In terms of the ':'SIems approach,
we might think of the levels of scale as ':'Stems and

subsystems.

Models
As for the practice of using models, this was not entirelv
new to environmental designers. They had used physical.
three-dimensional models for centuries. ;';C'·ertheless. the
broader concept of the model as proposed by the ':'Stems
approach and its vast implications were entirely new. _-\.
model in this broad sense is simply an abstract representation
of reality. Its purpose, usually, is to reduce the infinite
complexity of real phenomena to manageable terms. In
making a model, one tries to draw OUI the essential char
acteristics of a real subject and put them together in :I v.-:lY

that mimics the relationships that exist in reality. The model
can then be used to develop a better understanding of the
workings of the real phenomenon. or it can be manipulated
as a stand-in for the real thing in the process of redesignmy

it,
The models used in svsterns analvsis are usuallv mat:

ernaucal, that is, the sr:l~d-ins for reality are letters a

II See Churchman.19~; p. B.
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numbers. For a great many people in me field, the systems
approach means caregoncilly me use of mathernancal models.
For others, however, ",'en for at least one of me founding
fathers of me field, C. West Churchman, such models have
lost much of their appeal. Churchman argues. correctly I
believe, that a great many of the more serious issues of
sociery are nor subject ro mathematical precision: "In the
first place, we don't know enough to be precise. nor would
anernpung to be more precise help us very much.':" Certainly,
this is as often true in me shaping of ecosystems as in other
fields of SYStems application. Usually, mere are roo many
variables, roo many unknowns, roo many intangibles. tOO
many qualitative maners like visual character. Thus, we find
mat other kinds of models can often be more useful.

Nevertheless, me use of models. especially several types
of graphic models, which mav or may nor be quantified,
gives us means for dealing with me infinite complexities
of me landscape, especially at me larger scales. Models can
represent dynamic processes as well as Static forms. and
they can make available me power of me computer.

Feedback
Feedback is a key concept in understanding how almost
any process---naruraI or human-s-works, There are twOtypes
of feedback: positive and negative. Positive feedback is in
formation concerning me state of a system that is used to
increase or amplify change in a particular direction. Negative
feedback is information mat is used to dampen or decrease
me rate of change. Processes of growth, change, and stability

'in narural systems are explained mostly by negative and
positive feedback, and me same mechanisms are at work
in human systems, although in these they are usually harder
to understand and describe. It often happens that environ
mental degradation and reckless use of resources can be
the result of me elimination of negative feedback As the
garganruan Los Angeles water import system grew, for ex
ample, every protesting and objecting voice (negative feed
back) was eliminated by political or economic force, and
the system cominued to grow until well into the nineteen
seventies despite serious and obvious problems.

As we carry through the design process. proposing and
disposing, we continually test and reiterate information,
models, and ideas, questioning and reshaping. After the
forms imagined in the design process have been executed,
the feedback loops continue, now in a real world environ
ment. through management. Information. models. and ideas
are tested and reiterated in reality. Thus feedback becomes
a way of compensating for the imperfection of our predictions,
which are necessarilv crude and will probablv never be
able to rake imo account all causes, ~ce events, and the
like.

Crossing Disciplines
As for interdisciplinary activity, this is not entirely new to

environmental design either. Even the smallest landscape
design problem-a single house or a backvard-s-involves
information drawn from a variety of disciplines. In fact, to
a practical designer. the faa that the nurturing of plants,
I: lbid., p. 20.

me quality of soils, and the mechanics of structures are all
considered different fields of study seems strange. He rcu
tinelv works with all of them and thus autornadcallv functions
in ~ interdisciplinary way. At larger scales, how~'er, more
disciplines enter the picture, each of them imroducing yet
more complex information and techniques, and the task of
assimilating and imegrating them all imo a coherent whole
becomes very daunting indeed. A design effort at me plan
unit or project scale might routinely include such diverse
items as behavioral observations, attitude surveys, economic
assessments, hydrological studies, and estimates of solar
radiation incidence. among others. The means of fining
such an array imo a logically defensible process are a major
concern of me design method for such projects, involving
the use of matrices, flow charts, and other devices adapted
from the systems tool kit. Usually we need to consult spe
cialists in some of these fields, and often the specialists join
together in interdisciplinary teams. The organization and
management of such teams are thus important aspects of
the design process.

SYSTEMS APPliCATIONS IN DESIGN
Besides the faa that they had long been familiar in rudi
mentary form and were known by other names or no names
at all, these systems concepts had another characteristic that
made them appealing to designers and planners. This was
the faa that each of them translated a mechanism that was
observably at work in nature into terms that made it possible
for me human Intellect to put it to practical use. Thus. it
became apparent that processes of design could work in
ways quite similar to the other processes of narure that are
its subject, suggesting a satisfying harmony of mind and
matter, For this reason; me systems analysis approach found
ready acceptance. The work that probably did the most to
spread awareness of its potential uses in environmental
design was Christopher Alexander's Notes on the Synthesis
of Form, in which he described the application of linear
programming logic to me design of a village in India. using
very specific relational criteria.

Ian Mcflarg's Design untb Nature in 1969 described the
methodical application of map overlaysto define the suitability
of land for various uses. Map overlays in themselves were
naming new, but Mcl-larg's use of matrices to analyze in
teractions between land variables and human acnvnies relied
on systems techniques for interdisciplinary analyses. His
process, like Alexander's, featured a logical sequence of
steps that led. seemingly unarguably, to the best arrangement,
without any apparent need for exploring other possibilities.
In this sense, both processes are examples of what decision
theorists call a technical decision-making process. Such a
process is generally used in situations ",'here goals are clear,
agreed upon by everyone involved. and noncontradictory,
that is. where all can be substantially achieved without in
fringing on others. In me technical process. each step is
made because it pushes the sequence of steps most effectively
toward its given end or solution. There is no formal need
to consider options or varied possibilities because, in the
light of established goals. me most effective plan quickly
becomes clear as the sequence is completed

In me case of McHarg's method, the goals are quite
clearly stated in terms of- his "presumption for narure."
Wnile McHarg was widely criticized for nor taking other
factors into account,13 ,ius process is entirely justified by me
clarity of his goals, however limited one might consider
them. For him, minimum intrusion on natural processes
is me guiding aim that makes it possible to proceed Step
by step to me one best solution. 10 practice, however, it is
rare, especially when working with landscape issues at the
larger scale, to find such clear agreement on goals. Usually,
in faa, the planning effort is given its original Impetus by
sharp differences in purpose, and the whole process is
enlivened by conflia from beginning to end. Although it
may be possible to agree on general goals or objectives,
they are still likely to be ranked quite differently by dlfferent
people. A development company and a preservationist group
might agree that providing housing and preserving wildlife
habitats are both worthy goals, but they are not likely to
agree on their relative imponance.

The technical process can usually be quite effective at
me smaller scales. particularly ar me construction and site
levels, At these scales, and often ar the project level, relatively
few people are involved in decisions and the major ecological
goals have already been established (as suggested in Chap.
2). at higher levels. The Simon Residence, Madrona Marsh,
and High Meadow case srudies all show such siruations. In
the High Meadow example, the basic technical sequence
was varied somewhat by evaluating and reiterating the concept
plan several times, but me goals and direction remained
the same. Reiterations of this son are almost always essential
pans of any design process in me sequence of proposal
and disposal, whether they are formally expressed or nor.
It is important to consider and reconsider various possibilities,
if only in me mind's eye or through quick sketches. As

feelings and inruitions enter in and assume dominant roles,
the technical process can resemble a poetic process that
uses less explicit information. At me extreme, it might seem
entirely nonlinear. bur me basic sequence remains the same.
Even a poem has to begin with an idea or observation or
feeling that leads to words in 'a definite order.

"''here me iterations occur expressly as steps of the
technical process, we might illustrate this diagrarnmaticl!ly
as follows:

prOblem~/nformalion~Plan~ El'aIUaliOn~
~ ImplementaliOn

TI'PES OF RATIONAL PROCESS
In more complex siruanons, where different goals or priorities
are involved. or where they compete or are mutually ex
elusive. or where the means of reaching them are not clear,
or where the goals cannot be articulated at all. more complex
processes are called for. In such situations, the logical se
quence, not being guided or constrained by clear goals. is
broken between the Stage of Precision and the Stage of

H X"t" o~lallv Gold. 197~
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Generalization, and the process is thus opened to more
varied possibilities.

This brings us ro the rational problem-solving paradigm
adapted from me systems approach and widely used in
planning. It relies heavily on the consideration of alternatives
and on evaluation and feedback and can be described as
a sequence of steps that proceed more or less as follows:

1. Statement of goals

2. Analysis

3. Developmem of alternatives

4. Comparative evaluation of alternatives by some mea
sure of goal achievement

5. Selection of me most effective alternative or. if none
proves adequate, a rerum to Step 2

6. Implementation

7. Monitoring

If we combine implementation and monitoring into
one box that we will call management, the rational sequence
can be diagrammatically illustrated as follows:

------,r--

~ ~ ~
predicJion~ ~

Goals Analyses A!terna- of goal Plan ==t iJiet,~mr t
This process, sometimes called the rational paradigm.

is often considered me major contribution of the systems
approach to the environmental design fields. John Eberhard
posed it as holding promise for a wide variety of architeaural
design problems," for example, and Darwin Stuart reduced
it to a three-Step sequence-identif,ing programs. predicting
effectiveness, and evaluating alrematrves-e-with "ide appli
cation in urban planning."

The basic sequence of the rational paradigm is actually
quite an old one, much older than the systems approach.
It goes back at least as far as John Dewey's ABCSteps: '\\nat
is the problem? What are the alternatives' Which alternative
is best? Certainly it is a sequ<)ncewith universal applications.
In applying it, however, we encoumer certain important
differences between the environmental design fields and
the areas in which me systems approach has had its greatest
successes. In the space and war-related industries. engineers
and decision makers usethis process in a rigorously quan
tified way. Goals are Stated in terms that provide for mea
surernent of achievement in precise quantities. often mon
etary. The criteria for choices usually boil down to a matter
of efficiency. Although the problems may be technically
complex, the quantities involved are known or measurable.
and the values clear and singular.

14 See Eberhard. 1968.
l~ See Stuart, 19iO.
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Economic and Ecological Rationz lity

This State of affuirs is rarely the case in landscape design.
In the first place. the ecological and social factors that are
the main areas of concern and the bases for choice among
alternatives are hard to measure and almost impossible to
quantify in terms that allow numerical comparison. According
to the integrative la-ws. the larger goals, usually meaning
ecological goals, are passed down to each scale from the
next larger scale. Where all is working as it should. then,
there exists a COnte.", of congruent larger goals, but there
are other goals, often local ones, which are frequently in
conflict among themselves and with larger ones.

In practice, it is sometimes difficult to state goals at all,
beyond those clearly established at larger scales, until we
know what the possibilities are, Since we are dealing here
with inherently political situations involving different interests,
purposes, and points of view that if not in conflict are at
least incongruent, it is often fur easier to articulate issues
than goals, Often. then. we flnd ourselves beginning a design
process with a Set of concerns rather than a set of definite
goals. We must then proceed from the concerns to an
articulation of the issues and use this as a springboard for
the design process. Goals in these cases are clarified only
near the end of the process when we have to choose among
possibilities, or perhaps they are never really articulated at
all.

The Bolsa Chica case study provides an example of an
issue-oriented process. Bolsa Chica Lagoon occupied a po
litically volatile urban situation, with a tangle of special
interests and citizens' groups promoting different uses. There
being no agreement on goals. none were formulated Instead,
the issues were used as bases for alternatives, and these
were compared in terms of the four major areas of concern:
wetland (environmental) enhancement, communiry en
hancement, public protection. and socia-political accepeabilny,
Lacking any way of quantifying these effects, they had to
be estimated in relative terms.

In its pure form-e-driven by clearly stated goals, with
precise quantification and efficiency as the criteria for se
lection-the rational paradigm corresponds to whar decision
theorists call economic rationality, As compared to technical
ranonaliry, which is founded on congruent sets of goals,
economic rationality is founded on sets of goals that cannot
all be maximally achieved by anyone design. Thus. alter
natives are needed to find the design that satisfies to the
highest degree the most desirable set of goals. In economic
terms again. this is an allocanve decision.

This definition, however, is too limited in scope and
too committed to quantification and to efficiency as the
measure of performance to be entirely suited to the purposes
of ecosystem design. Therefore, as a third mode of r~tional

process that can deal with the broader, more '-aried. less
precise, less determinate character of the l:trger landsope,
I will propose wh~t might be olh:d ecological rationaliry.
This mode is re:l.lly a \-ari.ation or e~"pansion of economic
r;ulonaliry but different in that it is driven by issues---mat
is to say, by conflicting goals and by questions rather than
by simple congruent gO:J.ls--tlut it is e..xplor3.toryin having
to consider a wide rmge of pOSSibilities. :lod th:lt it eV:llu3.tes

alternatives on the basis of their predicted performance,
this often being qualitatively measured in relation to, and
in terms of. the natural, social, and political environment.
Accepting Paul Diesing's assertion that a decision is rational
when "it takes account of the possibilities and limitations
of a given Situation and reorganizes it SOas to produce, or
increase, or preserve some good."'6 Such a process is no
less rational than the economic process, although in its
more flexible character it works more like a natural process.
It is most often applicable at the project and plan unit soles.
We might diagram an ecologically rational design process
as follows.

Jt: Possibilities :J1? Plan ~
~ ~ i

PredKtiOn~ ~It Anatvses LJeffects
Jla"agement

Legal Rationality
Diesing identifies three other kinds of ranonaliry that are
of interest here. These are legal, social, and political rationality,
Each is appropriate for application in certain distinct types
of decision-making, Or design, situations.

Legal rationality depends on rules usually determined
at the larger scales to define what may and may not be
done at the smaller, This is one way, though often an un-

Issues - III1 },,,"- Plan ~
\_em ,".t!~,~';;F==T~l~p

necessarily rigid "'ay, of transmitting goals from a larger to
a smaller scale and ensuring that work at the smaller scale
will become the instrumem for realizing larger goals. Zoning
ordinances are examples of mechanisms of legal rationality,
as are water quality standards established by the U.S. En
vironmental Protection Agency. These standards are enforced
by regional water quality control boards, which review all
water-related projects within their jurisdictions. Thus. the
regional boards take their goals from the l:rrger (national
or subcominental) scale and their mechanisms from the
smaller soles, as previously described

Legal requirements enter into almost e-'ery design pro
cess to some degree, of course. Grading stanci:uds, minimum
pavement widths, and setb3.ck requirementS are common
ex:unples. In some fields, such as highwav and s=-:ige
tr~tment plant design, the rules have become so thorough
in their cQ\'erage of the design ,-:uiables th:u the legal process,
th~t is, rule follOWing, is generall\' ~ccepted as the onlv
worbble design proceSs. Although 'minimum stanmrds ar~
It'See Diesing. 1%1.. p. 3.
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assured, the disadvantages are serious. LegaL rationality often
defies the integrative laws by prescribing mechanisms as
well as goals ar higher levels, thus creating inevitable
difficulties.

Diesing identifies four distinct trends associated with
legalism: "(1) a.trend toward complexity of distinctions and
clariry of detail, such as highly technical terms, (2) a trend
toward clear and distinct hierarchical differentiation ... , (3)
a trend toward uniformity, equality, and universalization
where differentials are not involved, and (4) more generally,
a trend toward rigidity, unchangeabiliry, action according
to rule."" Clearly, all these trends conflict with the ideals
of creative response, regional differentiation, and adaptation
to specific local conditions that are so important to the
shaping of a meaningful and functional la-ndscape. Fur
thermore, since laws must be precise and focus on single
subjects, legal rationalism tends to work in the one-problem
one-solution ,,-ay and thus to produce solutions that create
other problems. We have seen this happen with water quality
standards, for example,

So what can we do about the proliferation of leg:rlism?
The best answer to that question relates to the distinction
between goals and standards. This distinction is important
here, because while the designer at each sole looks to the
next larger scale for his larger goals, ideally he looks to
the nex smaller scale for the mechanisms by wfuch these
goals are to be achieved In the Aliso Creek example, although
water conservanon goals were suggested by a regional analysis
and a water budget was established for the planning unit,
the techniques for achieving that level of water use were
developed at the project and site design levels, Thus, the
actual ways of using water and achieving larger goals de
veloped from the specific character of the landscape. H:J.d
the water budget and water conservanon techniques been
dictated by rules for the whole region, the design process
for the smaller scales would have become a legalistic one,
at least for matters related to water flow, and would rove
been severelv and unnecessarily constrained, Performance
controls, Which establish goals: have some important ad
vantages over prescriptive controls, which dictate the means
for achieving them.but they are fur more difficultto formulate
effectively.

Integrative Rationality
All the rational modes described up to now not only assume
our ~bili~' to see into the future with reasonable accuracy
but t:lke for gramed ~ cohesi"e institutional strucrure. BOth
of these assumptions :tre doubtfuL A host of UnknO"TIS lie
in w:tit along the p~ of implementation of any plan. cronges
of direaion ~re ine-'ioble. To make m~ners worse, although
ratioml plans embrace ~ bro~d. coherent range of ~ctivities,

the institution:l1 struaures are usu:llly fl.lgmemed into :my
number of sep:tr:lte p~rts, or ~gencies. ~ch of which can
undertake only limited taSks.\''h~ton wrote thar compre
henSIve planning has usu~lly f:tiled beouse of its "definition
of comprehensi\'eness in ~ world th~t lacks ~ny compre
hensi\"e politicJ.l po"\.....er or insritutions."\8

1-1bIJ. p l-iO
I~SI..""t: ~·~;lron. J9Cl~. p. ZH
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In response to this incongruity between rational planning
methods and their irrational context, some theorists rove
proposed more pragmatic paradigms. Prominent among
these is the strategy that Alden and Morgan refer to as
"disjointed incrementalism, or muddling through.?" which
foregoes long-range goals and their associated values in
favor of solving immediate problems. Since it is usually
much easier for diverse groups to agree on such solutions
than on larger goals and values, the practical results can
be fur greater.

And their approach brings us to a mode of rationality
that Diesing calls integrative or social rationality, This mode
operates incrementally and without long-range goals. Social
systems develop in this way, Diesing argues, one small step
at a time, as contrasted with goal-seeking technical, economic.
and legal systems. Their basic trend is toward greater in
tegration. "A system is integrated when the activity of each
parr fits intO and completes the activity of other parts, and
when in addition each parr supports, confirms, and reinforces
other parts by its aai\·iry."2O

In this mode of rationality, each solution for ~ch im
mediate problem contributes to social integration and drvisive
disagreements over goals are avoided The difficulty, of
course, 'is that larger purposes are likely to be lost, and
without a larger purpose we may severely damage resources
that may be needed in the future. Solutions to immediate
problems can hamper possible solutions to future problems.
but if clear, long-term goals are handed down by a higher
level of integration, at least the la-rger ecological concerns
can escape this difficulry,

Thus.incremental decisions. if thev involve serious con
sequences, are best made with close' anention to a larger
framework, with conscious control and with an undersranding
of possibilities. In this sense, in its consideration of pos
sibilities and their consequences, a socially rational process
is much like a series of miniature ecological processes
except that each decision considers only the problem of
the moment and the information associated with it. In anv
case, it is important to let the information base grow. Csing
the feedback principle, we can continually study the con
sequences of past decisions and search for new knowledge.
Thus, information not available at first becomes available
with experience and can contribute to increasingly effective
solutions. This inregrative process on be represented dia
grammatically as follows:

Ongoing

~ ~
SJalldard~£nJort"emenl

Goals 11Ana1l'ses

InrermWent . ~ ~
Problem~ Determine~Plan~J!anagenu:n:

7 sla"d"rds U '-7 ij4t '
",riIh 3. Clrefully de-."ised beginning. 3.growing body ot

inform::uion. ::md conscious comrol ::u 3.11 rimes. this mod-.:
of ~tion~li~' becomes f:tr more th~n muddling throu;:h

lQ&-cA1J...n.;lJ'lJ:'-lu~:ln. !<r-l; p. 1:"3
.ll:IS<:'C' Di....,.mg;. 1%2, p -c.
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considered In any number of ways; they may Or may not
be then assembled into formal alternatives, We mil therefore
call this theme the search for possibilities.

In the Stage of Generalization, the cycle of creative and
analytical phases emerges clearly; once we have posed pos
sibilities, we will have to evaluate them analytically to find
the best course of action among them. So the ne..xt theme,
as In me rational paradigm, is comparative evaluation, eval
uation based on predictions of performance. And from the
predictions, if all goes as it should, a direction emerges,
and we follow It In developIng a plan, which might rake
any number of different forms and formats.

Once we have a plan, there remaIns the <ask of puning
it into operation, whim In the rational paradigm is usually
called "implemenranon," AI. this point, the effort emerges
from me Stage of Generalization into a new cycle of action
and feedback--proposal and cHsposal-IDar we can best
regard as an extension of design, or as a process of contin
UOU5 redesign. Tnis theme deserves me larger term of
management.

These seven themes are-or should be--Incorporared
In most landscape design efforts, though with varying degrees
of relative importance assigned to each- AI. this point, we
can merge them with Whi,ehead's wee stages to present
a picture IDa" diagrammatically, looks like this.

A1thougb a rational design process U5uallyrequires all
of mese srages and themes, they do nor necessarily ha"e
ro OCcurIn mis sequence. Sometimes they are considerabl,'
separa,ed in time. A Geographic Informarion Sysrem. for
example, represents the Srage of Precision-informorion
and modeling-<:arried ou, before the other srages. And
themes can occur "ithin themes. Man:rgemen, often in\'ol\·e.
continuous reiter:trion of the entire design process.

The nexr wee chapters "ill be devored ro an e.'..plorJtiol1
of me three srages and the themes within each srage.

sequences of left-brain activity, whereas In reality, if ap
propnarely complex and creative solutions are to emerge,
the left and right sides should be working together in ongoIng
rhythms of the SOrt discussed earlier. While these rhythms
are necessarily irregular and unpredictable, It is important
to recognize as essential to me processes of design at leas,
the larger sequence of shifting attitudes and modes of thought
represemed by Whi,ehead's Stages of Learning.

.:Although me specific steps described by the rational
paradigms are all somewhat different, all of them embrace
certain underlying memes, or broad subjects, that together
provide direction. As In a symphony, each theme emerges
from the fading chords of the one before it, guides me
activity for a time, is explored In depth and detail with
variations, and gives way ro the theme mar follows, Later,
In all likelihood It will rerum, perhaps again and agaIn. We
can view each of these basic themes as having a definite
place "iIDIn one of Wru,ehead's stages and thus arrive at
a general frame On whim we might moun' virtually any
process of design.

Whi,ehead's Romantic Stage finds no real counterpart
In me rational paradigms, whim are usually described as
begInnIng with problems, issues, or goals. These are irn
portant parts of the beginnIng stage, of course, bur mere
are a great many others. During this stage, we lay the foun
dations for all the work IDa, follows, describing methods,
identifying participants, genIng to know the land and the
issues. Perhaps most important, i, is then IDa,we tune our
mInds and Senses '0 me effort. This first stage of "romance"
is a major part of me design process, One IDa, rakes time
and shows few concrete results bur mar needs ro be rec
ognizecL Grouping all these activities together, we will call
IDis theme inception.

The nexr of Whi,ehead's srages, the srage of Preci5ion,
is given liwe anention In mosr desmptions of rational process,
,,'him is a srrange omission when we consider mar for most
larger-scale design efforrs, IDis srage rakes more time and
researm than me orner <wo combinecL In the "srandard"
design process desmbed earlier, i, rakes half of me four
sreps: researm and analysis. Researm In IDis comexr refers
m the garnering of Information, and analySis is fincling out
"TIa' me Information means for design purposes. SInce IDis
is a somev.·hat misleacling U5eof the term "research," I will
U5eIns,ead informaJion-beconting Informed-and Ie, IDis
theme Include the gathering and assemblIng of the needed
fuas. And Ins,ead of U5Ingthe ,erm "analysis," I willIe, the
n= theme, models, Include analyzing the fans and organizing
them Inm U5eful ab=a represenrations of realiry. UsIng
the 'erm In the broad sense desmbed earlier, models are
powerful 'ools for design, and all the more powerful if "'e

think of mem as conceprual consrructions mar we can stUdY,
reshape, and ,esr as srand-ins for realiry.

The Stage of Generalization is represemed in the rational
paracHgm as consisting of three sreps: the developmem of
al,ernatives, rhe comparative e<-:tluation of al,ematives, and
the selection of one. or some combin:J.tion of twO or more.
as the plan. We have disCU5sed the enormoU5 imporrance
of the search for possibili'ies. Tha, searm is an essennal
pan of any design process, and the possibili'ies may be

~
\

The process thar a decision·making srrucrure goes
through for eam of irs decisions is essentially ,he design
process_ In 'V.ni,ehead's sequence, Romance-Precision
Generalization, the information sys,em pro\-ides ,he vehicle
for me Srage of Precision.

4. A Geographic Information Sysrem m precHa resulrs
of proposed actions

and decision-making structures are inseparable, we need
to understand something about the decision-making
structures,

According to Diesing, a decision-making structure is
composed of three basic elements.

In addition to these three, a fourth element essential
to decision-making structures for environmental issues is
an information base. Aswe have seen, decisions concerning
land use, if they are ro have any meaning, must be informed
by an understanding of the ecological processes involved,
Simple data, moreover, are not enougb. The information
base needs m be interpreted so IDa, reliable predictions
concerning the effeas of alternative plans can be made.
Prediction of effects is me very core of design, especially
a' the larger scales, Decisions rest primarily on assessments
of the furure results of our actions.

This need requires a means of manipula'ing the infor
mation base-whim we have called the Geographic Infor
mation Sysrem-m produce precHctive models. ThU5, for
our presem purposes, ro DiesIng's ,hree elemenrs of a
decision-making srrucrure; we will add one more:

1. Discussion relationships, which facilitate communica
tions among members of the decision-making group,
which a' these levels is often very large

2. A set of beliefs and values, held more or less in
common

3. Ongoing commirmems and accepted courses of
action

ESsThL1AL THEMES
Looking back now a, ,hese rational processes, we find tha"
although they provide the logical coherence the complex
issues of our age demand, they have a cerrain aura of make
believe. _-\Dyone who has c-.llTied through a design process,
e<'en follo"mg rhe mosr rigorously rational paradigm, knows
tha, the human mind does nm aaually work that way, and
"'hen i, tries m force irselfm do so. the resulrs are uninspirecL
.-\lthough we need a ra,ional framework for all ,he reasons
discussed eJ.rlier. these fJ.uon31processes all f:J.il to account
for me aaual workings of the human mind. _-\II imply linear

Decision
structure

~ Atternatn-es~ 't h ";'" ~ Management
U PredictionsP

Ongoing C!l?neral~ Information
tssues U system

Intermittent Specific ~ jt
Issues ~ Analyses
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Political Rationality
Long-term though they may be. integrative methods. like
the first three types, deal with only one issue or set of
issues at a time. In a large, complex society, where a great
many land-use issues are being dealt with at anyone time,
inequities and imbalances are likely ro result unless these
issues are guided by a common decision-making structure.
And this is where political rationaliry enters in.

Political decisions are concerned with devising, pre
serving, and improving decision-making structures. Political
rationality deals with "the organization of though, itself, the
svstern of communications within whim particular habits
;f though, are applied to materials ro resul~ in deosions.':"

There are a great many different srrucrures aV:J..ilable
for decisions concerning land U5e. In the L:ni'ed Srares,
mosr planning decisions for priv:J..,ely owned lands are me
oretically made by planning commissions, bur the practical
re:iliryis mum more complex. The movemenr rev,ard public
participation has ,ended ro give priv,ue ci,izens a grea,er
voice, and the ,echnical comple,":;ryof quesrions concerning
environmenral impaa have given ,echnical specialisrs in
sraffpositions deci5ive roles. In govemmen, Jgencies, sin"Iilir
manges have been occurring re spread the decision·making
power. In general, there seems ro be a long-,erm rrend
away from rigid hierarchical suu=es for land-U5e deci5ions
and roward a more flexible organiza'ion wim a leadership
tha, shifts from one member or group ro another according
ro the issues a, hand As a resulr, incH\'idual e':pertise is
being pur ro bener use,

Political rationaliry is applicable ro landscape design
primarily a, the regional and larger scales, where deSign
is an ongoing process withour a defini,e beginning or end.
The landscape and me srruaure for maldng decisions con·
cerning i' are being cominually designed and redesigned
'X'hen ir e<'enrually comes abou', design ar the global le\'el
will probably be the ul,ima,e ex:unple of poli,ical ra'ionaliry
in practice. Since a' ,hese larger levels, deSIgn processes

Rather, it incorporates land-use decisions with the ongoing
inregrative processes of a sodety and sidesteps disintegrating
conflias over goals and values.

This approach clearly takes tim Integrative design pro
cesses spread our decisions over .ong periods. We have
probably all observed that the larger land-use issues usually
rake Years, or even decades, for resolution :IS, one decision
a' a time, the Integrative path is blazed, So long in term
and so diffuse is the process thar wherr'a resolution finally
occurs, we hardly notice It, In retrospect, it may seem :IS

if the issues had simply melted away.
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MGMT206

READING ASSIGNMENT
1990

Subject Matter :TORNOW, W R (1988) 'Contract redesign', Personnel Administrator,
October, 97-101.
There are two questions. Use both sides of this page please.
VALUE: 5 % OF SUBJECT MARKS
TIME ALLOWED: 20 minutes

1. What can be learnt from this article?

2. What is meant by the 'psychological contract' ?



(This short answer test is worth 10% of the overall grade) .

Please answer Question 1 and any 2 of Questions 2 - 5.

You are allowed 10 minutes for Question 1,
at which time your answer paper will be collected.

You are then allowed 10 minutes to complete the other 2 questions

From your understanding of the article, which "theory"
of leisure does Roberts find most convincing and what
are his reasons for preferring this particular theory?

What argument(s) does Roberts make about the state in
support of his preferred theory?

What argument(s) does Roberts make about "consumer
sovereignty" in support of his preferred theory?

In his discussion of "socio-cultural pluralism" what are
the arguments and evidence Roberts uses to judge the
worth of social class explanations of leisure behaviour
and leisure provision?

QUESTION 1

N.B. This was shown on an overhead projector.

What have you learnt from the article by Roberts?



NAME

LAse 209
Landscape Awareness

READING TEST
Instructions
Answer both questions in the space provided.
Time allowed: 20 minutes.

QUESTION ONE
What is the chapter from Lyle about ?

QUESTION TWO
How has your understanding of the design process been affected by
reading this chapter ?
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NAME

AGE

GENDER

STUDENT PROFILE

I I
<20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61+

Male

Female

-2-

Students at all stages in their education are required to

learn yet they do not hold the same concept of what constitutes

learning. Each concept is however equally valid.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY -LEARNING n?

ETHNIC ORIGIN

Maori

Pakeha / Caucasian

Polynesian

Melanesian

Asian

Other (State)

NO. OF YEARS OF FULL-TIME TERTIARY STUDY 0
(excluding this year)

NO. OF YEARS OF PART-TIME TERTIARY STUDY 0
~excluding this year)

REASONS FOR TAKING CURRENT PROGRAMME OF STUDY AT LINCOLN
UNIVERSITY:

PTO

AS A LEARNER, HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF?

.....I



APPROACHES TO LEARNING FROM TEXT

QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS

-2-

Question One was designed to assist you to recall what you

did during your preparation for today's test.

'"
'"

'"
'"

Answer all quest£ons in the spaces provided.

Where written answers are provided please give as much

detail as possible.

There are no correct answers.

Where problems are encountered outline these problems

in the comments section at the end of the questionnaire.

2. LIST IN ORDER THE THINGS YOU DID AS YOU STUDIED THE SET

READING.

Include details on how you undertook each task Include

any tasks not mentioned in question one.

QUESTIONS

1. WHAT DID YOU DO TO PREPARE FOR THE TEST YOU HAVE JUST FINISH

ED?

Tick those activities in the list below that you undertook"

as part of your preparation for today's test. Tick as many

boxes as are appropriate.

Made a study plan.

Skim "read the whole article.

Read the whole article in depth.

Read the article over several times in depth.

Highlighted key sentences in the text.

Wrote down ideas that came to mind on the article.

Wrote down important sentences word for word.

Read section by section making summary notes.

Tried to visualize each page.

Identified the main ideas.

Drew diagrams and flow charts to show relationships.

Attempted to identify the author's intention.

Tried to memorize all the facts.

Tried to isolate th~_main ideas and memorize them.

Discussed the articli with friends.

Tried to guess what:tbe lecturer would ask about.

Read a section and asked myself questions about it.

Thought about the implications of what I was reading.

Tried to link the reading to the rest of the course.

Condensed my notes down to a simple summary.

Read a section and then rewrote it.

Learnt the concluding sections off by heart.

Tried to understand the article's central argument.

N.B. You may have undertaken a number of activities that
nn not- .AI nrU~::l r rt..n t-h'; C" 1'; e+- c:..o.o rT11".oc:+-; rl..n "''L.~_

..,I



-3-

3. APPROXIMATELY HOW MUCH TIME DID YOU SPEND STUDYING FOR THIS

-4-

8. HOW MOTIVATED WERE YOU AS YOU STUDIED FOR THE TEST?

TEST ? D hours very motivated· I I , I

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

not motivated
I

4. WHY DID YOU USE THE APPROACH YOU OUTLINED IN YOUR ANSWER TO

QUESTION TWO ?

9. DID THE TEST MATCH YOUR EXPECTATIONS ?

-r
EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

no D

5. People try to achieve different things when they read

an article.

WHAT WERE YOU TRYING TO ACHIEVE AS YOU STUDIED THE SET

READING ?

6. HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE DIFFICULTY OF THE SET READING ?

very difficult easy
I ! ! 1 I

7. HOW WELL DO YOU THINK YOU DID IN THE TEST?

very well , , , I I poorly

EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER:

10. PLEASE COMMENT ON ANY QUESTIONS YOU FOUND DIFFICULT TO ANSWER
IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE."

Thank you.

C. E. Mills.

1990.

....I



Is this by choice?
STUDENT PROFilE

NAME .1 I
AGE D

Yes D
Explain

No D

STUDY SKillS GUIDANCE

Please outline the ~ nature and duration of any study skills
advice or tuition you have received. If you have not received any
please write NONE. If you can only recall receiving instruction of an
incidental or highly task specific nature that has been of little
assistance in your tertiary studies please write INSIGNIFICANT.

READING HISTORY
How would you describe yourself as a reader?

Do you read for recreation?
Tick the most accurate description of your behaviour.

~
Never
Only occasionally
Regularly but not a lot.
Regularly and quite a lot.

If you answered "only occasionally", ·regularly but not a lot" or
"regularly and quite a lot" please outline l!Y.!J..g1 you tend to read. Put
the types of things you read in order of volume.

I most often read

I\:



.,

.,

Was your approach the same as you would use for similar tests

in other subjects ?

APPROACHES TO LEARNING FROM TEXT

QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS
., .Answer all questions in the spaces provided.
., Where written answers are required please give as much

detail as possible.

There are no incorrect answers .
Responses are confidential.

QUESTIONS

1. What did you Q.Q. to prepare for the test you have just finished ?
Be as specific as you can. List the things you did in the~
that you did them.

3.

yes 0

Explain your answer.

. no 0

4. As you read through the required reading what were you trying

to achieve?

5. Was this any different from what you were trying to achieve
when you studied for the test on Psychological Contracts ?

D hours

2. Approximately how much time did you spend studying for this
test?

yes 0

Explain your answer.

no 0

W\:



6. Did any aspect of last week's test on Psychological Contracts
or the research questionnaire influence your preparation for
today's test ?

yes 0

Explain your answer.

no.O

7. Did today's test match your expectations ?

yes 0

Explain your answer.

no 0

8. How well do you think you did in the test ?

very well, , , , ,poorly

9. How would you rate the difficulty of the set reading ?

very difficult, , I , , easy

10. How motivated were you as you studied for the test ?

very motivated, ' , , ,not motivated

I\:



Explain your answer.

no 0yes 0
TERTIARY EXPECTATIONS
Has study at Lincoln University matched your expectations of

tertiary learning ?
STUDENT PROFilE

~~I I
ENTRY QUALIFICATIONS
Tick the boxes alongside those qualifications you held at the
beginning of your current course.

~
Three years secondary education
School Certificate in __ subjects. (State number).
University Entrance in __ subjects.
Sixth Form Certificate in __ subjects.
Seventh Form Certificate in __ subjects.

LiJU any incomplete tertiary qualifications. (ie. Certificates.
diplomas and degrees in which you have successfully completed at
least one course). Please include any courses undertaken through
private education providers.~ the portion of the qualification
you have completed as a % of the total course.

~ any completed tertiary qualifications.

unsure D

PERSONAL DEVElOPMENT
Do you believe your effectiveness as a learner has improved since

leaving school ? D 0
yes no

Explain your answer.

v:



3. Was your approach the same as you would use for similar tests
in other subjects ?

*
*

APPROACHES TO LEARNING FROM TEXT

QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS

* Answer g]l questions in the spaces provided.
* Where written answers are required please give as much

detail as possible.

There are no incorrect answers.

Responses are confidential.

QUESTIONS

1. What did you QQ. to prepare for the test you have just finished ?

Be as specific as you can. List the things you did in the order

that you did them.

yes 0

Explain your answer.

no 0

4. How would you rate the difficulty of the set reading ?

very difficult, , , I ,easy

5. As you read through the required reading what were you trying

to achieve?

6. Was this any different from what you were trying to achieve
when you studied for the last two reading tests ?

D hours

2. Approximately how muc_h time did you spend studying for this

test?

yes 0

Explain your answer.

no 0

u:



7. Has any aspect of preparing for _or sitting the two recent
reading tests influenced the way you prepared for today's test?

-r:
Explain your answer.

-r
12. How motivated were you as you studied for this test ?

very motivated, I I I ,not motivated

Explain your answer.

8. Did the Learning Approach questionnaires influence the manner
in which you approached today's test ?

-r
Explain your answer.

-r: Many thanks for participating in this study.
Colleen Mills.

1990.

9. Describe the sort of test you expected today?

1o. Why did you expect this sort of test ?

11. How well do you thiRk you did in the test ?

very well, , , , ,poorly

Explain your answer.

c,;
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Questionnaire Four

1. Personal Detail Questions.

2. Approaches to Studying Inventory.

3. Ramsden, P. (1983). The Lancaster Approaches to

Studying and Course Perceptions Questionnaire,

Oxford: Paul Ramsden and Educational Methods Unit,

Oxford Polytechnic.
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APPROACHES TO STUDYING.
NAME

~

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Approaches to StUdying

4 IN) means Definitely agree

2 m is only to be used if the item doesn't apply to you or if you find it
impossible to give a definite answer.

3

(x) means Disagree with reservations

3 1./) means Agree with reservations

o (xx) means Definitely disagree

SECTION B

Please circle the number beside each statement which best conforms with your view.

In this section we would like you to show whether you agree or disagree with each of the
statements listed below. We are concerned here with your approaches to studying in general. If
your answer would be different for different subjects. however. you should reply in relation
to your main course or subject.

././ .I x xx ?

1. I find it difficult to organise my studv time effectively. 4 3 1 0 2
2. I try to relate ideas in one subject to those in others,

whenever possible
4 3 1 0 2

3. Although I have a fairly good general idea of many things,
my knowledge of the details is fairly weak. 4 3 1 0 2

4. .1 enjoy competition: I find it stimulating. 4 3 1 0 2
5. I usually set out to understand thoroughly the meaning

of what I am asked to read. 4 3 1 0 2
6. Ideas in books often set me off on long chains olthought

of my own, only tenuously related to what I was reading. 4 3 1 0 2
7. I chose my present courses mainly to give me a chance of

a really good job afterwards. 4 3 1 0 2
8. Continuing my education was something which happened

to me , rather than something I really wanted for myself. 4 3 1 0 2

of the
school

group of your primary caregivers:
M;:tlp.C_......",I-.

HIGHEST SECONDARY SCHOOL QUALIFICATION

Please indicate by ticking the appropriate box which
following qualifications is your highest secondary
qualification. Tick only ONE box.

D Three years secondary school.
School Certificate in:
--,

1 subject
2 subjects
3 subjects
4 subjects
5 subjects
6 subjects
more than 6 subjects

Sixth Form Certificate in: (NB. U.E. is higher).
1 subject
2 subjects
3 subjects
4 subjects
5 subjects
6 subjects

University Entrance
1 subject
2 subjects
3 subjects
4 subjects
5 subjects
6 subjects

Seventh Form Certificate. (NB. Bursary is higher).

§ 3 subjects
4 subjects
5 subjects

University Bursary:

BB bursary

A bursary
University Scholarshipo

SOCIO ECONOMIC GROUP

Please state the occupational



n ./ x xx 7

9. I like to be told precisely what to do in essays or
other assignments. 4 3 1 0 2

10. I often find myself questioning things that I hear in
lectures or read in books. 4 3 1 0 2

11. I generally prefer to tackle each part of a topic or
problem in order, working out one at a time. 4 3 1 0 2

12. The continual pressure of work-assignments,
deadlines and competition-often makes me 4 3 1 0 2
tense and depressed.

13. I find it difficult to "switch tracks" when working on
a problem: I prefer to follow each line of thought as 4 3 1 0 2
far as it will go.

14. My habit of putting off work leaves me with far too
much to do at the end of term. 4 3 1 0 2

15. It's important to me to do really well in
the courses here. 4 3 1 0 2

16. Lecturers seem to delight in making the simple
truth unnecessarily complicated. 4 3 1 0 2

17. Distractions make it difficult for me to do much
effective work in the evenings. 4 3 1 0 2

18. When I'm doing a piece of work, I trY to bear in
mind exactly what that particular lecturer 4 3 1 0 2
seems to want.

19. I usually don't have time to think about the
implications of what 1 have read. 4 3 1 0 2

20. Lecturers sometimes give indications of what is likely
to come up in exams, so I look out for 4 3 1 0 2
what may be hints.

21. In trying to understand a puzzling idea, I let my
imagination wander freely to begin with, even if I 4 3 1 0 2
don't seem to be much nearer a solution.

22. My main reason for being here is that it will help me
to get a better job. 4 3 1 0 2

23. Often I find myself wondering whether the work I am
doing here is really worthwhile. 4 3 1 0 2
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24. , generally put a lot of effort into trying to understand

things which initially seem difficult. 4 3 1 0 2

25. I prefer courses to be dearly structured and
highly organised. 4 3 1 0 2

26. A poor first answer in an exam makes
me panic. 4 3 1 0 2

27. I prefer to follow well tried approaches to problems
rather than anything too adventurous. 4 3 1 0 2

28. I'rn rather slow at starting work in
the evenings. 4 3 1 0 2

29. In trying to understand new ideas, I often trY to
relate them to real life situations to which 4 3 1 0 2
they might apply.

30. When "m reading I try to memorise important facts
which may come in useful later. 4 3 1 0 2

31. I like to play around with ideas of my own even if they
don't get me very far. 4 3 1 0 2

32. , generally choose courses more from the way they fit 'n
with career plans than from my own interests. 4 3 1 0 2

33. , am usually cautious in drawing conclusions unless
they are well supported by evidence.- 4 3 1 0 2

34. When I'm tackling a new topic, I often ask myself
questions about it which the new information 4 3 1 0 2
should answer.

35. I suppose I am more interested in the qualifications I'll
get than in the courses I'm taking. 4 3 1 0 2

36. Often' find I have to read things without having a
chance to really understand them. 4 3 1 0 2

37. If conditions aren't right for me to study, I generaily
manage to do something to change them. 4 3 1 0 2

38. In reporting practical work, I like to try to work out
several alternative ways of interpreting the findings. 4 3 1 0 2
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43

44
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46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53



54. Puzzles or problems fascinate me, particularly where
you have to work through the material to reach a 4 3 1 0
logical conclusion.

55. I spend a good deal of my spare time in finding out
more about interesting topics which have been discussed 4 3 1 0
in classes.

56. I find it helpful to 'map out' a new topic for myself by
seeing how the ideas fit together. 4 3 1 0

57. I seem to be a bit too ready to jump to conclusions
without waiting for all the evidence. 4 3 1 0

58. I hate admitting defeat. even in trivial matters. 4 3 1 0

59. I think it is important to look at problems rationally
and logically without making intu itive jumps. 4 3 1 0

60. I find I tend to remember things best if I concentrate
on the order in which the lecturer presented them. 4 3 1 0

61- When I'm reaoing an artiCle"or research report, I
generally examine the evidence carefully to decide
whether the conclusion is justified. 4 3 1 0

62. Tutors seem to want me to be more adventurous in
making use of my own ideas. 4 3 1 0

63. When I look back, I sometimes wonder why I ever
decided to come here. 4 3 1 0

64. I find academic topics so interesting, I should like to
continue with them after I finish this course. 4 3 1 0
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39." My main reason for being 'here is so that I can learn
more about the subjects which really interest me. 4 3 1 0 2

40. In trying to understand new topics, I often explain
them to myself in ways that other people don't seem 4 3 1 0 2
to follow.

41- I find I have to concentrate on memorising a good
deal of what we have to learn. 4 3 1 0 2

42. It is important to me to do things better than my
friends, if I possibly can. 4 3 1 0 2

43. I find it better to start straight away with the details of
a new topic and build up an overall picture in that way. 4 3 1 0 2

44. Often when I'm readinq books, the ideas produce vivid
images which sometimes take on a life of their own. 4 3 1 0 2

45. One way or another I manage to get hold of the boORS
I need for studying. 4 3 1 0 2

46. I often get criticised for introducing irrelevant material
into my essays or tutorials. 4 3 1 0 2

47. I find that studying academic topics can often be
really exciting and gripping. 4 3 1 0 2

48. The best way for me to understand what technical
terms mean is to "remember the text-book definitions. 4 3 1 0 2

49. I certainly want to pass the next set of exams, but it
doesn't really matter if I only just scrape through. 4 3 1 .0 2

50. I need to read around a subject pretty widely before l:m
ready to put my ideas down on paper. 4 3 1 0 2

51- Although I generally remember facts and details, I find
it difficult to fit them together into an overall picture. 4 3 1 0 2

52. I tend to read very little beyond what's required for
completing assignments. 4 3 1 0 2

53. Having to speak in tutorials is quite an
ordeal for me. 4 3 1 0 2
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INTRODUCTION

The approaches to studying questionnaire is an instrument for examining how
students in higher education learn and how they experience their courses.

It was developed as a research questionnaire at Lancaster University, and used
in a national survey of students' approaches to studying in U.K. universities and
polytechnics. It has since been used with samples of Australian students and,
in an adapted form, at the Open University.

The evidence from these research studies is that the questionnaire is a useful
means of finding out how students learn. It is now offered as an aid to course
evaluation, on the assumption that if teachers know more about their students'
study patterns and experiences of courses, they will be in a better position to
organise their teaching to ensure that students learn effectively.

There are two main parts to the questionnaire: the approaches to studying
inventory (which deals with students' study methods) and the course perceptions
questionnaire (which is concerned with their experiences of courses or
departments). Throughout the handbook, for simplicity, we will refer to both
parts together as "the approaches to studying questionnaire".

The questionnaire is not a conventional course evaluation questionanire. It does
not provide information about whether students like or dislike their courses, or
about how difficult or easy they think they are. Instead, the questionnaire tells
us about how students deal with learning tasks and how they perceive the
assessment and teaching methods they encounter. The questionnaire has a
coherent conceptual basis which links together the aims of teachers in higher
education, the learning context in which students study, and theIr academic
performance. .

This handbook is an introduction to the use of the questionnaire as an
evaluation instrument. It outlines the development of the questionnaire,
provides a brief background to the theory on which it is based, and presents
some evidence for its reliability and validity. The meaning of each of the
scales into which the questions are grouped is explained, and some ways of
interpreting the results are suggested.

The handbook is essentially a guide to understanding what the findings of the
questionnaire mean. As such, it does not pretend to be a complete manual for
administering the questionnaire and processing the data. The results will, of
course, only be useful if the questionnaire has been properly administered and
analysed.

HOW WAS THE QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPED?

The questionriaire consists of:

1. Questions concerned with background information, such as the
. student's age, sex, previous education, and main courses.

2. An inventory of approaches to studying - a set of statements
concerned with how students tackle everyday academic tasks.

3. A questionnaire of course perceptions - a set of statements dealing
with the student's experience of assessment, teaching, and
curriculum in his or her main department or courses.

4. An open-ended section where students can add further comments.
\

Parts two and three are the main sections of the questionnaire.

The inventory of approaches to studying was developed in an attempt to
understand students' approaches to learning in higher education. The questions
were derived from a number of sources. Some of them came from earlier
research at Lancaster, where an inventory had been developed to help predict
academic performance in higher education (see Entwistle & Wilson, 1977).
Additional statements were written based on Ference Marton's descriptions of
different approaches to reading academic articles and Gordon Pask's work on
different styles of learning (see Entwistle & Hounsell, 1975, for a summary of
these ideas). These concepts of differing styles and approaches to studying
have been shown to be particularly relevant to student learning in higher
education. Additional questions which emerged from a series of interviews with
students at Lancaster, concerned with how they approached a variety of
learning tasks such as essay writing, examination preparation, and reading, were
also included in the inventory.

The first version of the inventory contained 120 questions. Standard item
analysis procedures* were used to explore the statistical relationships between
the questions and the statements were also subjected to careful scrutiny by a
number of researchers to see how closely they mirrored the theoretical ideas
found in the literature on student learning.

- , -

* Item analysis is the use of statistical techniques to select the best
questions and eliminate the poor ones, and to group together
questions which are answered in similar ways.
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It was soon clear that the major groupings of questions found in the inventory
included:

1. Organised, motivated study methods;

Z, The student's intention to try and understand and to relate
·academic work to his or her own experience;

3. A strategy of learning by memorising.

At this stage the results were compared with those from another questionnaire
being developed independently by John Biggs in Australia (see Biggs, 1979). The
similarities in the patterns of results were striking and the next pilot inventory
included extra items from Biggs's questionnaire. Again the inventory was
tested, this time with students from two universities in five subject areas. The
final research versIon of the inventory was developed by reviewing the results
from each of the preliminary studies in relation to the continuing programme of
student interviews. The number of statements in each of the groups of
questions was reduced in order to create a manageable total length for the
whole questionnaire.

The course perceptions questionnaire is the other principal part of the complete
approaches to studying questionnaire.

This questionnaire was developed as a way of measuring students' perceptions of
the learning context - the teaching, assessment, and courses - in academic
departments. Preliminary work in the Lancaster programme of research
suggested that students in different subject areas used similar ways of
describing their courses and the teaching they experienced. The statements in
the first version of the course. perceptions questionnaire were derived from
student interviews and from an earlier study of students' course perceptions
(see Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983).

The pilot questionnaire was given to students in six departments in 1978. Once
again, item analysis supported by conceptual analysis by a number of
researchers was used to examine ·the relationships between the questions and to
refine the groupings of questions. The main groups made good sense in relation
to previous work on students' evaluations and descriptions of teaching in higher
education. They included:

1. Students' perceptions of the quality and effectiveness of teaching;

Z, The pressure of assessment and amount of syllabus content;

3. Formality or informality of teaching methods;

4. How much choice students felt they could exercise over what and
how they studied;

5. How relevant they thought the courses were to future employment;

6. How clearly the standards expected of them were defined by the
staff.

- 3 -

The course perceptions questionnaire was further improved after a second pilot
version had been used with 767 students at two universities. It was shortened
to 40 questions in 8 groups, each of which could be defended conceptually and
empirically.

Further details of how the approaches to studying inventory and course
perceptions ques tionaiz-e were developed can be found in Entwistle & Ramsden
(1983) and Ramsden & Entwistle (1981). These provide more technical
descriptions of how the subscales were put together and tested, and give a
detailed statistical justification for their usefulness.
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WHAT DO THE SCALES AND SUBSCALES MEAN?

The questions in the approaches to studying questionnaire are not in any
particular orde~. But they can be grouped together to form what are known as
subscales and scales* when the results are analysed. The answers to groups of
questions are much more stable and reliable than the answers to individual
questions.

Every student has a "score" on each of the groups of questions. This is simply
the result of adding together the numbers that the student circled when he or
she replied to the questions making up the subscale or scale. Classes, courses,
and departments have average scores on the scales and subscales - the sum of
the individual scores divided by the total number of students in the class.

A brief explanation of the meaning of each of the subscales and scales is given
below.

APPROACHES TO STUDYING

Intrinsic motivation

Meaning orientation

Surface approach

Syllabus-boundness

Fear of failure

Improvidence

High scores mean that students are
interested in what they are learning for its
own sake

A composite scale including all four
subscales listed above. Also referred to as
"deep approach to studying". High scores
indicate that students intend to understand
what is being studied

High scores show that students are relying
on rote learning

High scores indicate an intention to restrict
learning to the defined syllabus and specific
tasks

High scores indicate that students lack self
confidence and 'are anxiously aware of
assessment requirements

High scores mean that students are not
prepared to look for relationships between
ideas and are fact-bound

Deep approach High scores indicate that students are
looking for meaning in their studying,
interacting actively with what is being
learnt, and linJ<:ing what they are studying
with real life

Reproducing orientation A composite scale made up of the four
subscales listed above. High scores indicate
that students intend to reproduce what they
are studying. Also referred to as "surface
approach to studying"

Use of evidence High scores indicate that
examining evidence critically
cautiously

students are
and using it ExtriDsic motivation High scores

qualifications
motivation for

mean that students
as the main source

learning

see
of

Relating ideas High scores show that students are
relating new information to
knowledge

actively
previous Strategic approach

Achievement motivation

High scores show that students are actively
seeking information about assessment
requirements and trying to impress staff

High scores indicate competitive and self
confident students, driven by hope for
success

* A subscale is a grouping of questions;
a scale is a grouping of subscales - a "higher order" grouping of questions.
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COURSE PERCEPTIONS

Strategic orientation A composite scale made up of the three
subscales listed above. High scores indicate
that students are studying to gain
qualifications for employment and see this
task as a game which they must win

Good teaching

Freedom in learning

High scores indicate that students think staff
are well-prepared and confident teachers who
help them with study problems

High scores mean that students think the
courses offer a high degree of choice over
what is to be studied and how it is to be
learnt

Comprehension learning High scores show that students use
illustrations, analogies and intuition to build
up a general picture of what they are
learning

Workload High scores show that students feel
themselves to be under excessive pressure
from the demands of the curriculum and the
assessment methods

Operation learning High scores indicate that students
concentrate on details and logical analysis

Openness to students High scores show that staff are thought to
be friendly and are prepared to adapt
themselves to student needs

High scores indicate that students are over
ready to generalise and jump to conclusions
without evidence

High scores mean that students have little
involvement with their work and are cynical
and disenchanted about higher education

High scores show that the courses are
thought to be relevant to students' future
careers

High scores mean that students report good
academic and social relationships between
themselves

standards of
studying are

High scores show that the
assessment and the ends of
thought to be clearly defined

Low scores mean that students think
individual study is more important than
timetabled classes in these courses

Fcrmal teaching methods

Social climate

Clear goals and standards

Vocational relevance

they
and

Low scores show that students report
are organising their time effectively
planning ahead

Globetrotting

~egative atp-tudes

Disorganised study methods

Non-academic orientation A composite scale made up of the three
subscales above. High scores indicate that
students have little concern for academic
requirements and are experiencing study
difficulties linked to poor academic
performance.

Student-centredness A composite scale made up of the Freedom
in Learning and Good teaching subscales.
High scores indicate that students feel the
courses and teaching are presented in an
effective way

Control-.::entredness A composite scale consisting of the Workload
subscale score minus the Freedom in
Learning score (plus a constant (10) to make
all the Scores positive numbers). Low Scores
indicate perceived choice and reasonable
pressure; high scores indicate highly
restricted choice and heavy demands on
students
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WHAT DO THE RESULTS TELL US?

The questionnaire provides information about how students typically tackle
academic tasks in relation to the academic environment they perceive
themselves to be working in. The results only have validity as students' self
reports of their approaches to studying and perceptions of teaching and
assessment. As explained below, there are important connections between
students' approaches, students' pe=eptions, and the effectiveness of student
learning. These links mean that the results have direct implications for course
design.

There are two main dimensions ("global" groupings of questions) that appear
consistently in analyses of the approaches to studying section of the
questionnaire. These have been labelled MEANrnG ORIENTATION and
REPRODUcrnG ORIENTATION.

Essentially these scales identify students' intentions to try to understand what
they are learning or to try to memorise facts and ideas for later reproduction
(in an examination or essay, for example). The meaning orientation is dearly
related to one of the important aims that lecturers in aU subject areas have
for their students - the development of "critical thinking". It involves using
evidence effectively, an interest in the subject matter for its own sake, an
active and critical interaction with what is being learnt, and the relating of
academic knowledge to personal experience and "real life". The reproducing
orientation, in contrast, is evidently not what lecturers would want from their
students. It suggests a narrow approach to. studying in which students are
anxiously overconcerned with assessment demands and are unable or unwilling to
see the wider implications of what they are learning. The two orientations are
similar to distinctively different approaches to reading academic articles - deep
and surface approaches - identified originally in research at Gothenburg
University in Sweden. Similar distinctions have since been identified in
research into how students prepare essays, tackle examinations, and deal with
scientific problems.

The deep approach leads to better learning in all subject areas, however
"better" is defined - in terms of complexity or quality of understanding,
satisfaction, self-rated performance in comparison with other students, long
term recall of factual material, degree results, course grades, or examination
results. American, Australian, Swedish, and British studies all point to this
same conclusion.

There are two other main groupings of questions in the approaches to studying
inventory. These are rather less dearly defined than the meaning and
reproducing orientations and cannot be defended as strongly in statistical terms.
The NON-ACADEMIC ORIENTATION distinguishes students who say they have
disorganised study methods, who tend to jump to conclusions on the basis of
inadequate evidence, and who have negative attitudes towards the courses they
are taking and towards studying in general ("I sometimes wonder why I ever
came here"). Not suprisingly, students scoring highly on this orientation tend to
get poor grades.

The fourth main dimension is the STRATEGIC ORIENTATION. Students scoring
highly on this scale are trying to do well in their courses so that they can get
a qualification, and are very competitive.

- 9 -

The relationships between the four main orientations and students' academic
progress are summarised in Table 1 for a sample of 2,000 British students.
These relationships are between study approaches and self-rated progress in the
second year; the associatons between study approaches and actual degree results
are currently being analysed. From the table, we note that:

meaning orientation is consistently associated with progress;
reproducing orientation is consistently (but negatively) associated
with progress;
the non-academic orientation is consistently (but negatively)
associated with progress;
the strategic orientation is consistently .associated with progress.

The table also gives the relationships between the subscales and academic
progress.

To repeat: these findings are based on self-ratings of academic performance.
However, similar relationships have been identified between students' approaches
to Learning and either academic grades or quality of understanding in other
studies. Several of these studies have used this questionnaire or variants of it.

Let us now look at the results of the course perceptions section of the
questionnaire. This divides into 8 subscales, and the scores on each of them
provide information about how students experience the teaching and assessment
in a course or department. It is possible to tell, for example, how a group .of
students perceives the formality or informality of the teaching methods used in
comparison with other courses in the same or a related subject area. Three of
the subscales deserve special attention as they represent aspects of the learning
context which are empirically and conceptually related to students' approaches
to studying: These are the subscales of workload, good teaching, and freedom
in learning.

Learning experiments carried out in Sweden, and interview studies of students
in Australia and the U.K., have identified important relationships between
students' approaches to learning and their perceptions of academic demands.
Students' perceptions of a threatening assessment context, of a lack of
opportunity to pursue particular subjects in depth, and of an excessive amount
of curicular material, are related to students' use of surface approaches. A
context of learning with these characteristics alerts students to the importance
of "getting through" the tasks in the curriculum, and this then becomes their
intention. In contrast, perceived good teaching and the existence of intrinsic
interest in what is being studied are related to the use of deep approaches.

It follows from these findings that students may often use different approaches
in different subject areas, depending on their perceived utility. Not only
"weak" students use surface approaches. The connections between learning
contexts and approaches to studying were clearly demonstrated in the British
survey of 2208 students in 66 departments. Departments perceived to have a
heavy workload combined with lack of choice over content and method of study
were more likely to have students scoring highly on the reproducing orientation.
Departments thought to have good teaching and freedom in learning were more
likely to have - but did not necessarily have - students scoring highly on the
meaning orientation. These relationships were not affected by the type of
subject or by students' 'A' level grades in the different departments. These
relationships are statistical but the experimental and interview evidence points
clearly to the conclusion that they are causal. Of course, the teaching and



TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN APPROACHES TO
STUDYING AND SELF-RATED ACADEMIC· PROGRESS

assessment is only one of the factors involved in whether a student uses a deep
or a surface approach, but it is one over which teachers usually have direct
control.

Main scales

Meaning orientation
Reproducing orientation
Non-academic orientation
Strategic orientation

Subscales

Deep approach
Use of evidence
Relating ideas
Intrinsic motivation

Arts Social Science
students science students
(N= 491) students(85Z) (865)

++ ++ ++

- - -.
- - -

+ + +

++ ++ ++

+ + +
+ ++ +

++ ++ ++

It is of interest to note, when interpreting the results, that neither the non
academic or the strategic orientations were related to students' perceptions of
teaching and assessment. If students score highly on the first of these
dimensions, then it probably indicates a need for special help with learning
skills for the students in a particular programme - help which is probably best
provided by teaching staff.

The results of each of the subscales in both main parts of the questionnaire
yield a wealth of information about students' approaches and perceptions of
teaching which is of potential value in planning courses. It is not possible to
discuss all the implications.of the results here. Users of this handbook might
like to consult one of the main reports listed on page 26 for fuller details of
the background to the subscales.

Surface approach
Syllabus-boundness
Fear of failure
Improvidence

Disorganised study methods
Negative attitudes to

studying
Globetrotting

Extrinsic motivation
Strategic approach
Achievement motivation

Comprehension learning
Operation learning

Key

+
+

+

++
++

o
o

o
++
++

o
o

+ positive relationship
++ strong positive relationship

negative relationship
strong negative relationship

o no statistically significant relationship
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IS IT VALID AND RELIABLE?

We can be reasonably confident that the questionnaire is really measuring what
we want it to measure and that its results are consistent.

1. The questionnaire items are all derived directly from the experiences of
students in the natural setting of academic courses in higher education.
Each question, each subscale, and each scale is clearly understandable in
terms of what lecturers and students do. Each of the subscales also has
theoretical support of some kind.

2. When the questionnaire has been completed by students in different
subject areas (e.g, engineering, English literature, psychology), the
subscales have turned out to be grouped together in a similar way.
Hence we can argue that the questionnaire is equally applicable to
students studying different disciplines.

3. Nevertheless, the scales and subscales clearly discriminate between
individual students and groups of students. For example, the 66
departments in the large survey produced a wide spread of different
scores, and the questionnaire is capable of identifying extreme types of
students in terms of their reported approaches to studying (see 6 below).

4. When the questionnaire is used with students in different countries and in
different types of institution, similar relationships between the subscales
are found. It has been used with 2000 students enrolled in six different
discipline areas in U.K. polytechnics and universities, with Open
University science and social science students, and with Australian arts,
science, and social science students. Comparable findings have also
emerged from a shortened version of the inventory specially developed
for use in schools.

5. A related instrument, developed independently in Australia, had produced
dimensions of approaches to studying very similar to the meaning and
reproducing orientations in this questionnaire.

6. There is a close relationship between the results obtained from the
questionnaire and the results of student interviews. Interviews of
students in the Lancaster study confirmed the departmental differences
identified by the course perceptions questionnaire. Interviews of
Australian students who had completed the inventory, and who were then
chosen to represent extreme scores on the meaning and reproducing
orientation scales, have been carried out. The results showed a high
level of agreement between the inventory and interview classifications,
even though the judges who classified the interview transcripts were
unaware of the inventory scores.

AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO INTERPRET THE RESULTS

The formidable-looking Table 2 shows the average values for each of the
subscales and for the composite scales. The means and ranges (highest and
lowest scores) are shown for six different subject areas and derive from the
survey of 2208 U.K. students in 66 academic departments*. Results from other
subject areas will be added to the table when they become available, but for
the time being it is necessary to compare your own course or department with
the subject area that seems to be closest to it. For example, results from a
sociology course might legitimately be compared with the psychology
departments' average scores.

Table 3 gives an example of pattern of scores. On the left hand side are the
subscale and scale titles (Deep approach, Relating ideas, and so on). In the
second column are the scores from the department or course being examined,
and in the third are the average scores for all departments in that subject area
in the large survey. The final column shows the range of scores that were
obtained for the departments in the large survey.

In this case the results are very clear. Looking first at the composite scale
scores, we see that this department has a very low score on meaning
orientation - well below the mean, and at the bottom of the range of scores.
The reproducing orientation score, on the other hand, is high, and so is the
non-academic orientation score. In comparison with other psychology
departments, this one has students who report an intention to reproduce and
memorise rather than to try and understand what they are learning. They also

. have considerable learning difficulties and generally poor attitudes towards
studying. For more detailed evidence, we can look at the subscale scores in
relation to the other psychology departments. The students report low interest
in what they are studying, a strong tendency to memorise what is being learnt,
an anxious. awareness of assessment requirements, an over concentration on
detail, failure to organise their time well, a tendency to jump to conclusions on
scanty evidence,. and a general disillusionment with higher education.

This gloomy picture is complemented by the students' perceptions of the
courses they are offered. The teaching is thought to be poor, the workload is
above average, and there is thought to be little choice over content and
method of studying.

We know from the research evidence referred to earlier that perceived good
teaching and freedom in learning are related to deep approaches - students are
more likely to try to impose meaning and structure on what is being learnt if
they have some degree of choice over content and learning method, and if they
are exposed to effective teaching. We also know that there is a causal
relationship between anxiety-provoking assessment methods and lack of interest,
on the one hand, and surface approaches on the other.

7.

8.

As we have already seen, the scales and subscales of the inventory are
related to several measures of learning outcomes (e.g, assessment grades,
degree results, independently assessed measures of learning quality) in a
consistent way.

Cronbach alpha values - which are accepted indices of the internal
consistency of groupings of questionnaire items - are given in the list of
items, scales and subscales (pp 19 - 25). Although some of the values
for the subscales in the approaches to studying section are rather low,
the values for the course perceptions subscales and for the main domains
in both sections are satisfactory.

- 13 -

In this department these relationships are shown statistically. Although we do
not know that the learning context as perceived by students in these courses is
affecting the approaches to studying they are using, the evidence from the
previous research suggests that it is highly likely. The implication is that
attention to the assessment methods, amount of syllabus content, and attitudes
of the staff in the department would be beneficial to students' learning in it.

* Appendix A gives standard deviations of the scores to enable interested
users to make statistical comparisons.
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TABLE Z Means of Subscales. and Ranges of Departmental Mean Scores by Discipline

Subscales and English History Psychology
Scales Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

Approaches to
studying

Deep Approach 11.2 10.2-12.7 11.3 10.4-12.0 10.8 9.9-1 z..
Inter-relating Ideas 10.5 8.6-11.5 10.1 9.6-11.2 10.9 10.1-12,(
Use of Evidence. 9.4 9.1- 9.6 9.5 8.9-10.6 9.6 8.5-11.(
Intrinsic Motivation 9.5 8.1-10.3 8.5 7.3- 9.6 9.3 7.3-10.~

Surface Approach 12.9 11.0-14.7 12.4 11.2-14.0 12.8 11.7-14.1
Syllabus-boundness 7.0 5.4- 8.1 7.6 6.4- 8.7 7.7 6.4- 8./
Fear of Failure 5.8 4.5- 6.9 5.7 5.0- 6.4 5.9 4.8- t :
Extrinsic Motivation 2.8 1.5- 5.1 3.3 2.0- 4.4 4.5 2.8- 5.1
Strategic Approach 9.8 8.3-10.6 9.8 8.8-11.2 10.2 8.9-11.1
Disorganised Study Methods 9.2 7.8-11.4 8.2 7.1-10.6 9.9 8.7-13.(
Negative Attitudes to Studying 4.5 4.4- 6.3 5.9 5.0- 6.4 5.3 4.2- 8.1

,.... Achievement Motivation 9.0 8.0-10.0 9.0 8.0-10.0 8.8 7.3- 9.S
(J) Comprehension Learning 11.0 10.0-11.7 8.7 7.8..,10.0 9.0 7.9-10.1
I Globe trot ting 7.8 6.8- 8.9 7.2 6.3.., 8.5 8.2 7.4- 9."

Operation Learning 8.6 7.5- 9.4 9.8 8.5-10.7 9.2 8.2-10.2
Improvidence 6.8 4.4- 8.4 7.1 6.3- 8.0 7.4 6.2- 8.7
MEANING ORIENTATION 40.6 37.!i-43.7 39.4 37.2-42.8 . 40.7 36.0-44.4
REPRODUCING ORIENTATION 32.5 27.3-36.6 32.7 29.3-35.7 33.7 31.0-37.3
NON-ACADEMIC ORIENTATION 22..7 20.1-25.8 21.3 19.1-23.2 23.5 20.7-30.S
STRATEGIC ORIENTATION 21.4 18.0-24.0 22.2. 19.2-24.7 23.6 21.5-2.6.(

Perceptions of Courses

Formal Teaching Methods 3.3 2.5- 5.3 2.7 2.1- 3.6 6.7 3.8- 9.1
Clear Goals and Standards 6.7 3.6- 9.5 8.0 6.2-10.2 8.6 5.6-11.S
Workload 10.0 5.6-12.3 . 11.2 7.5-14.8 9.0 5.3-1 z.t
Vocational Relevance 3.9 3.1- 4.7 4.8 3.5- 5.6 6.5 4.7- 8.-1
Good Teaching 11.4 8.1-13.8 11.8 9.8-14.0 11.8 9.2.-14.(
Freedom in Learning 11.7 7.4-15.8 11.2 5.0-13.2 9.7 7.9-12..1
Openness to Students 8.5 5.9-13.5 7.7 4.2- 9.8 9.9 7.4-12.1
Good Social Climate 9.0 6.9-13.6 9.2. 6.9-10.3 11.5 10.2-13.£
STUDENT-CENTRED 2.3.1 15.6-26.4 23.3 14.8-26.0 21.7 17.6-26.(
CONTROL-CENTRED 8.1 2.5-).4,,9 10.3 ~,5-~ 9.8 8." ~,4-14.:



..... lo.J.I ......A:I I.. Means of Sub Scales and Ranges of Departmental Mean Scores by Dlaclpline (continued)

Subscales and Economics Physics Engineering
Scales Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

Approaches to
studying

Deep Approach, 10.Z, 8.5-1Z,.1 10.1 8.5-11.9 10.4 8.4-12..
Inter-relating Ideas 10.1 8.9-11.8 9.3 8.Z,-10.9 9.6 8.2.-11.
Use of Evidence 9.4 8.7-10.4 9.8 8.6-10.3 9.9 9.0-11.
Intrinsic Motivation 7.0 4.9- 9.6 8.8 7.9- 9.9 7.3 5.3-10.
Surface Approach 13.8 12..8-15.0 13.Z, 10.9-14.7 13.2. 10.8-16.
Syllabus-boundness 8.8 7.5- 9.5 8.6 7.6- 9.9 9.Z" 8.5-10.
F ear of F allure 6.0 4.6- 7.5 5.5 4.9- 6.Z, 6.2. 5.0- 7.
Extrinsic Motivation 7.9 5.1- 9.4 5.7 4.0- 8.6 8.0 6.5-10.
Strategic Approach 10.3 9.5-10.8 10.6 9.Z,-11.5 10.5 8.5-11.
Disorganised Study Methods 9.4 8.1-11.0 9.6 8.1-10.9 9.8 8.0-11.
Negative Attitudes to Studying 5.6 4.3- 6.7 5.8 4.6- 6.9 5.4 4.5- 6.
Achievement Motivation 10.0 9.Z,-11.0 9.8 8.5-11.5 10.7 9.4-11.

-J Comprehension Learning 7.7 6.2.- 9.Z, 8.Z, 6.3- 9.9 8.0 6.4-10.
Globetrot tlng 7.8 6.9- 8." 7.4 6.3- 8.Z, 7.5 6.6- 8.
Operation Learning 10.8 10.I-lZ.0 10.1 9.Z,-11.8 11.1 9.7-12..
Improvidence 8.4 7.6- 9.0 7.4 4.9- 8.4 7.8 6.7- 9.
MEANING ORIENTATION 36.7 31.1-43.7 38.0 35.9-4Z,.4 37.2. 31.0-42..
REPRODUCING ORIENTATION 37.0 34.5-39.4 34.6 Z,7.4-36.4 36.5 32..1-40.
NON-ACADEMIC ORIENTATION 2.2..9 2.1.0-2.5.3 Z,2..8 19.1-2.4.1 2.2..6 19.7-2.5.
STRATEGIC OIUENTATION 2.8.2. Z,4.4-Z,9.8 2.5.5 2.1.6-30.8 2.8.7 2.5.7-32..

Perceptions of Courses

Formal Teaching Methods 6.7 5.5- 7.8 lZ.O 9.6-13.5 iz.t 10.0-16.
Clear Goals and St and ards 11.0 8.4-1 Z,.7 11.4 10.0-13.3 12..2. 1l.5-\).
Workload 9.0 5.6-13.5 9.9 8.4-12..1 12..9 5.5-14,
Vocational Relevance 8.2. 6.2.- 9.0 8.9 5.3-lZ.6 13.4 9.0-15,
Good Teaching 11.8 8.0-14.1 11.8 10.7-lZ.8 11.4 9.1-13
Freedom in Learning 10.4 7.4-12..6 8.Z, 6.3-11.3 8.1 5.8-11
Openness to Students 8.7 6.Z,-11.8 9.Z, 6.4-12..1 8.6 6.7-11
Good Social Climate 9.9 7.8-l2..0 11.Z, 9.0-l2..7 11.0 8.3-13
STUDENT-CENTRED 2.2..2. 18.6-2.5.6 ZO.I 18.0-Z,Z,.4 19.6 16.9-2.3
CONTROL-CENTRED 8.4 4.Z,-14.9 11.6 7.3-14.8 14.1 3.8-18
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LIST OF QUESTIONS. SUBSCALES AND SCALES

Subscales and Questions

Deep- Approach (Cronbach Alpha = 0.56)

I generally put a lot of effort into trying to understand things which initially
seem difficult.

I often find myself questioning things that I hear in lectures or read in books.

I usually set out to understand thoroughly the meaning of what I am asked to
read.

When I'm tackling a new topic, I often ask myself questions about it which the
new information should answer.

Relating Ideas (0.47)

I try to relate ideas in one subject to those in others, whenever possible.

In trying to understand new ideas, I often trY to relate them to real life
situations to which they might apply.

I need to read around a subject pretty widely before I'm ready to put my ideas
down on paper.

I find it helpful to "map out" a new topic for myself by seeing how the ideas
fit together.

Use of Evidence (0.38)

In reporting practical work, I like to try to work out several alternative ways
of interpreting the findings.

I am usually cautious in drawing conclusions unless they are well supported by
evidence.

Puzzles or problems fascinate me, particularly where you have to work through
the material to reach a logical conclusion.

When I'm reading an article or research report. I generally examine the
evidence carefully to decide whether the conclusion is justified.

_ 10 _

Intrinsic Motivation (0.72.)

My main reason for being here is so that I can learn more about the subjects
which really interest me.

I find that studying academic topics can often be really exciting and gripping.

I spend a good deal of my spare time in finding out more about interesting
topics which have been discussed in classes.

I find academic topics so interesting, I should like to. continue with them after
I finish this course.

Surface Approach (0.49)

Lecturers seem to delight in making the simple truth unnecessarily complicated.

I find I have to concentrate on memorising a good deal of what we have to
learn.

When I'm reading I try to memorise important facts which may come in useful
late~ ,

The best way for me to understand what technical terms mean is to remember
the text-book definitions.

I usually don't have time to think about i the implications of what I have read.

Often I find I have tead things without having a chance to really understand
them.

Syllabus-Boundness (0.51)

I like to be told precisely what to do in essays or other assignments.

I prefer courses to be clearly structured and highly organised.

I tend to read very little beyond what's required for completing assingments.

Fear of Failure (0.45)

The continual pressure of work - assignments, deadlines and competition - often
makes me tense and depressed.

A poor first answer in an exam makes me panic.

Having to speak in tutorials is quite an ordeal for me.



Extrinsic Motivation (0.78)

I chose my present courses mainly to give me a chance of a really good job
afterwards. •

My main reason for being here is that it will help me to get a better job.

I generally choose courses more from the way they fit in with career plans
than from my own interests.

I suppose I am more interested in the qualifications I'll get than in the courses
I'm taking.

Strategic Aporoach (0.32)

Lecturers sometimes give indications of what is likely _to come up in exams, so
I look out for what may be hints.

When I'm doing a piece of work, I try to bear in mind exactly what that
particular lecturer seems to ....ant.

If conditions aren't right for me to study, I generally manage to do something
to change them.

One way or another I manage to get hold of the books I need for studying.

Disorganised Study Methods (0.71)

I rmd it difficult to organise my study time effectively.

My habit of putting off work leaves me with far too much to do at the end of
term.

Distractions make it difficult for me to do much effective· work in the
evenings.

I'm rather slow at starting work in the evenings.

Negative Attitudes to Studying (0.60)

Often I find myself wondering whether the work I am doing here is really
worthwhile.

Continuing my education was something which happened to me, rather than
something I really wanted for myself.

When I look back, I sometimes wonder why I ever decided to come here.

I certainly want to pass the next set of exams, but it doesn't really matter if I
only just scrape through.

) .

Achievement Motivation (0.58)

I enjoy competition: I find it stimulating.

It's important to me to do things better than my friends, if I possibly can.

I hate admitting defeat, even in trivial mat t ers,

Comprehension Learning (0.65)

Ideas in books often set me off on long chains of thought of my own, only
tenuously related to what I ....as reading.

In trying to understand a puzzling idea, I let my imagination wander freely to
begin with, even if I don't seem to be much nearer a solution.

I like to play around with ideas of my own even if they don't get me very far.

Often when I'm reading books, the ideas produce vivid images which sometimes
take On a life of their own.

Globetrotting (0.36)

ALthough I have a fairly good general idea of many things, my knowledge of
the details is rather weak.

In trying to understand new topics,·I often explain them to myself in ways that
other people don't seem to.follo.....

I often get criticised for introducing irrelevant material into my essays or
tutorials.·

I seem to be a bit too ready to jump to conclusions without waiting for all the
evidence.

Operation Learning (0.49)

I generally prefer to tackle each part of a topic or problem in order, working
out one at a time.

I prefer to follow well tried out approaches to problems rather than anything
too adventurous.

I find it better to start straight away with the details of a new topic and build
up an overall picture in that way.

I think it is important to look at problems rationally and logically without
making intuitive jumps.

- ZZ -



Improvidence (0.42.)

Although I generally remember facts and details, I find it difficult to fit them
together into an overall picture.

I find it difficult to "switch tracks" when working on a problem: I prefer to
follow each line of though as far as it will go.

Tutors seem to want me to be more adventurous in making use of my own
ideas.

I find I tend to remember things best if I concentrate on the order in which
the lecturer presented them.

Formal Teaching Methods (0.70)

A great deal of my time is taken up by timetabled classes !lectures, practicals,
tutorials, etc.l.

You can learn nearly everything you need to know from the classes and
lectures; it isn't necessary to do much further reading.

In this department you're expected to spend a lot of time studying on your
own.'"

Lectures "_in this department are basically a guide to reading.'"

Lectures seem to be more important than tutorials or discussion groups in this
department.

Clear Go.a1s and Standards (0.76)

You usually have a clear idea of where you're going and what's expected of
you in this department.

It's always easy here to know the standard of work expected of you.

It's hard to know how well you're doing in the courses here.'"

Lecturers here usually tell students exactly what they are supposed to be
learning.

Lecturers here generally make it clear right from the start what will be
required of students.

Workload (0.80)

The workload here is too heavy.

It sometimes seems to me that the syllabus tries to cover too many topics.

Vocational Relevance (0.78)

The courses in this department are geared to students' future employment.

Lecturers in this department are keen to point out that they are giving us a
professional training.

The courses here seem to be pretty well determined by vocational requirements.

The work I do here will definitely improve my future employment prospects.

There seems to be considerable emphasis here on inculcating the "right"
professional attitudes.

Good Teaching(0.67)

Lecturers here frequently give the impression that they haven't anything to
learn from students.v

Most of the staff here seem to prepare their teaching very thoroughly.

Lecturers in this department seem to be good at pitching their teaching at the
right level for us.

Staff here make a real effort to understand difficulties students may be having
with their work.

The lecturers in this department always seem ready to give help and advice on
approaches to studying.

Freedom in Learning (0.72.)

There is a real opportunity "in this department for students to choose the
particular areas they want to study.

The department really seems to encourage us to develop our owu academic
interests as far as possible.

We seem to be given a lot of choice here in the work we have to do.

This department gives you a chance to use methods of study which suit your
own way of learning.

Students have a great deal of choice over how they are going to learn in this
department.

There is so much written work to be done that it is very difficult to get down
to independent reading.

There seems to be too much work to get through in the courses here.

There's a lot of pressure on you as a student here.

*' reversed scoring

'" reversed scoring

- l4 -



Openness to Students (0.70)

Most of the staff here are receptive to suggestions from students for changes
to their teaching methods.

Staff generally consult students before making decisions about how the courses
are organised.

Most of the lecturers here really try hard to get to know students.

Lecturers in this department seem to go out of their way to be friendly
towards students.

Lecturers in this department generally take students' ideas and interests
seriously.

Social. Climate (0.65)

A lot of the students in this department are friends of mine.

Students from this department often get together socially.

This department seems to foster a friendly climate which helps students to get
to know each other.

ThiS department organises meetings and talks which are usually well attended.

Students in this department frequently discuss their work with each other.

Scales and Suhscales
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Meaning Orientation (alpha = 0.79)

Deep approach + relating ideas + use of evidence + intrinsic motivation

Reproducing Orientation (0.73)

RAMSDEN, P. and ENTWISTLE, N.J. (1981).
on students' approaches to studying.
Psychology, 51, 368-383.

Effects of academic departments
British Journal of Educational

Surface approach + syllabus-boundness + fear of failure + improvidence

Non-academic Orientation (0.70)

Disorganised study methods + negative attitudes to studying + globetrotting

Strategic Orientation (0.67)

Extrinsic motivation + strategic approach + achievement motivation

Student-Centredness (0.75)

Good teaching + freedom in learning

Control~entredness (0.75)

WILSON, J.D. (1981). Student Learning in Higher Education. London: Croom
Helm.

A thoughtful summary of research findings. Unfortunately it does not describe
the important advances that have taken place in very recent years.



THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION
CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF HIGHER EDUCATION

31 August 1990

Ms Colleen Mills
11 Noble Place
Halswell
Christchurch 3
NEWZEALAND

Dear Colleen,

Thank you for your letter about approaches to learning.

I suggest in reply to your first two queries that a good starting point would be the text
edited by R.R. Schmeck from Illinois called Learning Strategies and Learning Styles
(Plenum, New York, 1988). Reconciliation is of course a matter of one's point of view.
The different approaches may be regarded as entirely compatible as long as it is accepted
that they address different parts of the same problem, and not exactly the same questions.
Recent work by John Biggs shows attempts to integrate the different perspectives.

Carol Speth's work is worth looking at for an example of another US study of
approaches to learning. She published an article in the British Journal of Educational
Psychology about it a couple of years back. Try to borrow copies of the American
Educational Research Association's Annual Meeting Programs for the last few years for
more examples. .

You are welcome to use the inventory in any way you wish.

I hope that your studies are rewarding and successful.

Yours sincerely,

PAUL RAMSDEN

Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia.
03

Telephone: + 61 3344 6313 Fax.: 344 5104 UNIMEL
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Approaches to Studying Inventory Data (N=22)

Students
Scales M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 FlO Fl1 F12 F13 F14

DA 5 7 10 16 6 10 7 4 7 10 13 12 6 6 10 10 13 10 10 13 14 6 9
ill 8 8 8 12 8 10 7 1 7 11 11 7 8 9 10 14 11 11 9 7 12 10 9
VE 7 13 10 11 7 6 7 3 6 9 14 10 6 4 6 3 8 13 10 8 7 7 8
IM 8 2 7 11' 8 8 5 1 6 5 9 9 6 1 10 4 '9 8 12 9 7 5 7

MO 28 30 35 50 29 34 26 9 26 35 47 38 26 20 36 31 41 42 41 37 40 28 33

SA 16 14 17 15 18 14 21 16 20 20 16 7 6 15 14 17 15 21 15 20 10 18 16
SB 10 9 9 7 10 7 10 12 11 10 11 9 4 12 10 11 9 10 12 11 9 12 10
FF 4 1 8 1 6 5 4 5 6 10 4 5 7 10 7 5 5 10 2 12 9 5 6
I 7 1 10 4 13 8 8 11 8 8 8 5 8 7 8 4 8 14 6 8 8 8 8

RO 37 25 44 27 47 34 43 44 45 48 39 26 25 44 39 37 37 55 35 51 36 43 39

EM 5 2 11 0 9 6 1 3 7 12 6 8 8 8 3 3 8 6 1 8 8 6 9
STA 12 16 13 15 10 10 7 7 4 13 13 12 4 14 12 10 13 14 15 10 12 12 10
AM 9 8 6 4 14 6 2 3 11 10 7 7 8 4 6 6 12 12 10 4 12 12 8

SO 26 26 30 19 33 22 10 13 22 35 26 27 20 26 21 19 33 32 26 22 32 30 25

DS 14 7 10 2 14 12 16 14 11 6 11 6 8 11 8 11 0 15 5 15 6 1 9
NA 6 6 13 4 13 9 4 14 11 5 10 4 8 15 2 8 10 12 1 10 4 8 8
cr 6 4 8 6 10 8 8 5 11 4 7 6 6 8 8 5 3 15 9 12 6 10 8

NAO 26 17 31 12 37 29 28 33 33 15 28 16 22 34 18 24 13 42 15 37 16 19 25

'I- See Appendix E for the names of each subscale and composite scale.




